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PREFACE
In the perusal of this small volume the reader

will do well to start with a clear understanding on
two points :—First, that the following pages are

not intended to be in any sense a complete or

exhaustive treatment of the subject of Prayer.

The subject is so vast, and in the consideration of'

it, so many alluring avenues of thought open up,

that it has been no easy matter to exercise self-

restraint and keep within the bounds set by an

attempt to deal with a great subject in a limited

space. Of necessity many aspects of Prayer have

been left untouched, while others have been merely

indicated.

The subject has naturally divided itself into two
parts—the one dealing with Man's appeal to, and
demand upon, the Immanent God, " Who worketh

in us both to will and to do of His good pleasure "
:

and the other treating of his relations with the

Transcendent God, Who while above and beyond

all created things, yet concerns Himself intimately

with the affairs of human life, and brings to bear

upon them the greater powers and resources that

lie outside the domain of man's limited nature.

As may be expected, these differing standpoints

give rise to widely differing views of Prayer, and

those who hold the one set of views often fail to

appreciate the other; it is but rarely that the

same mind can do full justice to both.
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Nevertheless an outlook from both standpoints

is necessary if a complete and balanced view of

the subject is to be gained. The author would

therefore bespeak for each of the two aspects of

Prayer presented in the following pages an un-

prejudiced and patient consideration, believing

that a more comprehensive view must lead to

larger and more practical issues in the exercise of

prayer.

The second point on which an understanding

is required, has reference to the meaning and scope

of the term Prayer as used in these pages. At the

outset the reader will do well to recognise that

the word is given its widest significance, and taken

to imply those instinctive desires of a man's heart,

or the deliberate decisions of his will which

actively seek fulfilment, and which go forth in

quest of that fulfilment, depending on the help

and guidance of a Personal God or of His universe

and its laws. This view is taken throughout the

book and includes supplication, action, aspiration,

ambition, regarding them as different forms of

Prayer, which, metaphysically-interpreted, they

undoubtedly are.

With these explanations the author offers this

little volume to earnest souls seeking to explore

the great realm of Prayer, hoping that it may, in

some small measure, aid them in their quest for

fuller light and power.

L. SWETENHAM.

MussooRiE, India.
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PART I

CHARACTER IN RELATION TO PRAYER





CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The human heart has always realised the value

of prayer as a working factor in life. From the

earliest dawn of history prayer has been the hope,

solace and inspiration of high and low, rich and

poor, learned and ignorant, alike. Theologians

and philosophers have been engaged in trying to

understand and explain it, prophets to teach it.

In Christendom at the present day it forms the

subject of innumerable conferences of religious

people ; fervent discussion and exhortation regard-

ing it fill the columns of religious newspapers, and

find their way into the secular press, and the

practical exercise of it engages human energies

everywhere to a greater extent than is generally

realised. Prayer, being of the very essence of

human life, retains its hold on the heart despite

all that has been said and taught to weaken its

influence. Even at times when the reason, brought

face to face with new problems and difiiculties,

has almost wavered, the heart has continued to

cling tenaciously to its confidence in prayer, intui.

tively knowing that some day the mystery that
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shrouds it must be solved, and the faithful heart

be justified in its firm adherence ; nay, even now

the clouds are lifting, and in many directions may
be descried signs of a newly-dawning hope.

Among these signs, the conjecture that telepathy

may possibly afford some clue to one aspect at

least of the mysterious power exercised by prayer,

is welcomed by the philosophically-religious mind

as a new ground of expectation ; and it finds no

difi^culty in agreeing with Sir Oliver Lodge that

" If we are open to influence from each other by

non-corporeal methods, may we not be open to

influence from beings in another region or of

another order ? And if so, may we not be aided,

inspired, guided, by a cloud of witnesses—not

witnesses only but helpers, agents like ourselves of

the immanent God ? How do we know that in

the mental sphere these cannot answer prayer, as

we in the physical ? It is not a speculation only,

it is a question for experience to decide." These

words, in which Mr. Harold Begbie has summed
up the great scientist's views on the subject are

full of hope and cheer ; and when such men as

Sir Oliver Lodge and others of his stamp boldly

affirm their faith in prayer, adducing reasons for

that faith which are at least as solid as any that

can be brought against it, the praying heart may

well take courage. The fact is that the tide is

turning, slowly but surely, and science, which
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began by undermining the foundations of religion,

will become its most solid support and ally. Men

are looking, and not without reason, for a greater,

a more comprehensive and perfect science, which

will help to rebuild on a firmer basis that which

it once seemed to destroy. The not far distant

future will surely witness a marvellous expansion

of the range of scientific activity. It will see a

science arise that takes all the facts of life into

consideration—the problems and experiences of

the psychical and spiritual realms, no less than

those of the physical—and giving to each and all

the same patient study that has hitherto been

monopolised by one branch of its work, it will

bring to light new facts for a larger philosophy to

deal with, and a nobler theology to interpret.

Meanwhile the religious nature of man waits,

echoing the conviction expressed by Bacon in

those almost prophetic words, " This I dare affirm

in knowledge of Nature, that a little natural

philosophy, and the first entrance into it, doth

dispose the opinion to atheism, but on the other

side, much natural philosophy, and wading deep

into it, will bring about men's minds to religion."

Great as are the achievements of science, they are

as nothing compared with what has yet to be

done. Eminent scientists like Sir William Crookes

and others are keenly alive to the fact that entire

domains of psychical and spiritual knowledge
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remain untouched, and into these the science of

the future must penetrate, disclosing to us facts

other than those that merely pertain to the physical

nature of man and the universe. The great sub-

ject of Prayer is one among many others of a

similar nature that claims to be scientifically dealt

with and illumined ; and to such an investigation

it will surely reveal itself to be, like all else in our

law-governed universe, an ordered realm, where

^ cause and effect operate unerringly, and under

the reign of laws which may be studied and under-

stood. This is what the world waits for. Men
realise that after all these centuries of earnest

praying, and of inquiry into the subject of prayer,

a mystery still enwraps it, and that its deepest,

truest significance has not been reached, nor its

laws discovered. Many realise that we are hardly

on the first rung of the ladder of prayer. With

Sir Oliver Lodge they feel that we have not yet

even begun to find out what is possible through

the medium of prayer. It is a vast and mighty

kingdom of power that we must conquer and

possess. When a complete science and philosophy

of prayer shall have been added to the human

heart's intuitive belief in and practice of it,

mankind shall be indeed as gods upon earth.

In those religious circles where the practice of

prayer chiefly engages the attention, the critical

interest in the subject is lacking—indeed it is
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tacitly discouraged. The question arises in many

devout minds as to whether there is any need to

understand the mystery of prayer, and whether it

were not best to exercise the privilege without

seeking to comprehend it. They would ask,

** Does any practical benefit accrue from discover-

ing the laws of prayer—need we trace the spring

to its source, when we may drink of its refreshing

waters without any such fatiguing exercise ? " In

reply to such questionings we have to admit that

some few there certainly are who need not under-

stand, because they see : the mystic temperament

can, in its hours of vision and elation, afford to

dispense with these laborious steps to knowledge.

But then all men are not mystics, and even the

mystics themselves have only seasons of spiritual

insight, which are separated from each other by

long intervals when they must turn to the ordinary

means of sustenance or starve ; they must learn

and progress as other men do, or else stand still.

Much may be urged in favour of an intelligent

grasp of the laws and principles of prayer, but it

is enough to say that an efficient and practical use

of any factor in human life depends upon a right

understanding of it, and prayer is no exception to

this rule. May we not rightly attribute much of

-

the failure and impotence in prayer to ignorance

of its laws—laws which, if understood and obeyed,

would change the frequent disappointments due
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to what is called " unanswered prayer," into a

glad sense of power and effectiveness in this

department of religious activity.

It is not the object of this simple book to enter,

in any abstruse sense, into an exhaustive study of

the science and philosophy of prayer—this is an

undertaking for which we depend on the expert

;

its aim, rather, is to deal with the question in its

relation to ordinary human experience, to recon-

sider and emphasise some of the already ascer-

tained principles of prayer, and to apply them in

a practical way to everyday life. There is in this

field of inquiry much gain for earnest souls who

will bring to it all the powers of the Spirit, the

Reason and the Will.



CHAPTER II

DEFINITION OF PRAYER

Prayer is essentially a creative impulse. It is

a going forth of the desire of a personality in quest

of realisation, but—and this particular feature

distinguishes prayer from other similar forms of

activity—it is alv^ays a going forth in dependence

and faith. When a man seeks expression for his

ideal, fulfilment for his purpose through the help

and co-operation of forces outside of and beyond

himself, his attitude is one of prayer. In the man
who is not in sympathy with organised religion

this resolves itself into a reliance upon the auxiliary

powers of the universe. He feels intuitively (per-

haps without even formulating the instinct into a

distinct thought) that these powers are able and

ready to help him—that he has but to put forth

his efforts, and they will be supported and re-

inforced. He expects help, and is therefore con-

fident and hopeful ; and in this he differs from the

man who looks only to himself and trusts only in

his own unaided powers. One is an optimist, the

other a pessimist ; one does things that are super-

human or at least super-normal in their greatness,

B
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the other never rises above v^hat is possible to his

Hmited human faculties and resources.

In the case of the consciously and definitely

religious man this same dependence and faith take

a higher form, and become trust in a personal

Being—in the Transcendent, Omnipotent God

—

and naturally lead to reliance on His guidance and

support.

The first necessity in dealing with this subject

is a clear, simple, comprehensive definition of

Prayer, and such a definition is by no means easy.

To express concisely, yet fully, just what it is that

constitutes true prayer, to analyse and name its

essential elements, is a task that has often been

essayed in the past, but with a measure of success

that still leaves much to be done by those who

attempt it in the present.

Each new generation goes forth with renewed

hope to the quest, earnestly striving to penetrate

a little further into the universal meaning of Prayer,

and to apply more widely and practically some of

its already ascertained principles. And to the great

undertaking all sincere souls are called—none are

disqualified by lack of learning or worldly wisdom
;

nay, more accessible to truth and purity of heart

than even to intellectual culture and ability, are

the sacred mysteries of prayer ;
" blessed are the

pure in heart for they shall see God.''

A definition of prayer to be at all complete must
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include the four distinct forms of praying with

which we are acquainted—(i) The prayer of the

lips
; (2) The prayer of the mind

; (3) The prayer

of the heart
; (4) The prayer of action.

The definition that seems the nearest approach

to this completeness is one given by the Rev. R. J.

Campbell. He describes prayer asa man's *'Demand

upon Life," or, to put it in another form, it is his

claim upon, and expectation from, his larger,

higher environment ; his confidence in the help

—

personal and impersonal—with which the universe

around him teems, in the provision it contains.

If we recognise the demand upon Life to be

synonymous with the demand upon God this

definition of Mr. Campbell's will serve our pur-

pose, for it includes all that is necessary, and yet

leaves us free to consider Prayer in its widest,

deepest bearing upon human life. And are we
not fully justified in regarding as essentially one

these two different ways of expressing the depend-

ence of the Hmited and personal on the universal

and infinite ? Whether we call it Prayer or a

Demand upon Life, it is one and the same thing

;

for Life is God's mysterious gift, so also is the

universe that environs it ; both have their source

in Him : and the laws of that Life and of that

Universe are of His making. Therefore man's

demand upon Life is, in its ultimate analysis, his

demand upon God.

B 2
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Prayer in this larger, deeper sense in which we

have been viewing it, need never be articulated, it

need not even be crystallised into thought, or held

in any definite and concrete form in the mind

—

" Prayer is the soul's sincere desire, uttered or

unexpressed." That the inward desire exists is

sufficient to make it a factor in life, and effective

according to its strength and tenacity. It may
even remain a vague undefined instinct, a yearn-

ing, a pressure of ambitions and hopes, and yet

be the most real of all prayers. This kind of

prayer is going on ceaselessly all over the uni-

verse. The Rev. R. J. Campbell, as interpreted

by Mr. Harold Begbie, is ever proclaiming to

his vast audiences this fact : to the sceptic who
exclaims, ** I do not pray at all, I do not believe

in prayer," to the hard-working business man
who forgets it as a formal exercise, he gives the

same message, " My friend, you are praying every

minute of your busy life—every minute is an effort

of your will towards success." ** There are good

prayers and evil prayers, he tells his congregation,

selfish and unselfish prayers, holy and devilish

prayers, and every man must be praying the one

or the other. Do you desire that cheating and

chicanery and meanness and cruelty and injustice

should triumph, and do you work in that direc-

tion ? Then your prayers are evil. Do you long

for the victory of honesty and kindness, of right
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and justice, of sweetness and light, and do you

strive to that high end—then are your prayers

holy. Every man must pray on this side or

on that." As Mrs. E. B. Browning also puts it,

*' Every wish with God is a prayer."

And what the true self ardently desires and pur-

sues, whether the object be good or bad, it will

achieve in the face of super-human difficulties;

mountains will be removed and paths smoothed.
*' Some higher influence," says Goethe, " favours

the stedfast, the active, the constant, the con-

trolled and controlling." We must all have

watched this working itself out in the lives around

us. Here is a man, whose whole soul is set on

the attainment of high and holy character. His

disabilities may be great, he may be heavily handi-

capped by outward disadvantages and by natural

inward defects and weaknesses, still his ultimate

success is sure if he only presses on undeterred by

defeat and discouragement.

Success may likewise be predicted, though not

with quite the same certainty, of the prayer, or

demand upon Life, that is mean and selfish, and

has for its object wealth, worldly position, selfish

enjoyment, ease. Provided it is strong and per-

sistent enough it too prevails. In the parable of

the Prodigal Son we find the father helping in-

stead of hindering the fulfilment of the prodigal's

desires. By yielding to the demand for a share
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of the inheritance, he made it possible for the poor

deluded youth to leave home, and get into serious

trouble, and commit grave sins. A principle surely

is hinted at in this story, namely, that God has

so ordained it that the whole universe responds

to the earnest demands made upon it, and co-

operates with the man, be he good or bad, who is

resolute enough and persists strongly in his desire,

despite all that tends to kill or weaken it. And

many are the foes to human persistence and insist-

ence. God is the opponent when the desires are

evil ; and the world wages war against them when

they are higher than its rules and standards. The

fight is often desperate, but the man who comes

triumphantly through, hugging his cherished pur-

pose with undiminished vigour and intensity, has

earned the right to see it realised—even, we may
dare to say, when it is contrary to the Divine mind.

In this dogged persistence lies the secret of pre-

vailing prayer ; the mysterious reason for its power,

even in cases when it works injuriously, forms the

subject of another chapter.

Thus, viewed in its spiritual aspect, prayer is

indeed man's demand upon Life. When that

demand is formulated into thought and word, and

consciously directed towards a personal Being, we

have no difficulty in recognising it as prayer ; but

the benefit to ourselves will be inestimable when

we come to see that it is none the less prayer,
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though the yearning that stirs the heart remain

undefined and voiceless, and the purposes and

desires that strive silently, almost unconsciously,

towards some goal are not dreamt of as being

identical with strong and earnest appeal to higher

powers—nay, to the very source of all power—to

God Himself. The one form of prayer is conscious,

direct, intelligent appeal to a recognised personal

God ; the other is an indefinite, indirect un-

conscious dependence on Him through His universe

and its laws. Both kinds of prayer are heard and

answered ; but who will not admit that the first is

the more potent and effectual of the two, for it

includes the second.



CHAPTER III

CHARACTER THE BASIS OF PRAYER

Lest the reader should wonder as he proceeds

why, in a book dealing with the subject of prayer,

character should occupy so conspicuous a place, it

is well, before going further, to make the reason

quite clear.

This reason, briefly stated, is that character is

the basis of all prayer—the most important factor

in it. Not only is the quality and force of prayer

affected by character, but the less character a man
has the less he prays. The fewer and feebler his

positive qualities and desires the less he tends to

go forth in active quest of self-realisation and self-

expression. The poverty of the Self impoverishes

its praying ; and so both the quality and, if we
may thus express it, the quantity of prayer depend

on character. We need to be awakened to a

recognition and practical application of this fact,

for it has never really arrested the mind and

occupied the attention to the extent that its

supreme importance entitles it to do. It is not

too much to say that those who do attempt to

take character into account in dealing with the
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ficially, and in certain stereotyped ways, following

along paths already worn into ruts; while the

actual bearing of qualities and habits, mental,

physical and spiritual, on the prayer-life is over-

looked
; and defects of disposition continue,

unperceived, to undermine the power of prayer.

We need to be arrested in a new and startling

way by the fact that there is a close connection

between character and prayer! If, instead of

going, again and again, over old ground, this

aspect of the question could be seriously and
intelligently faced and dealt with, we might the

sooner find the key to those inner mysteries of

prayer that we seek.

If prayer is the putting forth by the personality,

in some form or another, of its inherent force for

the attainment of its desires and aims, it is very
certain that the prayer must partake of the nature
of the personality, its excellences and its defects.

The idea that it is possible for a dualism to exist

between the personality that prays and the prayer
it offers is an error that has too long survived.

The easy-going notion that certain qualities can
be exercised in prayer that do not exist in the
character—can be summoned by magic, as it were,

and introduced into a man's prayer when they have
no existence in his ordinary life—is a fallacy that

widely prevails and has many unconscious victims.
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The fact is that character is the basis of all

prayer. As a man is, so he prays. He cannot be

shallow and frivolous by nature, and yet pray with

depth and intensity ; he cannot be mediocre, and

make superior and exalted demands upon life ; he

cannot, with a torn and distracted personality,

concentrate so as to generate force in prayer.

All that is in him reacts on his praying—whether

he will or no,—vitally affecting every exercise of

the spirit of prayer, and deciding the issues.

One of the reasons why the error, that we can

put forth in prayer what has no real existence in

character, has so long survived may be found in

the fact that appearances tend to support it. For

instance, because we can go on praying with the

lips for something that has long since ceased to

be an object of desire, it is easy to imagine that

we are fulfilling the condition that demands per-

severance as a necessary element in successful

praying. As a matter of fact, if the quality of

perseverance is lacking in the character it will be

lacking in the prayer also. Very soon the suppliant

will inwardly abandon the desire or purpose he

was earnestly set upon for awhile ; that is, his

heart will go out of it, leaving the mere empty

form ; and though he fondly imagines that because

he retains the form he is persevering in the prayer,

the fickleness that relinquishes its aims will in

reality have betrayed him.
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This is the condition of innumerable individuals

and communities who are formally presenting day
after day, year after year, the same petitions that
they once presented with genuine ardour and
sincerity—who are ostensibly pursuing the same
objects and schemes which were once of vital

interest, but now no longer hold the heart. We
need to understand that when the prayer has
become formal and the work mechanical, when
the inward hold of heart and will upon a once
living object of desire has slackened, then the
petitions we are framing and uttering are no
longer prayer ; nor does the outward adherence to

our purpose represent a true adherence. If the
spirit has gone out of such acts they are dead,
though they seem to live and move.

What has been said of perseverance applies

equally to the other conditions laid down as

necessary to success in prayer—such as intensity,

faith, self-discipline, concentration. These quali-

ties cannot be suddenly called into being when
required for the exercise of prayer if they have
not their home already in the nature, and are not
growing and developing there. The semblance of
them we may conjure up, but not the reality ; and
God takes only realities into account ; His great
laws of cause and effect deal with facts, and not
appearances; therefore not until we really and
inwardly fulfil the required conditions need we
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look for the promised results. It is real, not

nominal fulfilment that secures success in prayer.

If we look closely at the conditions themselves

we shall find that they are simply a demand for

character. And in this fact surely lurks a hint

which sheds light on the problem as to why a

powerful God and loving Father, Who knows our

needs, should require to be besieged with a per-

sistence, faith and intensity of no common order

or degree ere He will respond. How if we should

find that this very dependence of man upon his

moral qualities for success in prayer is one of

the surest, wisest means of procuring the growth

and development of human character ! Thus the

law by which God limits Himself in his preroga-

tives as Giver and Benefactor becomes a powerfully

regenerating factor in our lives.



CHAPTER IV

THE PRAYER OF THE LIPS AND THE PRAYER OF

THE MIND

Of all prayer the most conventional and super-

ficial is the prayer of the lips. Yet this form of

prayer has its place and value in religious life, both

public and private. It defines and formulates—and

by expression gives point and emphasis to—the

better aspirations of the heart and mind, thereby

making them more real and tangible. Its great

danger lies in the fact that it, more than any other

kind of prayer, may successfully conceal many
unconscious insincerities. The lips readily repeat,

parrot fashion, that to which they have been

trained, the mind mechanically acquiescing. Much
of the praying in public worship and in private

devotions is of this description. Such prayer

becomes a modern species of charm or incanta-

tion, and the suppliant has a vague and totally

unreasoned sense of being heard for his much-

speaking. Even when the prayer of the lips is

genuine, as is often the case, being intelligently

based on ideas and opinions that have truly been

adopted, it does not necessarily reach the rock-bed
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of reality ; because these ideas and opinions are

generally the result of conventional theories, or of

education in the standards and ideals of our time,

locality and station, and thus form an artificial

rather than an essential part of the suppliant's

demand upon life ; they do not come at first-hand

from his most-real self, nor do they represent the

truest instincts of his personality. Very often the

desires of a man's heart may be directly opposed

to those he has schooled himself to articulate in

prayer, or even persuaded himself to consider as

his own. Thus it will be seen that such prayer,

though far from being useless, can only exercise a

comparatively small measure of power.

The second form of prayer that we must con-

sider is the prayer of the mind.

Distinct from the superficial adoption of current

notions and theories is the far deeper process of

assimilating thought, making it our own by a vital

process and building out of it our intellectual con-

ceptions of life and character. We are familiar

with the type of man who has elected to live

according to the ideals of his reason. These may

differ widely on the one hand from the impulses of

his heart, or, on the other, from the tastes induced

by education and environment ; but he is prepared

to sacrifice both feelings and habits in order to

realise the thought-ideal which he has deliberately

enthroned as sovereign over his life and destmy

;
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and this is equally true whether the thought-ideals

be higher or lower than the instinctive tastes and

tendencies. The hopes, desires, ambitions thus

conceived by the mind press against the bars of

opposing circumstances and self-betraying weak-

ness ; and, though unspoken, are as truly the prayer

of the man as if he uttered them in the form of

articulate petition ; they constitute his demand

upon life, which, as we have already said, is iden-

tical with his demand upon God. Frequently this

demand is sordid and mean, having wealth or

position or worldly success for its aim ; but,

whether it be good or bad, no close observer can

fail to note that it is a potent factor in human
experience. Much of the present day optimistic

teaching, that attributes almost unbounded power

to thought-forces, is based on the recognition of

the fact that man's mind is a dynamic. You can

be what you will, do what you will, urge the

prophets of this great truth, if only you can bring

all the powers of your mind and will to bear upon

the undertaking. Thought-forces are irresistible

;

therefore nothing shall be impossible unto you.

And this estimate of the potency of thought is

true save for two modifying and limiting factors

with which we shall presently deal. Nevertheless,

in spite of all deductions and qualifications, the

mind's choice and desire still constitute a very

powerful and effective form of prayer, and bring
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into operation the universal law enunciated by

Jesus :
" Ask and it shall be given unto you ; seek

and ye shall find ; knock and it shall be opened

unto you."

But though the mind's prayer has its rise in a

deeper stratum of our personality than the prayer

of the lips, it is not necessarily the voice of our

deepest, truest self. This brings us to the third

form of prayer, namely, the prayer of the heart,

vi^hich is composed of those instinctive desires and

affections which spring spontaneously from the

deepest founts of being, and therefore constitute

man's truest, sincerest prayer. This forms the

subject of the following chapter.



CHAPTER V

THE PRAYER OF THE HEART, THE MOST REAL

PRAYER

The most real prayer is the prayer of the Heart

—the out-going of feeling and desire towards some

object of its own choosing. It has been said that

feeHng is personal, thought is impersonal. This

is relatively true, for feeling is the fundamental

and final expression of our essential nature, it

springs from the inmost recesses of the heart ; it

is intuitive and spontaneous, while thought bears

undeniable traces of effort, of outside stimulus and

pressure. That which we desire through love of

it, is more truly our personal desire than that

which we seek because our mind chooses it ; the

elective affinities of the Heart are a more integral

and intimate part of ourselves than the dictates of

Reason, or the tendencies resulting from education

and environment. These, however strengthened

they may be by habit and determination, are apt

to play us false should feeling assert itself power-

fully; for, being the greatest force in human
nature, it is apt to break down all the oppositions

of reason and training when it rises in strength.

c
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If, therefore, thought is potent, feeHng is far more

so. And from the heart—that inmost shrine of

personahty—there issues a stream of prayer, of

earnest persistent demand upon Life, that is more

effectual than either the prayer of the lips or the

prayer of the mind.

Often a severe conflict ensues between the

desires of the Heart and the dictates of the Mind.

Theories rise up against feelings, feelings militate

against doctrines and ideas. The heart cannot be

brought to love and embrace the Mind's ideals

even when, as is often the case, it knows them to

be higher than its own instincts ; or else it is that

the Reason has chosen some ignoble course or

adopted some inhuman theory in which it is con-

tinually opposed and betrayed by the protesting

feelings. Whatsoever be the ground of the conflict

that rends the personality, provided that thought

and feeling are equally matched in strength, it is

a severe contest, and the result might be uncertain

save for the important, though often unrecognised

fact, that the most real self is identified with the

feelings, and carries the will along with it. Amiel

has rightly said, '* The mainspring of life is in the

heart." His far-seeing analysis recognises that

** what precedes will is feeling, which is preceded

itself by instinct." It requires but little insight

to note that while the will acts readily and joy-

fully in conjunction with desirey or feeling, going
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eagerly on its errands and accomplishing its

behests, the mind has often to lash and goad it

into action ; and even when set in motion, to keep

it going with great effort and determination.

Indeed, so closely identified is the will with feeHng

that Schopenhauer and other philosophers regard

will and desire as hardly distinguishable from each

other. Dr. Illingworth, referring to this, remarks

that ** all through the grades of human activity

desire is the motive, and satisfaction of desire the

object of the will, however much reason may inter-

vene to shape and qualify and exalt our desires."

** Where there's a will there's a way " is a saying

that is clearly demonstrated in this conflict to

which we have been referring : for where the heart

cannot storm the strongholds of the reasoning

faculty it sets to work to undermine them, gradu-

ally, silently stealing in and by a subtle process

supplanting what it cannot overthrow in open

battle. The Old Testament example of Balaam

well illustrates this combined action of the heart

and will against the weaker resolutions of the

mind. Here was a man endeavouring to force

himself to do that which an enlightened reason

urged as right and good, his heart the while

hankering after the riches of sin, and seeking by

one subtle expedient after another to overcome

the mind's resolve. In him we note the pitiful

vacillation, the feeble artifices which always mark

c 2
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this conflict ; and the final triumph of desire.

The tragic issue of the struggle again illustrates

the superior power of feeling over thought. Much

of the world's morality and philanthropy and

religion is of the same nature as Balaam's resolves

—it springs from intellectual convictions and ideals

rather than from innate love of, and identification

with, goodness. As long as these resolves and

ideals are not overpowered by a greater force they

work effectively enough, but the trouble is that

they are liable to be swept away any moment by

a tide of emotion, or slowly and insiduously

replaced by objects more congenial to the feeHngs;

and herein lies their weakness. No wonder, there-

fore, that a certain school of religion attaches

almost exclusive importance to converting the

heart; and regards the conquest of the mind as

comparatively immaterial. It has perceived the

deep truth that if the heart is won the mind will

be more easily gained than if the order were

reversed. It is very obvious that Jesus recognised

the peculiar potency of desire in the realm of

prayer. There is deep significance in those words

of His, " Whatsoever things j)^^ desire when ye pray

believe that ye receive them and ye shall have

them." He who so fully understood the human

heart knew that it was possible for the mind to

frame, and the lips to utter, that which found no

echo in the heart. And it was not to such prayer
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that His promise was given, but to that which had

its rise in genuine desire. In accordance with the

laws of prayer it was only of heart-prayers that He
could prophecy complete success.

In thus pointing out the relative importance of

opinion, thought and feehng in the realm of

Prayer, the object has been to show that a man's

native bias, his instinctive desire, is his most real

prayer. '* Prayer is the heart's sincere desire

uttered or unexpressed." This cannot be too

strongly emphasised, for most souls are ignorant

regarding the nature of their deepest demand upon

life. So impressed are they with the superficial

idea that the Lip's requests, or the Mind's con-

scious and deliberate choice constitute all their

praying, that they are quite unaware how, deeper

down than either of these, the truest prayer of

their personality is uttering itself day and night to

the Hstening God and His universe, and is being

answered ! Indeed so unmindful are we of this

region of desire underlying that of intelligent and

conscious choice, that our real demand upon life is

often never recognised until it is interpreted for

those who have eyes to see, by their subsequent

history. In reviewing past events we often see an

answer to our heart's truest yearning, to the

prayer we never consciously framed or deliberately

offered. A good man finds he has gained a large

income and high position for his son, but at the
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cost of that son's spiritual well-being. He wakes

to see that, unknown to himself, the worldly

advantage was more truly his heart's desire for

his son than the spiritual good he firmly believed

himself to be setting first and foremost. He was

deceived as to the nature of his prayer, but the

prayer-answering God and his universe were not

;

and the answer was according to the prayer. Or

the case may be that of a mother who sees

mirrored in the social success of her brilliant

daughters just what it was that constituted her

truest, deepest desire for those daughters, and by

its superior strength conquered her feebler long-

ings for their spiritual and moral welfare. She

has gained for them that which she desired the

most ardently and for which she unconsciously

sacrificed the weaker aims. The Christian minister

who finds himself a popular idol may well have

great searchings of heart as to what has been the

nature of his deepest prayer or demand upon life.

It is quite possible that all unwittingly he has

desired and aimed at honour and reputation for

himself more than at spirituality for his people,

and has unconsciously worked towards that end,

evading those duties that brought opprobrium, and

welcoming those that won recognition. Or, it may

be, that he was destined to become a seer and a

prophet, a spiritual leader of great wisdom and

power, but the way was hard and long ; and so,
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prompted by an impatient and covetous heart, he

has chosen the easier path of a more superficial

influence and a quickly gained position and power,

thus sacrificing the higher to the lower. To illus-

trate this point still further let us take a totally

different case—that of a man whose instinctive

ideal in life is symmetry of character. Deeply

rooted in his nature is a yearning for balanced

growth and development, an aversion to one-

sidedness or the cultivation of a certain set of

faculties at the expense of another. Without

going into the question whether such an ideal is

practicable, nor how it stands as compared with

the specialist's, let us trace that man's history.

We may find that at a later period of his life

the instinctive desire for symmetry has been over-

powered by some conventional and educated one,

or else that worldly ideas and necessities have

caused him to suppress it :—both of which would

mean that it was not strong enough to resist

opposition and emerge to victory. But if it has

persisted, and triumphed through all temptations,

all oppositions, we will notice how every thing

begins to co-operate in helping him to realise it.

Providence, which is another word for God, will

so order his circumstances that they will act as

checks and guides—keeping him off bye-paths

that lead away from the goal, and forcing him on

to the road that is the shortest and most direct
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way to it. Should there be, alongside this supreme

desire for symmetrical growth, other hopes and am-

bitions, other possibilities—such for instance as an

open path to successful authorship, or to a remu-

nerative business career, if the ideal of symmetry

still remains paramount it will be found that these

other feebler desires will be made to subserve to

the stronger one, and all that interferes with its

development will be ruthlessly sacrificed. God
relates Himself to that native bias that is strong

enough to persist, and He works with it and for

it. In a hundred different ways He proceeds to

answer that deepest demand upon life,—by loss

and pain, success and failure, joy and sorrow,

hope and despair. Looking back hereafter from

some vantage point, the object of so much solici-

tude and care will see how everything has tended

towards the attainment of his goal ;—how the

restraints and thwartings, no less than the inspi-

rations and successes were working out his pur-

pose. The law of cause and effect operates as

mightily and surely in the realm of prayer as in

any other. The omnipotent Law-giver behind the

law, seeing through the mists that obscure our

human vision, relates Himself to that which is our

truest, deepest prayer, and bids His universe

respond in helpfulness and power. To the heart

that cherishes unworthy affections, poor sordid

desires, it is a solemn and awful thought that.
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unless they are changed, they must assuredly

work themselves out, producing in character and

actions results that correspond ; and this in spite of

noble theories and ideas with which the mind may

be stored. On the other hand to the earnest

aspirant after truth, goodness, beauty, there is

comfort and inspiration in the knowledge that

God never fails to rightly interpret, fully appre-

ciate and abundantly answer his life's prayer for

the highest and best.

If then the heart's desires constitute our truest

praying, it is of supreme importance that these

desires should be right and noble. *' Guard thy

heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues

of life."



CHAPTER VI

INEFFECTUAL PRAYER

** A DOUBLE-MINDED man is unstable in all his

ways ; let not that man think he shall receive

anything of the Lord." This is no arbitrary

decree—it is based on the universal law of cause

and effect.

We have already referred to the internal strife

that frequently rends a man's personality and

unfits him for every great undertaking or achieve-

ment, in much the same way as civil war dissipates

the energies of a country and weakens its power

for development and progress.

Unhappily such a condition of division and dis-

integration is the more or less common experience

of all human life, and constitutes one of its chief

sources of ineffectiveness in prayer. The heart

and mind are not agreed as to their praying ; the

desires and hopes of the one are not those of the

other : half the personality pulls in one direction

and half in another. It is unable as a whole to

concentrate upon any common object of desire,

and therefore the power needed to overcome

obstacles in the path of success is scattered and
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wasted. " A double-minded man is unstable in

all his ways." His doom as expressed in the words

of Old Testament Scripture, is this, " Unstable as

water thou shalt not excel." Where the whole-

heartedly good or the whole-heartedly evil purpose

succeeds, the efforts of the divided personality will

be weak and ineffective. Undermined by inward

strife, its strength is insufficient to cope with out-

ward difficulties and oppositions. True it is that

many an evil purpose is postponed and weakened,

or even frustrated, by this very lack of power and

of deliberate purpose to carry it out, that results

from civil strife. This negative good, however,

hardly compensates for the splendid possibilities

that remain undeveloped or the beautiful characters

that achieve but little from the same cause.

In one way or another the greater part of man-

kind is in this condition of spiritual and moral

impotence ; really forceful characters are scarce.

For the few individuals who with strong well-

defined desires pursue and attain their object there

are thousands who in varying degrees are victims

of indecision and consequent weakness. Either

their hearts are as a stagnant pool where desire is

too languid and insipid to stir the will, or else

they are as a surging sea, a chaos where all kinds

of longings, hopes, ambitions, good, bad and

indifferent wrestle with each other and none are

strong enough to gain the mastery and emerge to
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effective action. This unsatisfactory condition of

human character is due to several causes. Goethe

lays the blame on defective training, and it is

certainly responsible, in part at least, for the

weakness of will, hesitancy and instability that

mar so many lives. That great philosopher says,

" It is our ambiguous dissipating education that

makes men uncertain ; it awakens wishes when it

should be animating tendencies, instead of for-

warding our real capacities, it turns our efforts

towards objects that are frequently discordant

with the mind that aims at them."

Of this large portion of the human race medi-

ocrity is the chief characteristic. We are familiar

with persons of this type in whom desire and pur-

pose are never vigorous enough to bring forth their

appropriate fruit to perfection, and in whom action

is ever modified and aspiration ever stifled ; who
evince so little originality, put forth so little force.

These colourless, featureless lives and characters,

that do neither much good nor much harm in the

world, and are even mildly amiable and virtuous

in many cases, stir in some minds, impatience and

disgust. There are great thinkers and moralists

who would choose the positive qualities, even

where they actively work evil, rather than the

negative virtues. Our philosopher-poet Browning

in his daring poem of '' The Statue and the Bust,"

frankly avows this preference and does not hesitate
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to describe as " Sin " the vacillation that lets

opportunity for action slip by. His word on this

subject is full of all the force of conviction :

" Let a man contend to the uttermost

For his life's set prize, be it what it will

!

The sin I impute to each frustrate ghost

Is—the unlit lamp and the ungirt loin."

Whatever may be our viev^s regarding this

poem, v^e are all likely to agree that, if it be

possible for the potentialities of good in human

character to be turned into actualities, for weak

and timid virtues to become strong and active

ones—then that such a transformation should be

made the chief goal of all religious and ethical

teaching, and the chief study of those who them-

selves need to become the subjects of that change.

But is it possible ? That is the practical question

confronting us. Surely we have much to lead us

to answer in the affirmative.

Can we doubt that humanity was meant to over-

come its weakness and out-grow its childishness ?

Need we hesitate to take the strong, vigorous,

triumphant characters that stand out in bold relief

in communities and nations as prophecies of the

whole race, samples of what all may acquire,

pioneers in the progressive march of moral and

spiritual attainment ? Doubtless the day is yet

far distant when such power will be the common

heritage, but belief in the possibility gives us a
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starting point, a basis for hopeful, earnest endeavour

to bring about in ourselves and others this needed

transformation.

But we have still another and more difficult

question to face—how is it possible ? what are the

steps and stages by which we rise into strength of

character, decision of will, intensity and per-

sistence of desire ; by which we become, in fact,

princes, whose demand upon life must be met,

whose prayer must prevail ? Surely the progress

might be quicker if its avowed leaders were more

competent. Much of the failure in dealing with

flaws and weaknesses in human character is due to

lack of intelligent observation and patient applica-

tion of means to ends. The weak and struggling

portion of humanity puts forth much pathetic effort

in the quest for strength, but it often fails ; some-

times, because the effort is not of the right kind, and

at others because it is not in the right direction.

Wise guidance is the great need of blind and feeble

souls. Teachers are wanted who will be experts,

first, in the art of conserving and directing the

moral energy—be it ever so little—that already

exists in ordinary human beings ; and, secondly,

who will know the best means of increasing it by

training and judicious exercise. Religious and

moral education, as a science^ has yet to be deve-

loped : it has hitherto been far too content with

theory and hypothesis. The fact is that the
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matter has never been taken seriously enough in

the past. The comfortable assumption that any

kind of ignorant and clumsy handling of the

human spirit will do, has unconsciously deluded

many would-be helpers of mankind. The Old

Testament lament over Israel's prophets, in

which Jehovah says, " They have healed the hurt

of the daughter of my people slightly," applies

also to the modern physicians of the soul. They

do not understand this delicate and complex organ-

ism, nor see that the hardness and apathy they

blame is often only a refusal to respond to the un-

skilled, unsympathetic touch of quacks, be they

never so earnest and zealous. The human spirit

demands experts for its service—those who have

devoted themselves to a close, reverent, patient

study of its constitution and laws.. To become

such an expert requires more than mere study of

theories of human nature, psychology, doctrines of

reform : it necessitates practical experimental

knowledge. Indeed the man who would uplift

and strengthen others must have begun with him-

self. Only in so far as he has assiduously applied

himself to overcoming his own faults and weak-

nesses, will he have discovered the process, and

become familiar enough with it to use it for the

benefit of his fellow-men. It is the scientific

spirit, the empirical method, that is needed in this

sphere of work ; and the worker himself must be
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the first subject of his experiment ; it must begin

there. Only when the physician of souls has

first succeeded in making himself strong and

healthy, can he hope to heal and help others

to any large extent ; whether he will or no,

his power is measured by his personal achieve-

ment.

To return after this digression to the question

with which we were dealing—namely the hind-

rances to effectual prayer that are to be found in

the human character itself—there is one of a very

different kind from those we have been consider-

ing, which must not go unnoticed here,—it is that

which arises from wealth rather than poverty.

The man that is richly endowed with general intel-

ligence, wide sympathies and good all-round

abilities, experiences a very real difficulty in

directing his energies and concentrating them on

any definite purpose ;—they tend to scatter and

dissipate themselves in the many avenues of

enjoyment and activity open to him, and his life

does not accomplish much because no ardent,

whole-hearted effectual prayer goes up from it.

He, no less than the weak, vacillating, character-

less man, fails to realise the highest possibilities

of his nature, and from the same cause—namely,

powerlessness to grip, hold fast and carry through

a strong and ardent purpose. Concentration

—

one of the chief conditions of effectual prayer—is
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lacking in both cases, and therefore both suffer the

like consequences.

The three following chapters deal more fully

with the various causes from which these defects

and weaknesses spring ; and suggest, as remedies,

certain methods of self-discipline and culture

which, if persevered in, are calculated to strengthen

and educate the character, and lead on to effective-

ness and power.



CHAPTER VII

THE REMEDY FOR INEFFECTIVENESS

To the reader who fails to bear in mind that

is the wider aspect of prayer we are considering,

this entire chapter on moral and spiritual discipline

will seem to have but little bearing on the subject.

But if we keep in view the interpretation of prayer

with which we started—namely, that it is man's

demand upon life, and includes action as well as

petition, there will be no difficulty in tracing the

connection between doing and supplicating, both

of which will be seen in their true light—the one

as the active and the other as the passive side of

prayer and each the complement of the other.

When this is fully recognised and understood,

discipline of character will be regarded as a very

necessary element in preparation for effectual pray-

ing; and the hindrances to success found in the

character itself will be assiduously dealt with.

Action and supplication will each be seen as the

corollary of the other.

We have, in the foregoing chapter, considered

some of the hindrances to effective life and action.

The practical question now before us is, how these
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hindrances are to be met and overcome. Without

assuming to solve the problem or even to treat it

in any comprehensive way, v^e may reasonably

hope that light on some important points will

reward the earnest seeker, and issue in the dis-

covery and application of effective remedies to the

moral impotence that afflicts so large a portion of

our race. Perhaps this end can best be attained

by considering a few typical cases that represent

the different classes in which this weakness is

specially marked.

There is the man who fails because he has no

keen desire, no strong emotion or ambitions

;

whose whole nature is colourless and flat and

inert. What remedy is there for his weakness ?

How shall so great and constitutional a defect be

dealt with ? It is very evident that the first step

must be in the direction of quickening desire.

This can best be done by fostering and patiently

developing each faint and faltering aspiration

that stirs the breast. It must be recognised,

encouraged, guarded against every temptation to

relinquish it, and made to issue in some degree,

at least, of fulfilment. For natures afflicted with

this kind of torpor in the realm of desire, the chief

hope lies in discipline, in repeated persevering

efforts of the kind described above.

To better illustrate our point let us suppose

that we have before us a man who has become

D 2
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painfully aware of his ineffectiveness in life and

action, and of its cause, namely, the lack of desire.

He is aroused to try and overcome the defect, and

the remedy just prescribed commends itself, so he

takes some worthy desire that is stirring in his

heart—albeit very faintly and fitfully—and makes

that the object of his fostering care and educa-

tion. Many are the difficulties and alternations

involved in the process. One day the desire is

active, the next day it has nearly died away. But

he who has once recognised its value watches the

flickering flame and fans it by thought, meditation

and prayer ; or summons to his aid any outside

stimulus that promises to support and revive it

—

such for instance as contact with intensely living

and yearning souls, either through conversation or

literature, or communion with nature. In time he

gets to know the best means of reinforcing the

flagging desire, and has constant and successful

recourse to these aids.

But to hold and strengthen a purpose by keep-

mg it ever in view, by refusing to lose sight of it

for a moment, is only half the battle, the other

half lies in striving to put it into effect. Just here,

because of the inherent weakness of the purpose

itself, there will be much to baffle and discourage,

much to turn back from its course the soul of a

naturally indolent and unambitious man. Never-

theless, as he values the end for which the strife
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was undertaken, he will hold on and persevere,

meeting with renewed and more strenuous effort

every fresh temptation to subside into apathy;

striving to capture the fleeting impulses that visit

him and put them to some practical use in the

wise or good deed to which they urge him. He
will acquire the habit of looking for and promptly

acting upon every feehng or inspiration connected

with his purpose that may come to him, instead

of letting it burn out unheeded. A protracted

hand to hand fight with inward weakness and out-

side foes may ensue, but the desire-faculty thus

recognised, encouraged and actively exercised, will

gradually grow and strengthen, gaining daily in

intensity and stability. Step by step the cure

will be effected ; and the man who, because of his

natural torpor and indifference, could be and do

nothing great, will find himself awakening—enter-

ing a new realm of desire and aspiration, and, in

consequence, of power and effectiveness.

There is every ground for hope where weak souls

are sufficiently aroused to undertake this struggle,

but, also, many are still too inert and blind to

attempt it for themselves, and therefore it becomes

the difficult and arduous duty of the benefactor,

the Christian minister, the wise strong friend, to

discipline, encourage, exercise these helpless ones

in this school of redemption, which we may fitly

term the School of Sustained Moral Effort.
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Any treatment of this subject would be totally

incomplete without some passing reference at least

to another school of human redemption, which

may be fitly termed the School of Inspiration.

Most of us are acquainted with the miraculous

results of that form of teaching and practice which

aims at simply opening the doors of the human

heart to Divine light or inspiration. Ignoring

those remedies that demand discipline and effort

and relying entirely on an influx of Divine grace

and power to do the needed work, it looks for

sudden transformations to be brought out in the

life and character of individuals and communities.

Nor is it disappointed. Men and women are

"born again " into strength and goodness, torpid

natures are aroused ; dull, callous souls are sud-

denly and powerfully quickened into ardent desires,

hopes, ambitions and capabilities. So great is the

impetus that is thus given to moral and spiritual

reform that more success seems to be achieved in

a moment in this School than could be looked for

after years of earnest effort and training in the

other. As a means of reforming and energising

human nature it is the most rapid and effective

that we know : its direct appeal to, and powerful

action upon the springs of emotion and character

makes it unique. Even allowing for the reactions

and subtle dangers to which it is subject, it is still

undoubtedly the greatest spiritual lever that we
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can command. Whatever may be our prejudices

against the narrowness and bigotry, the crude

doctrines and ideas that often accompany this

form of teaching, all who have the well-being of

their fellow men at heart cannot but welcome so

powerful an agency, and seek to further the revival

services, evangelistic missions and other organisa-

tions by means of which it works ; desirous that

as many as can be brought into the region of

effectiveness and power by this means should be

reached and compelled to come in. And those

who are elected by nature and temperament to

enter by this way will do so. Some are thus

called : perhaps herein lies the chief element of

truth on which the doctrine of predestination has

been built. But there are many souls not con-

stituted so as to respond in any quick and sudden

way to the breath of inspiration. For such the

school of sustained moral effort is God's appoint-

ment. Nor need they complain of injustice, for

in this as in every other case, perseverance and

strenuous effort may win the race. The man who
has to toil slowly and steadily up the path of

character may outstrip him who, depending solely

on privilege and inspiration, has put forth but

little personal effort.



CHAPTER VIII

THE RAISING OF AVERAGE CHARACTER AND

ABILITY IN RELATION TO PRAYER

In the preceding chapter we considered the

hindrance to forceful doing and thinking that

arises from lack of desire and aspiration. This

lack we saw to be largely responsible for the great

number of morally weak characters in the world.

But besides the morally weak there is yet a larger

class which is composed of what may best be

described as average human beings. These per-

sons are neither very good nor very bad, neither

excessively weak nor remarkably strong : they do

not rise above a certain level in thought, word or

deed, and their emotions, while not deep and

intense, are yet not quite shallow.

The mediocre section of humanity is perhaps

the largest, and it is one that should by no means

be despised, for it is admirable in many ways and

does much useful work in the world. It does not

make any very great or exalted demand upon life,

its prayer is neither very deep, high and insistent,

nor is it absolutely mean and ineffective.

But while fully according to the average man
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the recognition due to him, we cannot but ques-

tion whether he is meant to abide contentedly on

the mediocre plane,—to be satisfied wath a

merely moderate degree of character, virtue and

power. Browning said " Man was made to grow,

not stop," and the goal of average humanity

should certainly be that excellence which Hes

beyond the borders of mediocrity. As a matter

of fact this is the ambition of a considerable

number of average persons, and the ground of

much earnest effort on their part. That they

experience so much failure is perhaps largely due

to the fact that (the fundamental cause, the root-

principle of mediocrity is not realised, and there-

fore not intelligently dealt with ; and those in

quest of the remedy give their attention to

symptoms rather than the cause.

And where shall we look for this cause?

—

Not, as before, in the lack of feeling and desire,

for both are present, in a moderate degree, in this

case. Surely, what the average man suffers from

most is the neutralising effect of a variety of con-

flicting thoughts, feelings, desires, ambitions, none

of which are strong enough to give any great

impulse or direction to his life, but rather tend to

weaken and modify each other. It is clear that

the result must be mediocrity ; and the man thus

situated often finds himself driven into a dull

dead-level existence. He does what he must do,
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what he is pushed and pressed to do—what the

exigencies of Hfe demand. He earns his HveH-

hood, supports his family, carries out the other

duties insisted on by the world. But what there

is no stern necessity for doing he leaves more or

less alone : therefore character, the emotions, the

intellect are often only developed to a certain very

limited extent ; the deepest founts of feeling are

rarely, if ever, stirred, and the fullest resources of

thought and reason seldom exercised : the best

part of the man remains buried in unconscious-

ness. Occasionally bright gleams of power, pass-

ing glimpses of the higher ideals and possibilities

of his nature disturb the monotony of an average

man's existence, and produce deep yearnings

and discontent, but they fade away without

accomplishing much.

There is a deep pathos in mediocrity. That

men should often live, grow old, and die upon the

mediocre plane seems unspeakably sad when every

provision has been made for them to rise into a

higher life, and their whole moral and spiritual

nature is so constituted as to enable them thus to

rise.

But once more the oft-recurring, practical

question faces us,—how shall it be done ? Many

and varied are the methods that man would

recommend, but upon close scrutiny they will

be found to resolve themselves into a general
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principle applicable in various ways to all the

lives that are endeavouring to reach a higher level.

This principle may be best described as the prin-

ciple of endeavouring, as far as possible, to live up

to the light we have. No human being is without

some illumination, for "the light that lighteth

every man that cometh into the world " has left

none so darkened that some glimmerings from his

moral and spiritual nature, made in the image of

God, do not shine upon his path and make it plain

enough to walk in. The light may be dim, fitful

and very limited in its range, but the honest soul

that acts upon what it sees to be right and good

and true, will find action to be an unerring path

to clearer vision and increasing strength. There

need be no enthusiasm, no inward glow or outward

impulse accompanying these acts, they may be

done calmly, deliberately, from a sense of duty

rather than of delight, but they will not end there,

they will issue in joyous spontaneous goodness,

duty being changed into love. Many a soul has

found refuge in duty when the emotion and the

vision that give life its zest and impulse are

lacking ; and this refuge never fails, for however

dim the pathway, there is, as someone has re-

marked, always " light enough for the next step
"

if only we are willing to act. And if, through the

mists and shadows, we discern and take that step,

the one beyond it becomes clearer, and then the
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one beyond it again ; and so on, till we emerge

into full light and power. When Jesus said '' He
that willeth to do shall know," He stated very

simply a root-principle of spiritual life. There is

much practical wisdom in the advice that bids us

** do the next thing."

It cannot be too strongly emphasised that the

great cure within the reach of man himself for

lack of power, for impotence of will, perplexed

indecision, aimlessness and listlessness lies in

action, in doing something—at first it hardly

matters what. Even if there is no value in the

act to any one else, to the doer himself it is of

supreme importance, for it reacts on his character

;

and a series of such acts will have the effect of

gradually so training and strengthening it that the

mental vision will begin to clear, the chaos of the

inner world resolve itself into order. Even the

feeblest of aims, hopes and aspirations will emerge

out of it, and assume definite shape and form, and

acquire depth and intensity. There will be a

growing sense of individuality, a consciousness of

finding the hidden self; and, as Dr. Watkinson truly

says, " It is a grand thing for a man to reaHse his

individuality ; every now and then to detach him-

self from the mass, disentangle himself from this

multitude, and realise his individual life, freedom

and responsibility. ... All better things start with

a man's sharper definition of himself before God.'
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The soul that yields itself to pass through this

discipline—which may be a long and painful one

—will come out of it educated to pray prevail-

ingly, or in other words to live effectively and

forcefully and to see his desires realised. He will

have passed out of the region of mediocrity into

that of superiority ; having conquered the dis-

abilities of his own nature he will be on the way

to those conquests that lie outside it, and there

need be no limit to the power and possibilities of

his prayer.

It may be observed that no reference is made

here to faith as a requisite in the path of earnest

endeavour. The reason for this is that faith is

tacitly implied as an integral part of it ; for with-

out faith, without hope of success, no course

involving strenuous effort and self-sacrifice would

be undertaken ; and the very plea of works

presupposes a foundation of faith.



CHAPTER rX

THE DISCIPLINE OF RICH AND VERSATILE

NATURES.

There remains yet one more of the three

types of ineffectual praying with which we pro-

posed to deal, that presented by the man whose

nature is so richly endowed that its very wealth

constitutes its chief hindrance to success. With

such a nature its breadth, depth and intensity, the

number of its affinities, interests and sympathies ;

its versatility, its all-round ability and many sided-

activity,—all combine to interpose a serious barrier

to concentration of purpose and focussing of

desire. So many paths lie open, so many varied

interests divide the attention, so many strong

emotions sway the heart ; so many thoughts and

images crowd the mind, that a man thus consti-

tuted will often fail in the race of life when a

much poorer nature will achieve success and do

good work. The specialist will outstrip the man
of wider abilities, because the one is complex and

the other is simple ; and the richly endowed

nature has not learnt how to deal with its

opulence, nor how to harness to his chariot
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the very obstacle presented by wealth and com-

plexity, making them minister to his greatness

and power.

Alas, how much greatness suffers eclipse ; and

very plausible are the reasons adduced for this

grievous loss. It is true that greatness demands

eternity for its unfolding, but this does not excuse

its ineffectiveness in the present, and our sense of

the fitness of things is violated when we find

greatness failing under the limitations of time

and space, and dissipating, or at least inadequately

using its vast powers, taking refuge the while in

thoughts of future opportunities of development

and service. To fail under earth-conditions does

not augur success under any other conditions, but

the contrary; and we may rightly conclude that

the cause of failure here will pursue and beset the

man there, and only cease to hamper him when it

has been overcome and expelled. By way of

parenthesis we would explain that it is not success

and failure as judged by human standards that is

here referred to, but as revealed by Jesus Christ,

who though He closed His life under a cloud and

met a felon's doom, was conscious of having

successfully accomplished the work which His

Father gave Him to do. ** It is finished" was

His dying comment on His earthly mission.

No great soul should acquiesce in present failure

on the ground that superior powers demand
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another sphere and a larger scope. This would

be to make God's best gifts a means of defeat as

far as the earthly life is concerned, and such was

never the Divine intent. There is a great

mission, in this world as well as in the next, for

the highly-favoured nature, and we may safely

predict that the many-sided man who has learnt

to control and direct his energies would be far in

advance of another who had but limited powers

or a single bent.

But here again the all-important question

arises,—how a gifted soul may make its wealth a

means of strength and a positive help to the

working out of life's purpose ? The answer to

this given by philosophy and religion alike is that

a great self-synthesis is the first necessity. There

must be a unifying of the personality, a harmonis-

ing of its desires, aims, pursuits. From out the

chaos of many conflicting objects of delight and

ambition there must emerge one supreme object

around which all the others will gather as its

reinforcement and support and into which will

flow all the treasures of thought, emotion and

practical ability that have hitherto been dissipated

in several directions. The luxuriant richness of a

man's nature was never meant to militate against

a fixed and definite purpose in life. Earthly

limitations make it impossible to succeed except

in the degree that there is concentration on,
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and consecration to some great clearly discerned

object. There are specialists of the narrow,

meagre type who have but one line and one kind

of ability ; and there are specialists of the richer,

nobler type who by restraint and discipline have

brought all their large and varied powers under

control and devoted them as an offering to some

supreme task in life.

Then, too, the richly gifted man must resist a

subtle temptation to which he is prone,—he must

not despise the day of small things, he must be

content to begin at the beginning and progress

steadily. To one conscious of general ability it is

often an irksome task to labour at laying solid

foundations for his work or art. On this point,

and also on the one already dealt with—namely,

the necessity for limited beings, however versatile

and great, to choose and adhere to some definite

line of work—Goethe gives excellent advice. He
says, " In all things to serve from the lowest

station upwards is necessary. To restrict yourself

to a trade is best. For to the narrow mind, what-

ever he attempts is a trade ; for the higher an art

;

and the highest in doing one thing does all, or to

speak less paradoxically in one thing which he

does rightly, he sees the likeness of all that is done

rightly." In other words, the truly great and

spiritual man, though under present conditions

restricted in action to one thing (for action con-

E
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fines) has in him the essential qualifications for

all undertakings ; and in perfecting himself in one

line of work, he potentially perfects himself in all,

for the character and principles by which he over-

comes and succeeds in one sphere would lead to

victory and achievement in all.

But what that supreme object of devotion shall

be—whether Science, Literature, Art, Business,

Philanthropy, or what is known in religious circles

as direct spiritual work, shall engage a man's

powers,—is a question that still perplexes many
who have fully realised the need of definite choice

and consecration.

To such Emerson would say, let each man find

his natural bias, and by that he means, let each

individual discover what it is that Nature has best

fitted him to be and do. Rehgion would give

much the same advice in some such familiar phrase

as " Seek to know and do the will of God "
; and

no better guidance could be given, for each indi-

vidual life has its distinct goal, and has been fitted

to reach that goal. Every type of character has

its corresponding pattern in the mind of God—it

was created to express some special aspect of the

Divine nature, to be a word of God that none

other can be in exactly the same way. Man's

highest wisdom lies in discovering the God-

appointed pathway for his life, and walking in it

henceforth with unfaltering steps and a brave
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heart. It may not be discerned easily and quickly,

some may be called to undergo the discipline of

waiting, but a time will certainly come to each

true soul when the immanent God will speak from

within its portals and give the needed guidance

;

when slowly but surely there will arise out of the

chaos of doubt a clearer and ever clearer plan for

life and work, and the old sense of being without

chart or compass will be replaced by a vivid con-

sciousness of unerring guidance. Jesus has shown

us the way to a clear knowledge of God's will.

Not by yielding to the sway of unregulated

impulses, undisciplined desires, wandering fancies,

however alluring and beautiful, shall we come into

sight of our highest possibilities, but by stilling

the heart to listen for that inward voice—Con-

science, or God, we may call it—and by acting in

accordance with its behests. Such a course will

mean self-sacrifice, constant discipline and restraint'

but it is not too much to pay for the redemption

of greatness from its attendant snares.

E 2
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PRAYER AND THE CROSS





CHAPTER I

THE CROSS OF UNIVERSAL HUMAN EXPERIENCE

We have for our consideration in this chapter

the relation to Prayer of what Christianity has

called "the Cross." In no theological or dog-

matical sense would we employ the term here.

Whatever may be our special and doctrinal ideas

regarding the Cross there is a large and general

sense in which it stands to all sects and schools

for two tremendous and universal facts—the fact

of Pain, and the fact of Redemption through Pain.

On the one hand it represents that principle m the

universe whence arise those events and circum-

stances that frustrate our human desires, that

crush our hopes, cripple our activities, sap our

resources ; that militate against our success, or

else turn success and achievement into dust and

ashes in the hand that grasps them; it typifies

that grim and seemingly alien force that often

comes between us and our cherished purposes and

casts athwart our pathway the gloomy shadow of

failure, disappointment, disillusionment and loss.

But this is only half the meaning of the Cross.

As we turn to look at the other side of this strange
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symbol we find it lighted up with the glory of

Redemption. We see in it another principle

—

that of Regeneration. Writ large upon it is the

story of gain through loss, joy through pain,

triumph through defeat, holiness through sin, life

through death. 7

It is this two-fold significance of the Cross of

Christ that is the unique contribution of Chris-

tianity to the illumination of the world. No other

religion has thus gathered together and repre-

sented in a single striking symbol the universal

twin-facts of Suffering and Redemption. It is to

the Cross of Christ and the doctrines that gather

round it that we owe the clear and dramatic pre-

sentation of the deep truth that pain is servitor to

joy, that crucifixion is one of the supreme factors

in the salvation of the sinner, the perfecting of the

saint and the progress of the race. It unveils the

mystery of loss and death, and illumines the dark

things of human life. No wonder then that such

a wealth of enthusiasm and devotion has in every

age gathered round the Cross—that men and

women have gloried in all that it typified of shame

and suffering, and for the joy set before them—the

joy of redemption—have joyfully endured its

severest inflictions ;—nay so eager has been their

impatient zeal that they have wrought artificial

crosses for themselves, instead of waiting for those

that must naturally and inevitably come in the
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course of events, or in the path of duty, to every

child of man.

The vast question agitating philosophers and

theologians—why such a principle should exist in

the universe—does not concern us here. We
merely accept the undeniable fact of its presence

in our midst, and, seeing that it intersects and

influences every department of human life and

activity, we would understand its laws and adjust

ourselves to its working.

Nor is this the place to deal with the Cross in its

wide and general significance. We must confine

ourselves to the bearing it has on Prayer, and

—

taking Prayer as hitherto, in its double aspect of

action and supplication, or, man's demand upon

God, and His universe—seek to understand how
suffering, disappointment, loss and failure affect

the prayer-life of humanity.

The scope of this book only admits of a mere

indication of the hues along which the redemptive

methods of the Cross in relation to prayer may be

traced. But these indications, carefully followed

out in the history of even the ordinary human
lives and actions that surround us, would prove a

fruitful study, productive of comfort, hope and

practical wisdom to the aspirant after spiritual

power and the would-be benefactor of humanity.

Only it must be understood from the outset that

the process of the Cross is often very slow and
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protracted, and to see it through to the end and

gather its harvest of results, demands patience and

perseverance in the observer.

In order to trace the regenerative effect of

suffering on the prayer-faculty of man we shall do

well to recall those few examples of weakness and

ineffectiveness given in the preceding chapters and

compare them with certain conditions generally

recognised and accepted in Christendom and laid

down by theology and experimental religion alike,

as essential to the success of prayer. Briefly

stated these conditions are—first, that our prayer

be according to the will of God, or, as philosophy

would put it, in harmony with cosmic law

;

secondly, that it be sustained and intense, in

other words persevering and whole-hearted

;

thirdly, that it be made in faith, and finally that

it be offered in the name of Christ. Side by side

with these demands let us note man's failure to

meet them, and trace in the following chapters

the method of the Cross in dealing with such short-

coming and in producing the conditions essential

to prevailing prayer. For in the Cross lies the

only hope that our demand upon life shall be

redeemed from its meanness and sordidness, its

foolishness and corruption, its weakness and limita-

tion, and be lifted up into that place of sovereign

power accorded in God's eternal councils to

human prayer. The soul that submits to the
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operations of the Cross can alone expect to realise

its glorious destiny, and reign as king and priest

on God's earth, vice-regent of the King of Kings.

Alas, it is possible to evade the Cross, to despise

the Cross, and thereby to hamper and delay its

beneficent purposes; but, thank God, finally escape

it we never can ! On the other hand it is also

within our human will and power to resignedly

endure the Cross, or better still, to go forth and

meet it, to embrace it, to intelligently co-operate

with it, to glory in it

!



CHAPTER II

APATHY AND THE CROSS

It will be remembered that Desire has been

represented as a great factor in the prayer-life

of mankind, and to the lack of desire has been

attributed much of the feeble, ineffective living

and doing so common in the world. The sluggish

and dormant condition of the desire-faculty is a

wide-spread disease of humanity, and its symptoms

—want of ambition, want of aspiration—are every-

where manifest. Dullness, inertia, blindness,

indifference to the beautiful and the ideal folds

so many lives in a slumber more or less profound,

from which they must be awakened ere there can

be any hope of regeneration.

We may well ask what is the remedy for such

a condition. The self-discipline and effort pre-

scribed in a previous chapter presupposes the

presence at least of some desire for improvement,

an awakened sense of need ; for only after we are

awake can we help ourselves. But how to reach

this stage of quickened consciousness is the pro-

blem that taxes the utmost resources of the human

mind. Have we not often stood baffled and
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dismayed before the cold indifference of souls that

did not want the good we held out with glowing

hearts and eager hands. How hopeless it seemed

when desire itself— the receptive faculty — lay

dull and lifeless. Reformers, Moralists, Religious

Teachers and Social Leaders in all ages have

found their efforts paralysed by what we may call

the negative force of apathy, which has met them

in the individuals and communities they would

upHft and benefit. The first task before them

has been the super-human one of arousing—of

creating a sense of need ; and the means at their

command—threatenings of judgment, appeals to

heart and reason, promises of reward—have done

it but feebly, doubtless because no motives,

however strong, are adequate to the task. This

inadequacy is further proved by the fact that

these means of arousing human hearts and wills

themselves have needed to evolve. Their history

is one of growth, through loss of the very power

and authority they once exercised. The crude

conception of a hell of literal fire and everlasting

torture has ceased to exist. The fact is that

human ingenuity—acting upon the sanction found

both in Scripture and Reason for the belief that

retributive judgments follow impenitent souls

beyond the portals of the grave— abused this

sanction ; and by means of exaggeration and mis-

representation created out of it a terrible doctrine
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wherewith to arrest and arouse mankind. This

doctrine—though it answered its purpose and held

in check timid natures, or those capable of suffi-

cient imagination to project themselves into the

future, — eventually over-shot the mark, and
'' perished of its own excess," giving place to a

more humane idea of future punishment as a

remedial, and therefore by no means unending

process. But with the larger portion of humanity

the sense of the present is too intense and absorb-

ing to leave much room for contemplation of the

future ! A doctrine therefore that postpones

retribution until after death has but little power

to arouse. Moralists, and Religious Teachers

realising this, are coming more and more to deal

with another aspect of judgment— that which not

only awaits the offender in the future, but over-

takes him in the present, following more or less

closely on his deeds of omission or commission.

All that has been said above of punishment,

applies equally to the doctriiic of rewards, which

has undergone a similar evolution, passing from

crude conceptions of future bliss to not only more

exalted ones, but to the inclusion of the present

as a period when worth and virtue may begin to

be crowned. So also with the ground of moral

appeal ; it is for ever shifting, and, in the process

being spiritualised and made more effective as a

motive-power.
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But thankful as we may be for the evolution in

the doctrines and ideas by means of which men
have ever sought to raise their fellow-men, we

have to recognise that, factors though they may

be, their influence is limited ; and if we depend on

them alone to arouse and bless mankind, the result

would be a dismal failure. The fact is that men

do not sufficiently dwell in the realm of ideas to

be powerfully and permanently effected by it ;

—

they merely make excursions into it, and return

again to the world of external and material things

where they are more at home. This is the reason

that neither the doctrine of punishment and

reward, nor the presentation of beautiful ideals,

both of which make their appeal to the spiritual

nature, can do more than a very small portion of

the work of arousing humanity to the claims of a

higher life. In the hard and impoverished soil of

that spiritual nature they cannot bear fruit. And
it is just here—where these motives fail in dealing

with weakness and sin—that the office of the Cross

comes in. Let us in the remainder of this chapter

trace this divinely appointed agent at its work of

awakening mankind from soul-destroying torpor,

and seek to understand some of its methods and

operations.

As we carefully follow out the process we cannot

fail to note that the apathetic, listless man is

subjected to a series of shocks, disappointments,
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losses, trials, which are the direct and obvious

result of his own indifference and indolence.

These disasters are of course accommodated to

his powers of endurance, but they tend to persist

and increase, to hedge him in, to surround and

press upon him from all quarters, till in some cases

they make life almost intolerable. He is con-

stantly brought face to face with his own poverty

and weakness in some painful and humiliating

form ; his own failure obtrudes upon him in striking

contrast to the wealth, power and success

—

temporal, moral or spiritual—of more diligent and

earnest men. Nature contrives by a subtle chain

of circumstances to keep these sharp contrasts

ever before him in order that they may act as

goads and spurs. And not only is it by passive

and unconscious instruments that this work is

done. The agents are often intelligently active

and even vicious ones. How often a feeble

character is surrounded, both in the home and

abroad, by strong, forceful, selfish natures that

trample on it, emphasising its infirmities and

inflicting the appropriate punishment of scorn,

neglect, dislike and tyranny. The process seems

relentless and cruel, but it is wise and well adapted

to its purpose. Thus is the torpid soul stung

into a new energy of desire and effort. Hardships

and trials unveil the cause whence they arise ; the

sight of worth and virtue crowned begets painful
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regret and stirs emulation. To a soul thus

wrapped in the slumber of indifference visions

come of good things it might have grasped,

opportunities it might have used, now passing away

before its eyes and leaving it poor and helpless,

meagre and straitened both in spirit and circum-

stance. Often a bitter awakening begins in this

way.

There is a large portion of the human race that

has never yet been aroused to desire force of

character because it has not yet come to see its

need of moral strength; and only the Cross can

open its eyes. What a common spectacle is that

lack of wisdom and force in the warfare of life

—

that inability in men to hold their own in the con-

tests of every day existence ! In the contact of

character with character, in the fight of principles

with the foes that would oppose and destroy them,

in the maintenance of rights against those who
would deny them, how poor a chance have the

listless and indifferent. Such men have often to

see their rights and privileges wrested from them

and their principles overborne, before they awake.

Again the Cross comes to the rescue ; and the

weak and torpid nature is forced, in order to

maintain any foothold at all, into the battle-field.

Much as it may dread the conflict and shrink from

engaging in it, there is no way of evading it. The

necessity for fighting comes all unsought and in

F
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spite of every effort on a man's part to avoid

it ; it is absolutely thrust upon him. He is

unconsciously drawn into contests, and entangled

In them ; they even rise up out of conditions that

promised peace ; they meet him at every step and

turn of the way. If, therefore, the human soul

does not thwart this principle of the Cross which,

in the school of conflict, provides it with the very

disciphne and training that it most needs, it will

find itself roused into a new ambition for moral

and spiritual power, a new keen aspiration after

strength of character. If, when thrust into the

thick of battle, it does not defeat the purpose of

the Cross by weak and evil compromises that

secure peace at any price, it will come forth cured

of its infirmities and capable of holding its own

—

having learned how to stand firm and guard its

sacred rights and privileges from all assault.

Thus it is that the Cross by a process of pain,

retribution, humiliation, loss, the tyranny of

unconquered foes, the enforced struggles and

conflicts of daily life, arouses torpid souls and

kindles in them new desires that issue in more

earnest prayer and a stronger demand upon life.

And here, too, may surely be found a partial

solution of the problem of pain.



CHAPTER III

EARTHLINESS AND THE CROSS

The lack and feebleness of Desire is not the

only difficulty that the Cross has to contend with

in relation to prayer. There is another equally

serious one—namely, the nature of the desires

—

their grovelling and earth-bound tendencies, their

poor and narrow scope.

We have already dwelt at some length on the

fact that human desires, good or bad, tend, in

accordance with a universal law, to realise them-

selves in ways mysterious and wonderful ; and

frequently even in opposition to the reason's

deliberate choice.

It is therefore of immense importance that these

potent factors in the destinies of men should be

noble, pure and true. But, alas, what are they in

innumerable cases? How poor and mean and

sordid, how depraved and vitiated,—perverted

from right courses and following in wrong or

polluted ones. As we watch the surge of human
desires and see how they circle round the self and

grovel in the dust, clutching at passing vanities,

turning from grand realities, we wonder how they

F 2
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can ever in any great measure be brought into har-

mony with God's will and attuned to His love.

But need we despair if Jesus Christ did not ?

He could face the degradation of human hopes

and desires unflinchingly because He had the Cross

in view and believed in it as the power of God
unto salvation : That Cross we do well to call

*' the Cross of Christ," for, though it is also the

common heritage of mankind, it is supremely His

Cross. He interpreted and illumined it as none

other ever did or could. In His own person He
endured to the utmost the results of a wicked

world's hatred of love and spirituality, truth and

righteousness. Through that divine and absolute

self-identification with all humanity which (apart

from any theological or mystical view of it) the

human heart is slowly coming to interpret in the

light of its own divinest experiences of love and

self-sacrifice,—the heart of Jesus was broken by

sins other than His own, and crushed by the

weakness, the woe, the sordidness and earthliness

of His brethren. And not only during the short

term of His earthly history was He the vicarious

sufferer. That was but an incident in the redemp-

tive work. We are coming to realise Him more

and more as *' the lamb slain from the foundation

of the world," who has never been outside the

suffering of His creation, but has endured in and

with our race, and will continue to endure as long
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as sin and pain shall last, every regenerating pang

and every limitation and humiliation of the earthly

probation of mankind.

It is this Cross, of which He bears the heaviest

part, that will be our best friend and ally in deal-

ing with the perverted desires of man's heart when
the utmost human wisdom fails to correct, disci-

pline and uplift them.

The process varies in each individual case

according to circumstances, needs and character,

but in a general way it may be described as fol-

lows. At unexpected turnings, in unforeseen

ways, the Cross will meet and contend against the

earthliness and foolishness of man. By methods
wonderful and mysterious it will set to work to

undermine the foundations of base desires and
corrupted tendencies until they slowly and imper-

ceptibly crumble into dust, or are swept away in a
mighty flood of pain and loss. Examples to

illustrate this are not wanting, but we are slow to

interpret them in this way and are often perplexed

to find a reason for events that can only thus be

accounted for,—namely, as refining and elevating

factors in which man's temporal and earthly good
is sacrificed to the development of his higher

nature. For instance, how often we find a suc-

cessful career cut short by calamity, a coveted
opening for congenial work closed by some mis-
fortune, or some strong man is smitten in his
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prime by disease which leaves him for all the

years to come a wreck of his former self. The

hidden spectre of shame or dishonour that haunts

a proud family, the secret grief gnawing at a heart

that else is gay and careless ; crushing disap-

pointments, petty annoyances that daily prick

and wound, hard necessities of toil and conflict,

sad disillusionings, bereavements ;—all these and

much else beside are the weapons which the

Cross uses to fight the earth-bound and grovelling

tendencies of human nature. Sometimes, sud-

denly and tragically, by repeated blows of mis-

fortune, a soul is withdrawn from the dear

absorbing delights of this world's petty aims and

ideals, and learns to open its eyes upon a new and

higher plane of spiritual aspiration.

Then again the process is slow and almost

imperceptible. Time after time some hurtful

desire is disappointed, some unworthy hope

deferred and deferred until its energy is sapped

and it drops off, or some ignoble ambition is kept

at bay till it sickens and dies. Is not this the

meaning of the fading hopes, the loosened grip

that comes with the advancing years of a man's

life ? It saddens us to see hands release their

hold of once coveted treasures, eager hopes

perish and hearts grow too faint and weary with

disappointment, too sad with disillusionings to

pursue their old desires and purposes. It is
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crucifixion and death ; and if the process ended

here we might well turn from it in hopeless misery

and disgust. But the end is not yet ! Perhaps

the real harvest will not fully ripen till hereafter.

But even in this world, if our eyes are keen and

clear enough to see, we may trace new and better

longings, nobler tastes and tendencies, purer joys,

higher ideals rising out of the dark graves of

hopes and desires that were crucified and buried

one after another on our pilgrim way. Sometimes

resurrection is swift and wonderful, and stricken

souls come forth suddenly arrayed in the dazzling

beauty of a new life and a new joy ! But oftener,

far oftener, slow gradual imperceptible change is

the divine order. We have to wait long to see

the softening effects of sorrow, the mellowing,

deepening processes of advancing years. In

innumerable cases the blessed fruits of suffering

have hardly time to manifest themselves on earth

at all : they barely emerge above the threshold of

a life before that life is transplanted to another

sphere. But need we grieve that they have not

reached maturity and fruition here ? Is it not joy

enough to know that the work of redemption has

at least commenced, that it will continue in the

new environment ; and has eternity in which to

blossom and bear fruit. The mere fact that a

man's demand upon life—his prayer, his desire

—

has been lifted to a higher level is a great step in
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his evolution ; for in that regenerated desire lies

the germ of a new and better life, which will

survive death and mature in another sphere.

We have been regarding the Cross as God's

method of correcting the base, sinful, foolish

desires of mankind ; but it has another and a

higher office : it is also the instrum.ent in His

hand of perfecting the saint, of reforming and

elevating right desires and good purposes, and

raising them gradually nearer to the absolute

perfection of the divine heart and mind.

By frequent disappointment and failure the

good man is also compelled to move onwards and

thus become the progressive man. He is pressed

on towards higher and ever higher goals by the

painful events and experiences of life. Cruel dis-

illusionings wean him also from one range of

ideals to introduce him to another ; and these in

their turn prove inadequate to the many-sided

demands of life, and he must pass on and leave

them too. By the breaking up of one set of

theories, beliefs, doctrines, he is prepared to

embrace a larger and a better. The old ideas are

either dissolved and dissipated in the light of a

growing culture, or else they are swept from their

place by some violent shock, some painful dis-

covery, some bitter, disappointing experience,

some tremendous sorrow. Frequently, it is the

loss of a man's little world of affection or his
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narrow sphere of influence and usefulness that

thrusts him out into a larger world of love and

devotion, and a wider sphere of service. Benefits

unrecognised, love unrequited and crucified, bring

him to the God-Hkelove that gives, asking nothing

again. Success often allures him only to betray

him ; but it thereby brings into view a higher

order of success. Sometimes a man hitherto con-

tented with his lot, happy in his occupations, is

dismayed to find that the once pleasant life is

quite unaccountably losing its zest and flavour,

and distaste and ennui are settling down upon

him. This is the mandate of that inward

monitor whose watch-word is progress, for an

onward move to some higher plane of life and

work.

Thus the Cross works in human hearts and

human affairs, and the progressing man is '* hurled

from change to change unceasingly, the soul's

wings never furled."

If he can but understand and interpret the

process he will not quail though fixed ideas,

strong habits, cherished idols, resolute purposes,

hot ambitions break up and vanish beneath the

operation of the Cross ; for he knows that they

only go to come again in new forms of greater

strength and beauty.

" When half-gods go,

The gods arrive."
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The willing and obedient soul thus led by the

spirit of God, albeit along a pathway marked with

blood and tears, will rejoice to know the Absolute

Perfection has chosen him for Its own, and will

never cease to fight against his poverty, weakness

and limitation until they disappear; that It will

deal blow after blow upon the fetters that enchain

him until they yield and let him emerge into the

sovereign power that makes demands upon life

which must be obeyed—an Israel, indeed, who

prevails with God and man !

Thus we find that the first of the four conditions

referred to as essential to successful prayer, is

slowly but surely wrought out by the Cross. Not

only are the base, corrupted, perverted prayers of

humanity purified and disciplined, but the right

demands, the good and legitimate yearnings are

lifted higher and higher, and brought increasingly

into accordance with the Divine will and purpose.

Thus the fulfilment of one great promise made to

prayer is earned—'* If we ask anything according

to His Will He heareth us, and if He hear us we

know that we have the petitions that we desired

of Him,"



CHAPTER IV

CONCENTRATION AND THE CROSS

There is a richness and completeness of

character, a iiniversaHty of which seers have

dreamed and prophets prophesied, that awaits

man on his onward march. In that direction his

evolution may even now be seen to move : thither

all events and circumstances appear to be tending.

This is not the place to enter into a full explana-

tion of all that constitutes the only kind of uni-

versality possible to man in this dispensation.

Suffice it to say that universality is synonymous

with spirituality : it is that peculiar power that

brings us into harmony with the universe, into

sympathetic touch w4th all around us : that relates

us to persons and things in a way which makes it

possible for us, even without knowledge of their

outward history and circumstances, to perceive

their essence, learn their secret, love them,

co-operate with them, use them, and be used by

them. Of the universal nature it may be truly

said, " All things are yours "
: in it love, blossoming

into power, wisdom, truth, overcomes limitations

and leads to greatness. There is a universality
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that is possible to us under our present earth con-

ditions and towards this we are being surely led

and guided.

But the goal is yet afar off, and those individuals

in whom the germ of a universal nature is the

most pronounced, are often far more embarrassed

than advanced by their potential wealth and

greatness. We have already observed how the

very excess of power and ability in a life may
hamper it ; and rich and varied endowments may
become a snare and stumbling block, tending to

make their possessor shallow and ineffective, and

certainly less strong and successful than the man
who is "tied to one thought," and has but a

limited range of ability.

Undoubtedly at this stage of its development

the potential universality of man is impeded and

confused by its own profusion. Those who are

called to be pioneers along this path have not yet

learnt how to deal with complexity, how to com-

mand large resources, how to discipline and

marshall their powers and lead them on to victory.

The various elements of a gifted personality are

in conflict with each other, modifying, obstructing,

destroying one a nother. There is needed a supreme

and unifying life-principle that shall bind these

distracted powers and faculties into a harmonious

whole, and thus bring them out of chaos into

ordered existence, related service, mutual helpful-
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ness : and it is to this end that the Cross works

as a remedial agency, shaping that universaHt}^

that is man's crowning achievement in his evolution

on earth.

If we follow closely the history of those souls

who are thus bewildered by their own opulence,

we will find that the same process of thwarting,

disappointment, obstruction that worked as a

regenerating factor in the cases we have already

noted, is a marked feature in these also. The

object here, however, is not so much the refining

and elevating of purpose as the conservation and

concentration of force. Hence it is that the Cross,

often by methods severe and harsh, proceeds to

restrain, control, discipline the wild growths of

a luxuriant nature. Wasteful redundancy and

extravagance is pruned and restrained ; dissipation

of energy is checked and the tendency to dile-

tantism sternly repressed. The easy skimming of

the surface of things, roaming with light-hearted

ease and pleasure over a vast area of life and

knowledge without ever seriously mastering any

of its difficulties, or deeply penetrating any of its

mysteries,—these and many other kindred tempta-

tions of a rich and varied nature, the Cross has

means of dealing with.

To such natures will come many a disconcerting

experience. Interruptions will break the thread of

ardent schemes ; unforeseen events will delay the
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accomplishment of cherished projects for so long a

time that they are wearied of and out-grown. One

after another the many and diverse avenues of

thought and activity, in which the life was wont to

flow easily and naturally, close ; the way is hedged

in on almost all sides, and the soul that once

roamed freely over a wide area is pushed into a

corner, its sphere limited, its horizon narrowed,

and many of its powers crippled.

Nor is crucifixion always the gradual process

just described. Sometimes there bursts a sudden

storm of trouble which beats relentlessly around

the beautiful playthings of a man's life. A tragic

event, a vivid and painful awakening from some

sweet dream of hope or gladness, a sad disillusion-

ment, an intense sorrow,—any one of these is often

enough to sweep away at a single stroke artificial

environments and conventional ideas, and bring

man down to the bed-rock of reality,—the solid

foundations of fact before which the beautiful

erections of poetry and romance crumble away.

When all seems loss and failure it is well to

remember that the destructive is followed by a

constructive process, and as soon as one has

accomplished its work the other begins to operate

;

both are equally necessary halves of a great scheme

of redemption.

The soul bereft of its idols and illusions finds

itself face to face with its own true life and destiny,
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and begins to see clearly that path which is pecu-

liarly its own. Gradually there is brought to bear

upon it the pressure of new necessities and new

environments, the allurement of new inclinations

and ideals ; and thus, partly by the force of cir-

cumstances, partly by the power of fresh demands

and desires, the man previously prepared by dis-

cipline is helped and guided to his destined goal,

from which, save for the Cross, he may have been

diverted.

Thus it is that the Cross clears away the mists

and perplexities of life, reduces to order and har-

mony those conflicting, obscuring elements of a

rich and varied nature that make effectual action

difficult ; and out of the chaos of man's manifold

desires, aims, pursuits, there emerges a prevailing

life-purpose—an ideal of that unique and special

thing that he was meant to be or do. Henceforth the

torn and distracted personality no longer wastes

and scatters its powers, but rallies round the new-

found centre, reinforcing it by the co-operation of

faculties that once contended with each other.

They now combine in furthering a common end,

and bring their contribution to a common cause.

The life has been unified by the Cross and has

received direction and impulse, and thus one

more of those conditions essential to successful

prayer has been fulfilled. A concentrated intensity,

which always includes unfailing patience and
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perseverance, has been born. Whole-hearted,

clear-sighted desire has evolved out of vague and

superficial affinities, fickle tastes and tendencies,

wandering fancies, scattered activities and un-

stable purposes. The personality, once weak and

ineffectual because of disintegration and division,

has become strong through combination ; and

from the depth of this harmonised and unified life

there can now go forth a demand upon life that is

all powerful, and cannot be refused—a prayer that

must prevail.

Let the gifted man, then, in whose career there

are evident and manifold tokens of crucifixion,

cease to bewail his fate. Instead of crying out

against the restraints put upon his varied and

extended activity, and deploring his gradually

narrowing sphere, let him rise up and go forth to

meet this friendly and helpful principle of the

Cross that comes to him in the guise of a thief

and enemy. Let him enter into hearty co-opera-

tion with it; voluntarily relinquishing, one after

another (as it indicates the need), those alluring

hindrances to effectual life, instead of waiting till

they are wrested from him by force. It is in the

absence of a will strong enough, and a wisdom

great enough to deal firmly and intelligently with

these distractions, that the Cross must needs be

heavy, compelling and driving where else it might

have gently led and guided.
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So few are as yet capable of governing and

applying this best gift of versatility, and so the

Cross has to come in and do the work for them.

He who submits to the Cross is saved from waste

and failure and guided into paths where he can do

his best : the soul that resists or evades the Cross

suffers the consequences, and presents a life

conspicuous for squandered abilities and lost

opportunities—an example of great powers unused

or misused, of small broken inadequate scraps of

work done instead of some whole and harmonious

service displaying design, purpose, strength and

skill.





PART III

PRAYER AND THE RESURRECTION PRINCIPLE
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CHAPTER I

FAITH AND BELIEF

We have sought in the preceding chapters to

trace a few of the directions in which the Cross

operates in Hberating the power of prayer from the

thraldom in which it is held by human weakness,

ignorance and sin. We have seen how these

hindrances are gradually overcome and removed

by a process which tends to destroy what is base

and foolish in order to replace it by what is good

and beneficial. So far it is the negative aspect of

Redemption as related to prayer that has chiefly

engaged our attention ; though in dealing with it

frequent reference has of necessity been made to

the positive side, to the new life springing up

out of the grave of the old, and issuing in

purified desires, elevated ideals, strengthened will

and purpose, disciplined energy and illumined

activity.

In the present and subsequent chapters which

deal with the more positive elements of prayer,

the prominence hitherto given to the Cross, or

destructive principle in the great scheme of human

salvation (in which salvation prayer is an essential
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factor) will now naturally be transferred to the

constructive aspect of redemption—to that resur-

rection principle in the universe which is just as

inextricably entwined with all life and activity as

is the principle of crucifixion. Nevertheless, we

shall not altogether part company with the Cross,

for it continues to accompany and have its part in

every forward movement of the soul throughout

its earthly sojourn—crucifixion and resurrection

alternating and co-operating in the evolution and

growth of human character.

The constructive principle in the universe to

which we have referred comes into operation

through Faith. It is based upon a consciousness

of, a trust in, the existence of realities and powers

imperceptible to the senses. This confidence is

of two kinds—which we shall distinguish from

each other as Belief and Faith, The former

is the exercise of man's mental faculties; the latter

is the result, or fruit, of his spiritual nature.

The present chapter is frankly and avowedly a

digression in that it does not deal directly with

the subject of prayer. Nevertheless such a digres-

sion is necessary in order to clear the way for a

better understanding of those positive aspects of

the prayer-life to which we propose to devote the

remainder of this book. To define the difference

between Belief and Faith and to indicate the

province each occupies in man's relations with
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the unseen is essential to a right application or

use of either in the practical affairs of life. With

this brief apology we may proceed to deal with

the subject to which we have for a while turned

aside.

Belief has always received more recognition at

the hands of the learned and cultured than has

ever been accorded to Faith. It is, therefore,

interesting to note a coming change.

In the thought of the present day there seems

to be a newly-awakened and growing interest in

the question of Faith. Whereas, in the past, many

branches of learning scornfully regarded Faith as

a relic of superstition, an illusion of the ignorantly

and foolishly credulous,—there is now in all circles

of intellectual thought and activity a very real

movement towards Faith ; not the Faith that is

wholly mysterious and unintelligible, but that

which rests on principles we can understand or

at least explore. An article by the Rev. John

Hutton in the "Hibbert Journal" of July, 1905,

entitled *' Is the Age of Faith Returning," indi-

cated some of the directions that this movement

is taking. With keen insight the writer predicted

certain results which those who, like him, are

watching the new development with eager interest,

feel to be a true forecast. The coming change in

man's views regarding Faith is doubtless at this

stage too subtle and vague and elementary to be
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generally perceived. Nevertheless those who have

waited for it, confident that it must come, can

trace in these small beginnings the germ of what

they look for. They hope to see, in the not far-

distant future, the despised and decadent faculty

of Faith revived and reinstated, established on

immovable foundations and scientifically recog-

nised as the most powerful and penetrating, the

most illuminating and inspiring force with which

human nature is endowed—a light without which

the world gropes and stumbles on its way, a power

with which it can no longer afford to dispense.

When this change, which we see slowly approach-

ing, has taken place, the subject of Prayer must of

necessity come to the front and attract the same

attention from the cultured and learned that it has

hitherto chiefly received from the poor and ignorant

—those wisely-foolish people who are " rich in faith."

In view of this awakening interest in the ques-

tion of Faith and its important bearing on our

subject it will be well to emphasise that which in

the strictest sense constitutes Faith,—especially as

some of its peculiar characteristics are in danger

of being overlooked, and its operations confounded

with those of a very different faculty.

The term Faith has been made to do double

service in both Theology and Philosophy. Not

only does it stand for what is its own distinctive

function, namely, the apprehension, by means of
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an inner intuitive faculty, of that which is imper-

ceptible to the bodily senses,—but it is also applied

to the conclusions arrived at by the Reason

regarding things Unseen.

The world in its religious significance (to which

we must here restrict ourselves) has been vaguely

and broadly used, and covers the entire ground of

our access to God ; whereas, in reality, that ground

is more or less equally divided between two dis-

tinct powers of our nature, which work in totally

different ways and to only one of which is the

term Faith strictly applicable. The human mind

has instinctively recognised this, and despite the

frequently inaccurate use of terms, has dimly

distinguished between these two separate avenues

leading up to the Infinite and Eternal.

In order to bring out and emphasise these two

different means of communication with the Un-

seen, let us, for the sake of convenience, designate

one Faith and the other Belief. And, indeed, these

kindred terms—the first meaning assent to revealed

or perceived truth, and the second, credit given to

evidence—seem to warrant the use here made of

them to describe respectively the two correspond-

ing religious states. If, however, it be objected

that the distinction is arbitrary—there being no

precedent for it in Scripture or Theology, where

the words are used interchangeably and mean the

same thing,—still it might be urged that both
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Scripture and Theology recognise the two distinct

faculties by which mankind relates itself to God,

and which are here regarded as Faith and Belief.

For want, then, of better terms let us adopt these

and proceed to explain them.

An eminent theologian has defined Faith as

Vision, by which he implies spiritual perception,

intuitive insight. This faculty forms one of the

well recognised links between us and the Invisible.

As contrasted with this spontaneous and intui-

tive perception, there is another means of reaching

up to God which Charles Kingsley describes in the

brief sentence ** Faith " (he means Belief) " is

reason exercised on the Invisible." The reasoning

faculty—whether its starting point be hypotheses

in the shape of doctrines and dogmas, or theories

based on natural phenomena, and ordinary human

experience,—exercises itself on these and proceeds

by means of them to climb up step by step, first

acquiring and then strengthening its ideas and

beliefs regarding the Unseen. These two ways of

acquiring divine truth differ in every particular;

the sharp antithesis between them can best be

brought out by noticing some of these particulars.

For instance, as has already been said. Belief

reasons out its creed ; Faith does not reason

at all; it simply sees without effort or strain.

In the sphere of religion Faith is analogous

with genius ; Belief with talent. Faith is
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synthetical, it grasps a truth or an idea in its entirety

and then translates it into particular theories,

experiences and phenomena. Belief begins with

parts and particulars in order to reach the whole.

"^Faith is immediate perception ; it assents to a

truth prior to its demonstration. Belief is

mediated, and must wait for evidences which

satisfy the Reason ere it finds assurance. Faith

passively receives truth ; Belief works to win it.

Faith is one with its object, Belief strives to

gain that identity. Faith is of the heart and

produces feeling, calling into play the mystical

elements of human nature, of which enthusiasm,

love, ecstasy, inspiration, are a part. Belief is of

the intellect, producing thought and drawing upon

man's power of patient investigation, faithful

research, persevering effort.

Concrete examples and illustrations of both

Faith and Belief abound in the life around us,

together with innumerable caricatures and simula-

tions of each. There is also much self-deception

with regard to the one or the other, which claims

to possess and enjoy that which it as yet only

admires and desires and endeavours to attain.

Professor James in his " Varieties of Religious

Experience," devotes an entire chapter to examples

coming under the category of that trust which is

based on vision, and which we have designated

Faith. These experiences range from some of the
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highest and noblest forms of illumination and

inspiration down to the smallest and most insignifi-

cant. They have been laboriously collected and

carefully narrated, and form a valuable psycho-

logical study. To the order of Faith-phenomena

belong those familiar experiences of sudden

illumination which bring a vivid sense of sin,

weakness, failure
;
generally followed by a clear

realisation of pardon, peace, power : or that unmis-

takably indicate some step to be taken, some

course to be pursued. Of this nature also is the

intuitional sense of relation to God—of having

come into harmony with Him—that is the joy of

many earnest souls.

In all such cases the seeing is so clear that there

is no room for doubt ; the subject of the experience

gets, as Dr. Schofield expresses it, " a firm, irre-

vocable, unquestioning grasp of facts." These
" facts," though entirely removed from the realm

of sense-perception, and having as yet no objective

existence in that realm, are nevertheless more real

to the spiritual vision than anything that the

bodily senses could perceive, and are the source

of feelings of unparalleled intensity, from the most

poignant sorrow to the most exquisite rapture.

And not to feelings alone do they give rise, but

motives also spring from them — motives of a

nature so powerful that they overturn established

conventions, revolutionise character, and effect
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radical changes and reforms. There are modern

representatives of the heroes catalogued in the

eleventh chapter of Hebrews, *'who through faith

subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained

promises, stopped the mouths of lions, quenched

the power of fire, escaped the edge of the sword,

from weakness were made strong, waxed mighty

in war, turned to flight armies of aliens."

It is not to be wondered at that Faith often

leads to dogmatism. Those who have once had

the experience of its wonder-working power,

though they may not be able to explain it or

reason about it, will hold and assert it in the face

of all opposition. In the spirit of the blind man

of the gospel narrative, turning from debate and

enquiry they, like him, will reiterate, "This I

know that whereas I was blind I now see."

It must not be supposed that the spiritual faculty

of seeing is of the same strength and clearness in

every case : it varies infinitely, and some faith-

perceptions are so weak as hardly to be recognis-

able. Nevertheless, whether strong or weak this

kind of seeing belongs to another order altogether

from that of Belief.

We have dwelt at some length on Faith, and it

now remains to describe Belief and show wherein

they differ.

Illustrations of religious Belief, like those of

religious Faith, abound in every sphere and calling
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of life. There are theologians, reformers, philan-

thropists, scholars, ordinary business men and

workmen who exemplify the peculiar character

and activity which is a product of Belief, in marked

contrast to that resulting from Faith.

Faith, as we have already said, sees while Belief

reasons on the invisible. To see somehow is essen-

tial to life and growth. The man, therefore, who

cannot see with the inward eye of the spirit, must

depend on the exercise of his reasoning faculty

;

and this faculty as a means of giving knowledge

ofthings transcendent and invisible is inadequate to

its task. Thus the process is long and tedious.

Slowly and laboriously does such a man mount

up into his beliefs—walking in what is twilight as

compared with the sunlit radiance shed by Faith,

he moves by difficult stages to the certitude that

comes quickly and spontaneously by the gift of

vision. And even when some degree of assurance

is reached, it does not produce the same vivid

emotions and powerful motives that result from

Faith. A great deal of earnest religion in the

world is of this nature. Its beliefs—based on

hypothesis, on rational evidence or experimental

proof, are subject to changes and alternations,

and do not give the vivid joy, the intense enthu-

siasm that a more spontaneous and intuitive

perception would. All the emotions produced by

Belief are more sober than those of Faith ; its
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conquests and achievements are less striking, its

demand upon life less audacious, its personal rela-

tions with God less intimate and assured;—in

fact its total effect in the universe is natural,

whereas that of Faith is super-natural, or at least

super-normal.

As we trace the radical difference between these

two faculties in the sphere of religion, the ques-

tion arises whether they are destined to remain

apart in their functions, or whether there is any

bridge by means of which Faith and Belief can

cross over to each other, as it were, and blend and

co-operate.

Such a bridge there undoubtedly is, and that

which constitutes it is the development and the

perfecting of these faculties themselves. Though

separated in the earlier stages of their growth and

exercise, as they mature they tend to reach

across and join hands, mutually reinforcing and

strengthening each other. At a still further stage

of progress they seem to merge and mingle,

Belief reaching a point where it becomes illumina-

tion and Faith acquiring such breadth and depth

of vision that it understands, and ardently desires

to understand, that which it was once content

only to intuitively see. Doubtless we have

watched this process and have traced how Belief

in some point or particular, where it has been

strenuously maintained, by every resource at its
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command, and reinforced by faithful care and

labour, gradually passes out of the region of

shadows and uncertainties into the full clear light

of vision. In like manner, Faith, fully matured,

becomes a higher kind of reasoning : with the

thing it sees, it perceives also the reason for that

thing—the rational basis on which it rests; and

thus it becomes difficult to distinguish the one

faculty from the other.

It is very evident that the Divine purpose has

ordained that our relations with the Infinite and

Eternal should be maintained and strengthened

by the joint services of Faith and Reason ; and,

therefore, each individual life is so ordered that it

should include the training of both faculties, and

be forced to draw upon the resources of both.

The chief hindrance to this purpose is that we are

not plastic enough. The man of Faith and the

man of Belief tend to mutually depreciate each

other's methods, and to distrust results based on

any but their own. Their rigidity and exclusive-

ness, their tendency to make an idol of either

Faith or Reason, and to close every avenue save

that leading to its shrine, often demands the

severest discipline. Often the man in whom the

Faith-faculty has been strong, who having lived

and walked by vision is unwilling to walk by any

other light, finds the vision withdrawn, the power

to see gone, and he is forced to fall back on
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Belief. If he would retain his hold upon the

truths that were the main-spring of his life, he

must proceed to support and strengthen them by

means of evidence, proof, experience—a method of

which he was once independent; he must begin

to reason on the Invisible. In like manner does

the Cross—that corrective principle in the uni-

verse—meet the man of Belief with a beneficent

purpose of discipline and enlargement. He who

either despised the vision of Faith or merely dis-

trusted it, finds himself left with no other

resource—no other alternative between it and

darkness. The pathway of reasoning has for him

become an arid desert in which is no sustenance

:

and he must either starve or take the way of

Faith. Alas many elect to starve, and thus for a

while defeat the wise purpose of the Cross.

We may differ widely as to the relative value of

Faith and Belief in a man's relations with the

Unseen. Perfection, however, consists in having

both faculties in good working order and at

our command, and in the alternative use of each

as the occasion may demand; or better still

in the exercise of both, simultaneously and co-

operatively.



CHAPTER II

THE PRAYER OF FAITH

The foregoing chapter will have made it clear

that the Prayer of Faith is not prayer in general

but prayer of a specific character. To this kind

of prayer peculiar power and efficacy are ascribed

As a wonder-working force it is understood, on

the authority of the Bible, and on that of teachers

of religion generally, to be practically unlimited.

Christ said, " If ye have faith as a grain of mustard

seed ye shall say unto this mountain, remove

hence to yonder place and it shall remove; and

nothing shall be impossible unto you." This

truth has been reiterated in an infinite variety of

ways by men in all ages and not infrequently sub-

jected to misrepresentation and abuse. Never-

theless the principle has retained its hold upon

us that a certain kind of prayer or demand upon

God is powerful and prevailing above every other.

The quality which characterises this kind of

prayer is Faith as distinguished from Belief, and

it is based on certainty rather than on hope or

speculation. Many disappointments and per-

plexities arise from the fact that we mistake for

faith much that is not faith at all, but merely
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akin to it ; and then we marvel that the rehgious

emotion or energy we have thus mistaken does

not produce the results ascribed to faith. In view

of these frequent misconceptions it is well for us

to constantly remind ourselves that Faith in its

strict sense is the certitude arrived at by exercise

of an inner facility of intuitive vision. There are,

as we have seen, other kinds of perception, and
other ways of arriving at conclusions and ideas,

even at a degree of certainty ; and these are good
and effective in their own sphere, but they are

not faith-perceptions. Then, too, simulations and

caricatures of Faith abound—spurious experiences

resembling it, but Faith Itself—the genuine quahty

—can be distinguished by the clear - sighted.

Whether as regards general principles, or in con-

nection with particular facts and events, it is

always a perception of Trtith or Reality indepen-

dently of, and prior to, any outward demonstration

of that Truth or Reality.

The subtle but very real difference between Faith

and Belief that has been pointed out warrants our

designating the prayer that issues from these two
sources of man's nature as the Prayer of Faith and
the Prayer of Belief, respectively—the former based

on vision, and the latter on reasoned-out con-

clusions and theories.

As may be expected these two kinds of prayer

differ in character and effect.

H 2
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Both kinds of prayer are efficacious, but the

Prayer of Faith is specially so : it is the all-

conquering force to which the whole universe

responds. There is nothing arbitrary in the fact

of its superior potency. We realise that it can-

not but be so if we sufficiently take into account,

and clearly understand, the ground on which that

power rests.

Faith being the keenest organ of perception

with which human nature is endowed, penetrates

further than either Sense or Reason into inscrut-

able heights and depths of mystery, both human
and divine. Therefore when a man's prayer, or

demand upon God and Life, is based upon some

true perception that he has gained of what in

theology we call the will of God, or in philosophy,

cosmic law, he having this insight, knows that his

prayer is in harmony with the Divine purpose

;

therefore that prayer simply becomes a joyful

anticipation of what he sees is surely coming to

pass. In the degree that his spiritual sight is

keen he may even know in advance the time and

order and manner of its fulfilment, something of

prevision—the prophetic faculty—mingling with

his perceptions ; indeed vision and prevision are

closely allied and frequently go together. Thus

his confidence runs along side of, and keeps pace

with, an already evolving event, and the result is

perfect assurance on his part that what he desires
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is potentially his ; he rejoices in fruition ere it has
actually come, like Abraham who by faith inherited

the promised land before he had set foot in it, or

like the patriarchs who died joyfully embracing
what yet awaited fulfilment. " Faith is the stih-

stance of things hoped for, the evidence of things

not seen," and therefore it begets a glad serenity

and patience, the soul enjoys the spiritual reality

or substance of that which has as yet no outward
form or existence. Surely this was what Jesus
meant when He said, " Whatsoever ye will ask in

prayer believe that ye have received it and ye shall

have it."

It is a fact to be borne in mind that the
" assurance of Faith " does not come to a soul

except when its perception has been a true one.

Those who endeavour to gain a like certitude

regarding their own self-evolved theories and self-

conceived desires and purposes are disappointed.

They may labour arduously for the vision of faith,

bringing argument, prayer and concentration to

bear upon it ; basing their plea on probabilities,

on promises, on the experiences of others ; but if

that which they demand is not according to

God's will and purpose confidence regarding its

fulfilment will not come, and they will still grope

on in doubt and uncertainty.

There are, however, some exceptions to this

rule. Ardent souls who will not be denied, who
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fail to see in circumstances the clear indication

that God would have them relinquish the plea

that they are pressing, that He is saying to them,

as to Moses, of old, " Ask me no more concerning

this matter,"—such souls are liable to become the

victims of a subtle delusion. Intensity of desire

in them so kindles and inflames the imagination

as to cause it to create a kind of assurance that

simulates the true assurance of Faith. It also

produces subjective effects in the suppliant that

are likewise similar—emotions of joy and peace,

a sense of vigour, buoyancy, strength. These

subjective effects may continue for a considerable

time to support and energise the soul, but they

are destined to be eventually disappointed. Some-

times a shock, more frequently a long series of

disappointments, dissipates the illusion : but alas,

in the process the religious life itself is frequently

shaken to its foundations, and even wrecked, or

at least considerably weakened— a disaster which

might have been averted had there but been

sufficient knowledge to distinguish the spurious

confidence based on imagination from the genuine

faith resulting from vision. Every phase and

aspect of religious life abounds with examples of

this counterfeit assurance of faith ; and they beget

distrust of the genuine experience. For one man
who has a true gift of vision with regard to some

desire or undertaking in his life, there are scores
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who, coveting a similar faith, evolve the semblance

of it out of their own imagination, and hold and

defend it with great zeal, arguing themselves into

confidence and expectation. Because there has

come to one man in a community great accession

of spiritual peace and power through a sudden

illumination, others, for whom such a course was

never designed, endeavour to force themselves into

a similar experience through the same gateway.

A poor invalid, racked with physical pain, comes

one day to see reflected in his own heart as in a

mirror, the fact that healing and health are the

will of God for him, and embracing this fact with

glad assurance begins forthwith to enter upon its

actual realisation : other invalids for whom the

divine purpose is quite different, will bend all their

will and energy towards the acquiringof a like confi-

dence and often succeed in persuading themselves

that it is theirs. But disappointment and not

fulfilment follows, because the hope is self-evolved

and not based on vision of unseen spiritual facts.

Nevertheless such experiences are not intended

to dissuade those who lack the clear vision of faith

from pouring out their hearts before God. We
are invited to make our requests known unto Him,

to turn to Him with our longings, desires, hopes,

fears, to find in Him a sympathy that understands

all and despises naught, that gives where it is

possible and withholds only what could injure and
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destroy. And heart-breaking disappointments

may be averted if, while we grope amid uncer-

tainties, not knowing whether our requests are in

harmony with the Divine purposes or not, we take

care to maintain in our hearts the attitude of

humble submission expressed by the phrase, "Thy

will be done." Sometimes it may even be that

the waiting-time may prove merely a test of faith

and patience ; and the soul may issue out of the

discipline of timid, tentative supplication into the

strong, positively assured expectation of clear

vision. And while uncertainty as to the Divine

Will exists, it is perfectly legitimate for man to

persevere in pressing his desire and in building

up his confidence in its ultimate realisation. In

such cases, if the fondly cherished hope be one

that is irreconcileable with the Will of God, the

Cross will gradually tend to dissipate it and the

heart will be led to rehnquish it. But even here

it is not easy to decide, until the end of the process,

whereunto it is working ; for sometimes the Cross

operates with the opposite aim in view ; instead

of removing, its object is that of strengthening

and raising some such belief, by means of the

very disappointments and delays regarding its

realisation, into the vision of faith. In the case

of the Syro-Phoenician woman Jesus illustrated

this method of evolving faith, of stretching and

straining it to its utmost hmit before giving it
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the reward it merited. In many cases, not only

is belief thus drawn out and gradually educated

into faith, but faith itself is subjected to a similar

discipline. That which has been perceived by

the faith-faculty as a certain ground of hope, and

firmly grasped by the will, is deferred in its ful-

filment, put further and further off, frequently

obscured by mists, and often, for months or even

years, held in suspension. Thus is the faith-faculty

allured on and on into higher and rarer realms of

vision : it gains strength to perceive what has

been impossible to it in its state of weakness and

immaturity. Those first crude elementary percep-

tions of which alone it was capable have been

refined and exalted. There has come unto being

a highly trained and efficient power that sees into

the rare and wonderful things of the spiritual

world—sees truths, possibilities, glories that are

*' impossible to utter" because human language

cannot express them; that descends into depths

and rises to heights accessible only to perfected

vision

!

We have dwelt much on the Faith that is

evolved out of Belief: but there is yet another

way of acquiring faith without reference to which

our consideration of the subject would be incom-

plete. This is the mystic's way, and a very effec-

tive way it is. By suspending the busy activities

of heart and mind, by holding thoughts, hopes,
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desires in abeyance, and letting a deep stillness

fall upon the inner world, the mystic's soul creates

those conditions in which, without distraction, it

can listen for the still small voice of God and

wait for the coming of the vision that will dawn

from heaven when the mists and obscurities of

earth have been dispelled. Thus it is that many

earnest souls wait before God in prayer, not

venturing to make request or express desire until

a knowledge of the Divine Will has been imparted.

Accepting humbly the Bible statement that *' We
know not what we should pray for as we ought,"

they wait for that Spirit which " helpeth our infir-

mities," to pray in them, to inspire their petitions

and desires. And when once assured of the Divine

Will, the entire energy of their own will flows into

the appointed channel, and becomes an over-

whelming torrent of desire and purpose that carries

all obstacles before it. When the vision for which

they have waited comes it kindles emotions such

as stir the whole being into intense activity.

While the guiding light glows and burns they

seem almost to be lifted above tribulation. There

is an unfailing patience, an unflinching endurance,

a hope that cannot be overthrown : with eyes fixed

on the invisible all things seem possible to bear

and do ; and all the while, from the glowing

centre of the heart, there pours forth an incessant

stream of fervent prayer and supplication, and
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strenuous effort. Such prayer is a mighty force

in the universe, which yet waits to be fully recog-

nised and employed. Such surely was the thought

of the poet when he wrote :

—

" More things are wrought by prayer

Than this world dreams of."



CHAPTER III

THE PRAYER OF BELIEF

As the Prayer of Faith is based on man's faculty

of spiritual vision so the Prayer of Belief springs

from his reasoning perceptions. The former is

only an occasional experience with which he is

favoured when the Divine wisdom ordains : the

latter may be a daily, hourly exercise, engaged in

wheresoever and whensoever the will dictates. In

like manner, while the assurance of faith depends

on, and waits for vision, which is not at man's

command, the confidence of belief builds itself up

out of materials close at hand, by the exercise of

intelligence, energy and will. For instance, some

deep desire springs up in a man's heart which he

would fain realise. Believing in prayer as a means

of obtaining what he wants, assured also of God's

good will towards the suppliant, and recollecting

the command, ** in everything, by prayer and

supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests

be made known to God," he presents his plea

before the throne of grace ; at first hesitatingly,

uncertain as to whether it is such as will meet

with the Divine approval. But gradually, through
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the exercise of the powers of his nature in an

earnest endeavour to beheve, he finds himself

gaining strength and confidence step by step.

First, maybe, he deals with the lingering uncer-

tainty as to whether his request is in harmony

with God's will, and good and beneficial for him-

self. Revolving the matter over and over in his

mind in the increasing light that comes with

thought, he arrives at the conclusion that it is

good, and thus one difficulty is removed. Then,

arguing from the knowledge he has of God's

character, dwelling deeply upon His love and

benevolence, his conviction grows that just as an

earthly father delights to further the desires and

pursuits of his children, so the Heavenly Father

rejoices to fulfil the requests and promote the

interests and joys of every member of His family

on earth. Perhaps there comes to his mind some

such promise as this :
** How much more shall

your Heavenly Father give good things to them

that ask Him."

The earnest soul intent on believing lays hold

on all that can help it. There are the promises

and examples in the inspired Word, the experiences

of others, the instances to be found in history and

biography, all testifying to the fact that God, when

appealed to, responds fully and grants human

requests. Some such process as this takes place

in every endeavour to build up belief in the unseen,
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whether it be a behef in God's existence, or His

love, or His willingness and power to enter into

and promote human interests.

The admirable picture Browning has drawn in

his Bishop Blougram, of the man who believed

because he chose to believe, so truly depicts

an experience of the human heart, and empha-

sises the fact that there is a faculty in his nature

by which man, without waiting for vision, can

gradually erect an edifice of solid trust in things

unseen and intangible. Like the good bishop he

must throw the whole force of his will on to the

believing side and labour strenuously to gain and

hold his confidence. When the vision of faith is

denied, there is this possibility of belief still left

us. What though that intuitive trust which comes

easily and spontaneously to others never comes to

us, or if it once did has now ceased to do so, we
need not lose heart and hope. God will help us

to build up a very real trust in the unseen through

the exercise of our own faculties, which guided and

reinforced by Him can lead us into that realm we
desire to enter. And there is a still further hope

on which we have already touched in the fore-

going chapter—the hope that Belief may evolve

and evolve until it becomes Faith. As we watch

the manifestations of Faith in the world it appears

to us to be in most cases either a natural endow-

ment or a " free gift," coming unsought and quite
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independently of man's deserts. But can we not

conceive of it also as coming through the avenue

of Belief? May it not be possible for Belief to

be perfected and transformed into Faith,—head-

trust merging into heart-trust ; Reason's insight

and Faith's vision mingling and blending till they

are indistinguishable ! Surely we are justified in

looking forward to a time when the soul's earnest

effort to build up its trust in the unseen with the

materials reason and thought and experience

afford will have led it step by step into vision;

when the intellectual and empirical method of

dealing with things unseen will have been ex-

changed for the intuitive, and the feeble flickering

embers of BeHef have been fanned into the glowing

flame of Faith. Browning says :

" Belief's fire, once in us,

Makes of all else mere stuff to show itself:

We penetrate our life with such a glow

As fire bends wood and iron."

Once that fire is kindled in the heart there

is spontaneous life and warmth and vigour,

which before were lacking; there is feehng and

enthusiasm: the soul no longer gropes, but

sees ! Vision thus hardly earned and nobly won

becomes an inalienable and abiding possession ;

less subject to the vicissitudes of chance and

environment and mood than the faith that is a

natural endowment, and less fleeting than the
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faith that comes as a free, unmerited gift, a

visitant from heaven ; which, while it uplifts and

inspires, still seems to remain a power outside of,

and separate from, the character it blesses. The

one is a transcendent Faith coming from without

and the other an immanent Faith evolved from

within. This idea once grasped that Belief may

be a stage towards Faith would bring hope and

cheer to many earnest souls who have come to

regard themselves as constitutionally incapable of

the vision of Faith.

The practical question as to how far in the matter

of prayer for definite and concrete things we may
expect BeHef(or that confidence we reason our-

selves into) to become Faith (or that spontaneous

trust which sees), depends on the extent to which

our requests are in harmony with God's will and

laws.

What the relation of that will is to human
desires and demands must be left for the following

chapter to deal with.



CHAPTER IV

THE RELATION OF THE DIVINE WILL TO THE
HUMAN WILL IN PRAYER

The real factor in Prayer is the Will. Whether

it receives its impulse from the vision of faith or

from the dimmer perceptions of reason ; whether

it has been stirred to activity by the affections of

the heart or by the desires of the mind, it matters

not except in so far as that the first class of per-

ceptions and emotions generally move it more

powerfully than the second. Many religious per-

sons seem to regard Faith itself as the wonder-

working force that produces the desired results in

answer to prayer. But it is not Faith that thus

operates : Faith merely acts upon the Will setting

it in motion ; it is the energised will that

moves and brings to pass things great and wonder-

ful. Will is the power that initiates, controls,

commands in the realm both of the seen and the

unseen. This being the case, the necessity for

cultivating a strong will becomes very obvious.

And God is deeply concerned with the develop-

ment of this faculty in us, for His plans and

purposes regarding us cannot be carried into effect

I
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without it. In giving us free will He limited the

operation of His own will : it cannot act in matters

relating to ourselves without our assent. Nor is

our passive consent sufficient. There is a law

pertaining to human nature which demands that

there should be active co-operation on our part

before the beneficent purposes of God can be

fulfilled. Jesus taught us to pray '*Thy will be

done on earth as it is in heaven." He knew that

it was possible for the Divine will to remain

undone, or even to be frustrated by the indiffer-

ence or rebellion of man. And this, among

religious people at least, is caused far oftener by

the inertia of their own will than any resistance

to God's.

It is a noticeable fact that initiative and will-

power and originality are often to be found in

more active exercise among the non-religious than

among those deeply under the sway of religious

thought and feeling. The latter, while often

strong in certain definitely religious matters, are

weak and vacillating in other directions. This is

easily accounted for. The religious mind—having

been imbued with the necessity of subjecting its

own desires and aims to the wiser, higher will of

God—has, in accordance with this view, held its

own wishes in subjection, pressed them tentatively,

maintaining a readiness to change or relinquish

them at any moment should clearer light reveal
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them to be- contrary to the Divine purposes. This

habit of submission produces a certain weakness

of will, a slowness to initiate, a want of the daring,

of force and originality that may often be found

among those who are not thus hampered. But

the loss is only a temporary one : and moreover,

for what is lost in one direction much is gained in

another. While the human will that, untrained

and unchecked has had its way, tends to deterio-

rate both as to the nature and quality of its desires

and its power to put them into effect, the will that

has submitted to the yoke may rise, when its term

of discipline is over, into force and activity if it so

choose. Enlightened by constant communion

with, and subjection to the will of God; refined

by the process of crucifixion and thus set free

from base, foolish, hurtful passions, it is fitted for

exaltation to a higher plane of desire. Its energy,

also, which was held temporarily in abeyance

while this other education was in progress, is in

due time released and re-inforced. When the

crucifixion principle has done its work in a sur-

rendered will the resurrection principle begins

to operate, and it operates powerfully. The
disciplined will acquires a force and activity

impossible to an undisciplined will, and is taught

to say *' I will " with emphasis and conviction

in all the affairs of life, and in presenting its

desires before Him who answers prayer. It comes

I 2
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into self-realisation and self-possession by union

with the will of God. Taught by experience

it looks up to Him and says :

—

" My will is not my own
Till Thou hast made it Thine,

If it would reach a monarch's throne

It must its crown resign :

It only stands unbent

Amid the clashing strife

When on Thy bosom it has leant

And found in Thee its life."

The rebound from suppression and passivity to

energetic action may not be easy at first, but it

will come in time. The Divine injunction to

man, " concerning the work of my hands com-

mand ye me," must increasingly win a response

from the disciplined human will that knows itself,

through long training, to have come into accord

with the Divine will : giving it confidence before

God and power with man in asserting itself and

pressing its purposes and designs.

But before the will of man can become the

potent factor we have been describing it is neces-

sary to remove a difficulty which paralyses its

action. This difficulty arises from an inability to

understand clearly the relation in which the

human will stands to the Divine. Long after the

religious man has come to see that he is not only

free to will but is called upon to exercise that

faculty constantly and confidently, he is still
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hampered by misgivings lest, through lack of

wisdom and knowledge, his will may yet not be

entirely one with God's. The simple condition

that we must pray according to the will of God in

order to prevail has often been misinterpreted and

made the fruitful source of much feebleness in the

exercise of initiative among the very people who

have the most right and are the best fitted to

exercise it.

Undoubtedly the Divine will is intimately con-

nected with human affairs. Jesus said " Not

a sparrow falleth to the ground without your

Father." We may be sure then that God has His

plans and purposes regarding even the small

details of man's life and conduct : and the condi-

tion that our desires and prayers should be in

harmony with these commends itself to both

heart and head. There is, however, a vague but

very general impression existing in almost all

religious circles that it is difficult to know, and

therefore to pray according to the will of God.

This idea has unconsciously become the means of

suspending, or at least impeding, the vigorous

action of will in those who conscientiously desire

to be in harmony with the Divine purposes.

Whether the difficulty of ascertaining God's will

is as great as it is supposed to be is a question

that is important for us to decide. We may

perhaps best reach a satisfactory conclusion by
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defining the kind of prayer that would be contrary

to God's will. The Divine nature is Love, Truth,

Righteousness : whatsoever, therefore, violates

any of these revealed attributes of His Being is

opposed to His will. If, for instance, a man
should pray for help in successfully defrauding a

neighbour, or in doing a hard and cruel deed, he

may be sure that his petition will be rejected.

On the other hand we may assume that any

prayer we offer that is not opposed to Love,

Truth and Righteousness is not contrary to the

will of God ; and if not contrary, then, with

certain qualifications to be noted presently, we

may regard it as being in harmony with that will.

This simplifies the question of praying according

to the will of God, and brings the fulfilment of the

condition within our reach. To a far greater

extent than is usually recognised there is a

stumbling block here which needs to be removed.

And this stumbling block is the idea that between

the human will and the Divine will there is

naturally a great gulf fixed. The sensitive soul

consequently feels that before its own wishes and

plans can be in any sense adjusted to God's they

must undergo a long process of revision and

alteration—possibly a complete revolution : thus

initiative is undermined.

But is the Divine will so absolutely different

from the human will even of a weak, immature,
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childish being ? Surely not. Regarding it in its

present practical working, and not in some abso-

lute, abstract, ultimate sense—the will of God for

man is not something afar off, mysterious, distinct

from his own, but near and intelligible, running

parallel with his own conceptions and ideas. The

fact is that God's purpose for us at each stage of

our life is adapted to our condition and capacity at

that stage. He does not will for the child what

He does for the man, nor impose on the villain

just rescued from evil practices the course of

action He prescribes for the saint. And as we

grow and mature His will for us changes and

evolves. What He led us to do or to seek six years

back was the very best that were possible to us

under existing circumstances, hence it was His

will for us at the time ; but now in the clearer light

and riper wisdom that have come to us through

experience, He would guide us differently. We
have to remember that God does not choose to

will instead of us, but His object is to teach us

how to act for ourselves in the best and highest

way that is possible to us at the time with our

limited capacity and knowledge. When that which

we choose and do is really our best it is according

to His will, however poor and weak and imperfect

it may be. This is true even when we face the fact

and frankly admit that many human desires are

born of ignorance and immature judgment, and.
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even though not positively evil, are often foolish

and crude and far from exalted. What the v^ill of

God is in relation to this class of petitions and
desires we can best realise by comparing it v/ith

the attitude of a wise and loving mother towards

the oft-recurring demands and requests of her

little ones. Healthy, happy children are always

full of ideas and plans, and it is to the mother, if

she is wise and kind, that they generally go with

them, pouring into her sympathetic ear all that

they think and feel, telHng her what they want to

do and how they are going to accomplish it. She

does not come down upon these crude childish

conceptions of life and happiness and crush them
with the weight of her matured wisdom and

experience. We can picture her listening with

interested smile and by encouraging comments and

questions to the eager little talkers, drawing out

and developing their ideas, suggesting an amend-

men-t here, an improvement there, yet taking

care to retain, in the main, the thought or plan as

they conceived it and to help them to carry it out

in their own way, not hers. She could, of course,

sweep aside all that they had thought and pro-

posed, substituting her own better plans and

methods instead, but this would be '' putting old

heads on young shoulders,"—a course that never

hastens the growth of wisdom, but warps and

delays it. A wise mother knows that she must
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co-operate with her children, therefore she never

dominates and over-rides them, but fosters, discip-

hnes, promotes all the budding potentialities of their

character : she is content with the natural law of

growth that ordains " first the blade, then the ear,

then the full corn in the ear." Her will for them

is in harmony with this principle, and it is only

when their schemes are actually dangerous or

injurious to themselves or their neighbours that

she uses her authority to suppress them. The

infinite tenderness of God's attitude towards His

children who are just groping their way into the

light, just learning to use their powers of thought

and will, is but feebly pourtrayed by the best pic-

ture we could draw of the wisest, gentlest mother.

We talk much of our co-operation with God, but

it is chiefly God Who co-operates with us. Such

condescension well befits His glorious nature :—it

is ever the great and wise who come down to the

small and weak and ignorant ; and, walking beside

them on their plane, gradually lift them up to a

higher. Truly did the Psalmist say of God, " His

gentleness hath made me great."

When we come to our heavenly Father with

our crude ideas and requests. He does not bid

us relinquish them and adopt others that His own
wisdom proposes. He acts like the mother in our

illustration. He listens, enters into them, teaches

and helps us to develop and realise them. For
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the sake of strengthening our personahty He is

very zealous to guard and promote that which

we have ourselves conceived and desired, imperfect

though it may be. He is the Friend and Ally of

our slowly-evolving power to will and to do.

Therefore He will not foist upon us wisdom that

we could not bear the weight of, and cannot use

—which would tend to crush rather than develop

our own thought and initiative. What he desires

to train is energy of will and action. He is quite

content that wisdom should come naturally and

gradually ; indeed. He has so conditioned us that

we can only learn by living; and as Browning

says :—

•

^~

" Man thus conditioned, must expect

He could not, what he knows now, know at first."

It is only possible for us to desire and will and

act at each stage according to our light ; and God

is well content with that : what displeases Him
and defeats His purpose is that we should wrap

up this talent of energetic will and action and lay

it by, fearful lest we have not sufficient wisdom

to use it in the best and highest way. Perfected

wisdom can only come gradually through experi-

ence ; and we dare not wait for it, but must obey

the call which bids us "act, act in the living

present." The closing verses of Browning's poem,

** A Death in the Desert," contain much whole-

some advice on this subject.
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The emphasis laid on the fact of God's co-opera-

tion with man in no way detracts from the force

of the co-relative truth—man's co-operation with

God. As we grow and mature God calls us

increasingly to enter into His life and share His

plans and operations. He takes us into His

counsels, imparts to us His thoughts and asks us

to become His agents. There are two ways in

which He does this. Sometimes there comes to

us, all unsought, a revelation of His mind and will

regarding something He would have us desire or

do. To the eye of faith the vision is clear. The

Transcendent God has for a moment lifted the

overhanging veil of mystery and made His purpose

plain. But only on rare occasions does He thus

reveal Himself, else the human faculty of seeing

would atrophy without its appropriate exercise.

His ordinary means of guiding our thoughts and

acts is by His indwelling. He is the Immanent

God, and He would have us learn more and more

to see Him in ourselves—to take our own thoughts,

desires, aims, as the off-spring of His, confident

that He will not betray the trusting heart in which

both by nature and by grace He dwells. If those

first crude efforts after strength and truth and

right were of Him—the gradual working out of

His Immanent life in the frail human vessel—how

much more in the disciplined and sanctified nature

is He free to work, leading it both to ** will and to
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do of His good pleasure," inspiring its thoughts,

imparting to it His mind ; so energising the entire

being that the saint can confidently say, " I work

according to His working, which worketh in me
mightily." It is a partnership in which he and

God are of one heart and one mind 1



PART IV

THE PLACE OF PERSONALITY IN PRAYER





CHAPTER I

PERSONALITY AND THE LAWS OF NATURE

AND SPIRIT

Personality is the supreme factor in prayer.

This will have been already indicated, not only by

the title of the book, but also by the general trend

of the foregoing chapters, which have been devoted

to dealing with the various hindrances to prayer

resulting from defects of personality. Attention

has been drawn to the way in which apathy, lack

of initiative, instability of purpose, want of per-

severance, weaken a man's prayer, or demand

upon life, and make the realisation of his desires

and aims impossible or, at any rate, sadly incom-

plete. Then, too, it has been shown how another

set of failings—such as baseness or meanness in

the very desires themselves necessitates a process

of refining and evolving by which crude concep-

tions of goodness and happiness, sordid aims, un-

worthy ambitions are transfigured and exalted,

wayward passions disciplined and the personality

gradually prepared to wield the mighty power of

prevailing prayer which is its heritage.

Personality being, as it undoubtedly is, the
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centre and main-spring of the Prayer-life, it is

impossible in dealing with the subject of prayer

to over-emphasise the importance of character,

on the quality and force of which every thing

depends.

The relations of Personality to the laws of the

universe is the question before us in the present

chapter. In view of the many new ideas and

theories abroad regarding the nature of person-

ality, it is necessary to have a clear understanding

as to what we mean by the term as used here.

It is a generally acknowledged fact that human

personality is as yet in the making, that it has

reached but a very elementary stage in its evolu-

tion. We do not even know all that may be

included in the term Personality : its full content

has yet to be explored and revealed. Discoveries

regarding the subliminal self, or sub-conscious

mind, which under certain conditions can be

induced to come to the surface and act as the

ordinary consciousness does, seem to open new

avenues of research. Sir Oliver Lodge's sugges-

tion that possibly our entire personality is not

incarnated at one and the same time is a strange

and interesting idea. Fresh light from many

quarters is being thrown upon this mysterious and

absorbingly-interesting question of personality.

But we need not wait till these speculations range

themselves into an ordered science. For our
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purpose a very simple definition of Personality will

suffice. Whatever else it does or does not mean,

it certainly stands for man's spiritual nature, of

which the self-conscious will is an integral part

:

the conscious desires, purposes, thoughts of each

individual constitute his personality, however

much besides may be included in it.

It is in this intelligent self-conscious will that

man's creative power resides. At present this

power is but a potentiality even in those who

manifest it most. We are ** gods but in the

germ." He who made man in His image cer-

tainly did not leave out this feature of the likeness.

As His offspring we have inherited this prero-

gative also of the Divine nature—the power to ini-

tiate and to command : the germ of it lies hidden in

every member of the human race awaiting the

time when according to His predestined plan it

shall be fully unfolded and perfected. Hitherto the

Divine purpose has been occupied with other aspects

of human evolution, and this last and greatest

development has yet to come when we shall

become actually what we already potentially are.

Having decided that the term Personality in the

following pages shall stand to us simply for man's

free spirit, his self-conscious will and desires, we

need a similar understanding with regard to the

word Law. Mr. Washington Gladden's definition,

which we quote, emphasises where the difference

K
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between law and personality lies. He says, " Law
is not a being, it is an abstraction. It is a term

for expressing the uniformity of sequences of

nature—Law is another name for invariable suc-

cession." In God's universe all is law. There is

inherent in the very life and constitution of all

created things a divinely-ordained set of principles

which work unremittingly, and as it were mechani-

cally, in ordered sequence. These immanent, self-

operating ordinances of God are everywhere and

in everything; they work silently, unobtrusively

but unerringly. All that comes to us, good or

bad, comes as the working out of some law ; it is

the inevitable result of something done sometime,

somehow, somewhere, by someone. We cannot

escape from law, we live under its shadow all the

time ; we are receiving its awards or punishments

every moment. The smallest details of every life

are law-governed ; it is law that is deciding events

that seem fortuitous. In the present day when

law is almost deified, a formidable obstacle to

prayer or the exercise of personal initiative is

presented by a haunting sense of this rigid, inex-

orable system of laws, which stands over against

our praying and paralyses it. Whether we express

it or not we cannot help questioning whether, if

God has so girt around and intersected His universe

with immoveable unchanging ordinances there is

any room for personal desire and will to take effect.
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Of the many who have come under the influence

of this thought, the greater number do not pray at

all ; while those who must pray have taken refuge

in the idea that the chief value of prayer lies in its

subjective effects, in the beneficial reflex action of

communion with God on the soul that prays.

That prayer produces these subjective results is

true, but there is a further truth which justifies

the strong human instinct, and coincides with the

teaching of inspired writings, that prayer has also

objective effects; that it operates on the natural

and spiritual universe lying outside of and beyond

the suppliant's self, bringing to pass what would

not otherwise happen.

In what way and to what extent does per-

sonality act upon and effect the laws of the

universe, spiritual and natural ? Which is the

most powerful, it or they? When these laws

oppose the desires and purposes of personality is

it able to coerce, abrogate, change or ignore

them,—in a word, can it perform miracles ? The

issues involved in this question are, in their

infinitely smaller degree, the same as those

involved in the question *' can and does God per-

form miracles,"—that is, does He work contrary to

or independently of the laws of His own making ?

We can well believe that the Being, the Free

Spirit, who instituted these laws must surely be

master of them and able to set them aside if He
K 2
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should choose, or if it were necessary. But we can

hardly conceive of His being driven to this resort.

His manifold wisdom and power are such that we
find it easier to conceive of His having so con-

stituted His laws that, far from interfering with

His personal prerogatives, they are each and all

constructed so as to fulfil them, to be the instru-

ments and agents of His Will. God is the

Administrator of His laws. He manipulates them

to suit His purposes—doing by means of a higher

law what cannot be accomplished by a lower,

setting various agencies to work to compass His

many and varied ends. There are grades and

classes of laws between which there is no anti-

mony, each operates harmoniously on its own

plane. God sits on the throne of His universe,

disposing these as He will, they are the machinery

and He the Intelligent Being who uses it.

As it is with Divine Personality so it is in an

infinitely lesser degree with Human personality,

which is but the Divine in miniature. Mankind

was never meant to be the slave of Laws, but

their master ; Human Spirit was destined to rule

over the rest of God's creation, with nature as its

servant, laws and ordinances as its willing and

able instruments. To turn these into the warders

of its prison is an anomaly. The religiously-

scientific mind, while doing full justice to the all-

pervading presence and power of law, is coming,
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increasingly, to realise that law was not meant to

limit and fetter personality, but was made

subject to it ; that God made human personality

in the likeness of His own, and, therefore, so con-

stituted it that it is able to manipulate and

administer laws like Himself, with this infinite

difference that He is omnipotent and omniscient,

and it is but a babe in these attributes—a learner,

at the first stages of acquiring knowledge. Taught

by God, man learns how one law can counteract,

supersede or modify another without confusion or

collision. The laws of God, natural and spiritual,

when rightly understood, are the friends and not

the foes of personality. So diverse are they in

their working, so wondrously adapted to further

every beneficial purpose, that in the execution of

any scheme that is good and wise, far from

desiring to set them aside, we would call them to

our aid if we had but eyes to see. Man need

never be baffled by the operation of God's laws.

When in the pursuit of some purpose or idea, he

finds himself face to face with an inexorable law

that seems to bar his progress, to oppose and

thwart him, he must set himself to discover

which of two possible reasons there may be for

this opposition. It is quite likely that the opposi-

tion may be such in appearance only and not in

reality—that it exists because he has been super-

ficial and has failed in penetrating to the heart of
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that law, grasping its workings and adapting

himself to them : or else he has done it indiffer-

ently and listlessly. Therefore the law refuses to

serve him because he does not intelligently and

strenuously apply it as means to an end. The

resistance of an insulted law should only drive

man to redoubled energy in seeking to bring

himself within the scope of its operation and

power so that he may command and use it to do

his behests.

But when the resistance is obdurate, there may

be another reason to account for it. It is possible

for law to set a limit on its own plane ; to say,

** Here, in this realm, so far shalt thou go and no

farther." For instance, there is a limit to the

perceptions of both Sense and Reason. Each

faculty may doubtless go much farther in its re-

spective sphere than we have at present any idea

of, but there is a bound beyond which neither can

pass except in the wake of spirit, and as the hand-

maiden of spiritual vision.

When this contingency occurs there is no need

for personality either to submit to the limitation

or to desire to abrogate the opposing law, which

is absolutely good and necessary in its place. Its

right and only course is to transfer itself to

another higher plane where another set of laws

awaits to execute its will. We may yet discover

that there is nothing a man may not accomplish
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by thus changing the sphere of his operations so

as to bring them within the scope of those laws

which were made to help him therein. He must

explore the realm of law, ever discovering new

agencies and instruments, and learning under

Divine guidance the right use of them. Here, if

anywhere, " knowledge is power."

Thus the process of evolution goes on. By

limitation and insufficiency on one plane God is

ever seeking to raise man to the plane above.

This rise can be effected by an act of will, a

change of spirit or attitude, or a development of

character. To take an illustration.—The law that

punishment follows sin cannot be abrogated.

Love that seeks to save the sinner knows this, and

with its infinite resourcefulness knows also that

by rising to a higher plane where the law of sub-

stitution operates, it may by means of that law

save the sinning one by vicariously bearing the

consequences of his sin. The working of this law

of substitution may be observed everywhere. The

justice of such vicarious sacrifices will no longer

be questioned when we understand all that is

involved in that now familiar phrase—** the soli-

darity of humanity." When we see humanity as

a single living organism of which the units are but

parts, it will seem not only intelligible but right

that the higher laws belonging to the corporate

life should be brought in to counteract the lesser
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laws that govern the individual life; and that

Love, the supreme factor in personality, should

effect the translation from one sphere of law to

another.

There is hope and inspiration in the thought

that the strength and power involved in human
personality shall one day be evolved. The

goal is yet afar off, but He who destined human

personality to occupy the throne of the universe

as vice-regent of the Divine, is slowly but surely

working towards that end. Year by year and

century by century, He is leading us up to this

great crowning evolution of our race. In the

present day there is a new and powerful impulse

in this direction which surely portends new

developments. The possibilities that we see, the

conquests already made, call to us " to join the

great march onward," and contribute our small

share to the general advancement. And the

Divine Educator waits to teach us all that we are

at present capable of learning (may be it is

much more than we think) regarding the sove-

reignty He would have us exercise, the discoveries

He would have us make of new and varied

agencies, boundless resources, mighty forces, seen

and unseen, that we may command and use. And

He will teach us in ways so simple and natural.

—

Through the practical experiences of daily life,

though the loves and longings that surge within
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poses, desires that press and push and clamour

;

through all these and through every other form of

intense human living, feeling, thinking and doing,

will He train us, if we permit Him, in the great
art of exercising the powers dormant in our per-

sonality. Human teachers often seek out methods
occult, unnatural, tortuous, by which to acquire

and impart these secrets of power ; but God ever

leads along the familiar paths of life and ex-

perience, and finds in them ample scope and
material for His deepest, highest lessons provided
that sincerity and intensity be found there. If

only we are living, not merely existing, all things

are possible to us in the way of growth.



CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONALITY THROUGH

PRAYER

The thought with which we closed the last

chapter brings us to the consideration of Prayer

as a means of developing personality. Let us still

retain the wider view of prayer as being '* man's

demand upon life," his "heart's sincere desire,

uttered or unexpressed," which, allied with the

will, causes him—by action, or supplication, or

both—to set forth in quest of that on which his

affections are fixed.

Torpor, apathy, indifference in the realm of

heart and mind constitute the most effectual bar

to any kind of progress : whereas there is nothing

that can so effectively become a lever to lift a

man's nature on to higher planes as the strength

of his emotions and desires. In a previous chapter

much stress has been laid on the necessity of

cherishing these, for if we can but desire some-

thing

—

anything—ardently enough, it gives God

His opportunity of raising us in the scale of

character and spirituality ; it affords Him some-

thing to lay hold of and work through. By means
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of that longing, and in the quest for its satisfac-

tion, one faculty after another is drawn out,

exercised and strengthened. What do we not

owe to those infinite yearnings, to that hunger and

thirst of our nature for some good that it craved, to

the ambitions and hopes that surged and wrestled

within us ! How they drove us on, alluring and

goading alternately : how they awoke into con-

scious life and activity faculties that else had

slept ; and called to depths which would otherwise

have remained silent and unknown !

The problem that so often perplexes us even

while we pray, as to why God Who knows our

needs and loves to supply them should make His

giving dependent on prayer, meets with its full

and sufficient answer in the statement which we

would unhesitatingly and emphatically make

—

namely, that Prayer was instituted for the sake of

Personality/. In order that human character and

initiative should be developed and human faculties

drawn out, God in His self-sacrificing love set this

bound to His Fatherly prerogative of giving, that

only in response to prayer (taking that word in

its widest sense, which comprises action and

supplication) should man obtain the fulfilment

of his desires and hopes. Not until human energy

has wrestled and fought—exercising resources,

perseverance, courage, strength—do the coveted

prizes it contends for become its own. As
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personality matures, it is increasingly thrown back

on its own resources, made to depend on the

exercise of its own faculties for the fulfilment of

desires and purposes and even for the satisfaction

of needs. God's treasure-house is at our com-

mand, and it contains all that we can want of

knowledge and good and power, but over its

portals is writ the condition, " Ask and it shall

be given you ; seek and ye shall find ; knock and

it shall be opened unto you." Nor is it easy to

gain entrance. The lock is so stiff that the key

will not turn until it has strained every muscle of

the hand that holds it : the massive door will not

yield until it has been pushed with might and

main. And the larger our hopes and ideals the

more strenuousness do they demand : the deeper

and stronger our yearnings the greater power will

they call into play. Thus, by exercise, those

faculties of our nature which are able to com-

mand, compel, create, will develop and grow

strong, and it will be true of us as of wrestling

and victorious Jacob. " As a prince hast thou

power with God and with man and hast prevailed
"

(Gen. xxxii. 28).

To the truly earnest, persevering, strenuous

soul success is assured. To such God's promise

stands out against the dark back-ground of delays,

reverses, thwartings, failures
—" Nothing shall be

impossible unto you "—the goal shall be reached

;
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commensurate with the power put forth shall be

the gain. Nor is the wrestling soul of man left to

struggle alone and unaided. Within the limits of

that law which ordains that achievement shall

depend on effort, God helps, supports, re-inforces

and co-operates with every earnest nature as it

pursues its eager quest. He sets unseen agencies

on earth and in heaven to work on his behalf.

Obstacles become stepping stones. Nothing is

allowed to hinder, everything is made to help.

All things work together for good in forwarding

his aims. It is not difficult to see how prayer

operates in developing personality. Since by use

our faculties grow, we can see the infinite

wisdom of God in making our successes depen-

dent on, and commensurate with, the exercise of

our powers. Were it easy to obtain our desires

without effort we should remain morally and

spiritually immature ; whereas this stern yet

beneficent law that governs our human nature,

bids us become men in the full significance of all

that that word implies, as exemplified to us by

Jesus Christ.

And if the evolution of personality depends on

prayer it is evident that the completest form of

praying must be the most effective as a means to

that end. Prayer to be complete must include

both supplication and action : it is a stretching

out of both hands to grasp the prize : when one
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or other of these two aspects is lacking in a man's

pursuit of his purpose, prayer is maimed and

incomplete, and to that extent ineffective.

For instance, the prayer which is merely action

has a far narrower range of operation than the

prayer that is an alliance of the personality,

through supplication and communion, with unseen

spiritual forces. If we can only work through the

ordinary medium of thought, speech, physical

energy and skill, we are restricted to the sphere

where such instruments are effective. Neverthe-

less, the man of action who, without appealing to

a power outside of and beyond himself intelligently

thinks out and powerfully executes his schemes

and purposes, is entitled to success provided his

goal is within the limits ascribed to mere human
action. Success may be looked for even when

the purposes are evil and not good : for God, who
has made the law that human will and energy,

intelligently directed, patiently sustained, and

powerfully applied, shall gain their end, will not

set aside that law because it happens to be a

wicked man who fulfils these conditions. It is

true that He often, maybe always, brings in

another law—the law of the Cross—to counter-

act ; but we are sadly aware that it is possible for

strong wills and cold hearts to despise the Cross,

and, trampling it under foot, to press on success-

fully, for a time at least, to their goal.
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But while the man who depends on his own
action and ignores the help of higher agencies,

imprisons his energy within a world of sense and

phenomena, he who goes out beyond himself and

his own resources, and, by means of communion and
supplication draws upon God and the powers of

the spiritual realm, far outstrips these limits,

entering upon a large sphere, where stronger subtler

forces are available to him for the working out of

his will. The realm in which man's intelligence,

forethought, skill, can successfully operate is so

small as compared with that in which his spirit

ranges. Spirit reaches where mere sense and

reasoning cannot go.

This consideration leads us to realise the import-

ance of developing man's spiritual nature. Before

personality can be considered as at all approaching

completeness it must have begun to develop on all

its three distinct planes—the senses, the intellect,

the spirit. In each of these spheres it must come
to self-conscious volition and power ; if in any one

of them it is lacking, there is incalculable loss

;

and the effectiveness of the entire personality is

considerably weakened. And to the sad fact that

the spiritual faculty in man is as yet practically

unawakened, may be traced much of his impo-

tence and the slow progress he makes in the march

of evolution.

While God aims at developing man's entire
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personality in its three-fold aspect, He is chiefly-

concerned with that part of it which is the very

essence of personality, namely the spirit. It was

this that Jesus Christ so specially sought to draw

out and train, and that Christianity, when true to

itself, has since laid stress upon. The spirit of

man, even when partially quickened, is as yet

totally unequal to the great part it has to sustain

in the development and exercise of those qualities

that pertain to personality. It is enthroned as

sovereign over the intellect and the senses, and to

it belong the highest and subtlest forms of power

that it is possible for human nature to wield. In

the majority of mankind the spirit slumbers, while

its throne is usurped by the senses or the intellect

;

and not until it is aroused and re-instated can the

march of personality towards its real destination

begin,



CHAPTER III

THE TRAINING OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT

The chief, indeed we may say the sole means

by which the human spirit evolves its personality

—coming into consciousness of itselfand recognis-

ing its desires, possibilities, powers—is communion

with God. By prayer it is forced into the arena

where its true contests, and with them its true

developments, begin. What these contests exactly

are the mere mind of man cannot grasp, but they

are an open secret to those who are living, fighting,

and growing in the spirit. There is for the spiritu-

ally-evolving personality a purely spiritual battle-

ground, where a warfare is waged very similar to

that which takes place on those lesser planes of

personal development to which we have already

referred. At the very outset the spirit comes face

to face with two sets of obstacles—those within

and those without. First it becomes aware of its

own weakness—its ignorance regarding the laws

and conditions of the high sphere in which it

is called to move and work. The immaturity

of spiritual faculties, the incapacity to see, will,

do, in this new and strange environment

L
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to which it has awakened, becomes painfully

evident.

Then, besides these inward disabilities, the

growing and advancing spirit becomes aware of a

vast array of spiritual foes and obstacles outside

itself; of checks and hindrances, dangers and pit-

falls all along the way. There are strong antago-

nisms and oppositions from the purely spiritual

nature of fellow-human beings on earth to be

encountered ; the awakened spirit stirs these into

active enmity whenever it fails to draw them into

co-operation. The spirit of religious hate and

cruelty in the Pharisees slumbered till evoked by

the intense spiritual activity of Jesus. Spiritual

energy never fails to draw out spiritual energy,

good or bad, in others. Then, besides foes on

earth, there are unseen opponents. Though some

minds may strongly combat the idea, the fact

remains that those spiritual warriors in all ages

who have universally been accounted the greatest

authorities on spiritual warfare were intensely con-

scious of the opposition of unseen spiritual person-

alities, capable of using against them spiritual

forces and spiritual weapons. We need go no

further than the Bible to learn that when we begin

to live in the spirit " we wrestle not against flesh

and blood but against principalities and powers*

against spiritual wickedness in high places."

There are significant records in the Bible which,
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whether we take them literally or allegorically,

are evidently designed to emphasise this idea of

the resistance offered by evil personalities in the

realm of spirit. Such passages as i Thess. ii. i8,

where St. Paul refers to Satan having hindered

him in carrying out his intention, or Daniel x. 13,

in which the heavenly messenger is represented as

having been delayed twenty-one days by some

personal spiritual adversary.

To these antagonistic forces in the unseen world

the spiritual personality must oppose itself; and

without full spiritual equipment its hope of victory

is small. In order to gain this equipment great

sacrifices must be made. It involves a long and

arduous training, more severe than the self-disci-

pline which produces strength and effectiveness

on the lesser planes of conflict. There are spiritual

laws to be gradually discovered and obeyed, spiritual

conditions to be met. Discouragements and re-

verses will have to be bravely faced, and their

power to dishearten resisted. Delays must be

sustained with faith and patience : the spiritual

vision cleared by the detection and removal of

deceits, fallacies, illusions : the will must be rein-

forced and educated. Thus slowly, by faith,

effort, and experience, the human spirit will reach

that stage of evolution where it can command,

control, initiate, not only in the world of spirit but

upon earth and among men. Whereas intellectual

L 2
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and practical qualities have weight only in

the world of sense, spiritual qualities will also have

weight in the unseen realm. If man's lesser facul-

ties can, within their own limited sphere, become

so powerful and effective, how infinitely greater

are the possibilities of the Divinely-taught spirit.

As an irresistible force, from its own high domain,

it will move things in heaven and upon earth.

Prayer has the effect of liberating forces in the

unseen realm and setting them in operation.

There are spiritual agencies that exist for the

express purpose of assisting man in his progress,

but in accordance with God's scheme of developing

personality through exercise of its own faculties,

these are held in check until emancipated and

energised by prayer. Apparently, not until the

spirit, through prayer, communion and conflict,

reaches a certain stage of development does it

have the power to free these auxiliary forces, per-

sonal and impersonal, and enlist them in its cause.

When this comes to pass the actual work of

prayer and supplication begins. The Scripture

promises regarding the all-conquering nature of

prayer and faith were never meant to be explained

away. They await fulfilment. When human per-

sonality reaches maturity they will be realised;

meanwhile they are as beckoning hands and

beacon lights. We shall one day indeed re-

move mountains, put to flight armies and do
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exploits yet undreamed of. In both the seen and

unseen universe the power of human personality

will evince itself by bringing to pass its designs

and purposes. Heaven and earth will be obedient

to it ; and God, its source and educator, will be

glorified.

There is a possible misconception regarding this

subject to which colour is given by the mistaken

attitude of some who are earnestly pursuing

spiritual development and who take refuge from

the necessity of strenuous action in the confidence

that unseen powers, in answer to prayer, will work
for them. We have to remember that at no time

in his earthly pilgrimage is man absolved from the

necessity of using all his faculties in the pursuit of

his purposes. The more powerful his spirit be-

comes, the more will it move his mind to think

and his physical faculties to exercise themselves

in an increasingly effective co-operation. Com-
munion and supplication will illumine the path of

action and be followed by action whenever action

is possible ; and when it is not, the honest spirit

will rest in an assurance that higher agencies will

be set in operation to effect what its own limited

powers could not avail to do. The conditions in

life when these higher agencies will be needed are

many and diverse. Action necessitates the ac-

cessibility of that which we would act upon. If a

person, it must be possible at least to communicate
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with him by one or other of the ordinary means of

communication. But how many occasions there

are when one who would influence another is

denied access in any form. Take the case of a

mother who has lost sight of her son in the vast

world into which he has gone out as the Prodigal

went. She cannot reach him by speech or pen,

yet her whole heart yearns to exercise a saving

influence over the wanderer. She would, by the

power of her personality, overcome the evil

working in his, and bring his vitiated will and

desires under influences that would restore them

to health. Deprived of the ordinary means of

gaining access to her son she is led to depend en-

tirely on super-normal and super-human agencies

to effect her purpose. By means of prayer she

projects her spirit into the unseen and lays hold

of God and the forces of the spiritual world and

constrains them to help her by fulfilling the con-

ditions laid down for those who would win such

co-operation. Like Jacob of old she wrestles;

her spiritual power growing thereby, till she

reaches that point at which she is victor, having

pressed through every obstacle in her way. The

Divine power now begins to operate on the heart

and mind of the absent one more powerfully than

the ordinary human methods could do. By means

of inward suggestions and external instrumenta-

lities brought to bear upon him, the object of that
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fervent and effectual prayer is saved. This ex-

perience in some form or another is too common

to be disputed; and there is no other way to

account for it than this of Divine intervention in

response to prayer.



CHAPTER IV

PRAYER IN THE NAME OF CHRIST, OR HUMAN
PERSONALITY DIVINELY DIRECTED AND RE-

INFORCED

The mind is always haunted with a sense ot

unfathomable mystery in the simple phrase that

forms the title of this chapter. We feel instinc-

tively that it means far more than the world has

yet realised, far more even than the religious

consciousness in its deepest, furthest reaches has

discovered. However satisfactory the explanations

of it appear to be, there remains a secret convic-

tion that innumerable heights and depths of

meaning still lie hidden in these simple words,

waiting to be unfolded and given to the world for

its guidance and comfort by generations yet to

come.

Ever since Christ came, the teaching regarding

prayer in His name has been'prominent in the reli-

gious life of Christians. Embodied in our creeds

and doctrines, reiterated incur prayers and liturgies,

daily on the lips of thousands in their private

devotions, it has stood challenging thought,

taxing our spiritual perceptions and ever alluring
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us on to penetrate further into its profound and

mystic significance.

If the truth for which it stands, even when

crudely apprehended and superficially applied,

has been the staff and stay, the light and inspira-

tion of Christendom, what is it not capable of

becoming when we shall have fathomed its deeper

meaning and fully grasped the spiritual fact it

represents ?

The present chapter does not claim to dispel the

clouds of mystery that hang around this sacred

subject ; it only endeavours to follow a few tran-

sient gleams of deeper truth that shine through

rifts in the clouds.

Let us fully recognise the fact that " Prayer in

the name of Christ " is a mystical phrase. Perhaps

it is some crude sense of its mystical import

that has led to the almost superstitious use of it

that so largely prevails in all religious communi-

ties. To many persons the words are merely a

kind of talisman or charm, conveying no special

idea to the mind, but under a vague sense of their

efficacy, or because of a conventional habit, they

are affixed to every prayer and supplication that is

offered.

But though essentially a mystical phrase it also

contains a surface meaning which is very valuable

to those who grasp and apply it. And there are

many who in their use of the words attach this
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very definite meaning to them. They are aware

that name in olden days stood for character.

Hence prayer in the name of Christ signifies to

them prayer in the name or character of Christ

involving the elimination from their supplications

of all that is foreign to His nature, and the inclu-

sion of all those virtues and ideals He taught and

exemplified,—in a word it is prayer in the holy

and obedient spirit of Jesus.

Any demand upon life thus based upon the

name, or character of Jesus cannot fail to be

according to the will of God—thereby fufilling

one of the conditions laid down for effectual

prayer. The more Jesus becomes our standard

and inspiration in prayer the more confident we

may be of a favourable hearing. This is surely

what He meant by the words, " If ye abide in Me
and My words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye

will and it shall be done unto you."

It is very easy to see how the phrase thus used

becomes a very real help and direction in prayer

;

and as the earnest soul rises higher and ever

higher in its conceptions of the character of Jesus,

its prayer, or demand on life, will become corre-

spondingly great and grand.

Nor is this all. Besides directing and elevating

our prayers, Christ reinforces them. He inspires

hope and confidence because He represents to us

Deity as the Ally and Champion of our human
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desires and interests. " In all things made like

unto His brethren." He is like unto us still ; and

what we find it difficult to realise of God the

Infinite and Absolute, we can easily realise of Him
the Son of Man ;—namely, that our hopes,

thoughts, desires, aims, find an echo in His Heart

;

that He makes them His own and presents them,

in some mystical sense, with the added force of

His own personality, before the throne of grace :

and thus as our High Priest He intercedes for us,

and we through Him have boldness and con-

fidence.

But this interpretation of the phrase, invaluable

as it is, and capable of still further expansion and

application, does not exhaust its content : there

yet remains the deeper mystical meaning.

In its symbolical sense the name or nature of

Christ,—than which "there is none other name

under heaven, given among men whereby we must

be saved,"—stands for the Divinely-ordained means

whereby Personality, Individuality, Humanity in

its passage from the finite to the infinite may be

saved from the shipwrecks that attend so perilous

a voyage. Those who embark in this ship and

sail under the direction of this Pilot, God guar-

antees to bring safely over. Because Christ is the

personified /mwawprinciple in Deity—that principle

which realises and fulfils itself through the limita-

tions of time and space and form,—He is absolutely
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necessary to us in our progress towards concep-

tions of the Absolute and the Eternal. He
bridges for us the chasm. Human nature is so

constituted that it cannot soar into the region of

abstract ideas except through gleams and glimpses

gained by concrete experiences. It would be

impossible for us to pray, except nominally, in the

''Name" (or Nature) of the God who is the All,

the Illimitable, the Eternal, for we do not know
Him and cannot conceive of Him. If we would

actually come into touch with Him it must be

through prayer in the Name, or character ot

Jesus who represents to us Deity under limitations

like our own, and therefore intelligible to us. He
stands to us for the heart and mind and will of

God under the conditions of human life upon

earth. In the pride of intellect men sometimes

dream that by their own unaided powers they

have soared above earth and touched heaven.

But they err. To have spurned earth is not

to have reached heaven : Tennyson seems to

have recognised the danger to which those are

liable who dispense with the mediations God has

provided, and who count themselves among the

number of those " Whose faith hath centre every-

where, nor cares to fix itself to form," and who
even regard as unnecessary that divinest of all

concrete revelation of Deity—that embodiment in

finite form of the Transcendent God. This living
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and eternal "type" of the Father in heaven—the

express image of His person—they would scorn-

fully pass by, endeavouring by the light of reason to

reach heights and depths of which they cannot even

conceive. To them the poet utters this warning

:

" See thou that countest reason ripe,

In holding by the law within,

Thou fail not in a world of sin

And err for want of such a type."

To attempt to realise God apart from Christ is

a kind ot spiritual suicide. Even a passing sense

of the Infinite, a brief moment's vision of the

illimitable and absolute is insupportable to mere

flesh and blood: it crushes and well nigh anni-

hilates our frail human faculties. The symbolic

utterance to Moses, ** Ye cannot see God and

live," is again and again verified in man's ex-

perience. We realise how even in the necessary,

and comparatively safe experience of emerging

from our narrow sphere of ideas into a larger

world of thought and vision, we suffer for a while

a kind of mental and spiritual paralysis, which

creeps over our moral nature numbing our power

to think, or will, or do. Our old conceptions and

theories seem to recede and become mere specks

on the horizon, and then vanish altogether. We
feel lost and bewildered in a vast universe where

there seem to be no land marks or boundaries.

Some such experience as this—only intensified

—attends those who voyage in the deep waters
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of science and philosophy without Christ, who

endeavour to reach and know the source of life

and light without the mediation of the Son of Man.

As regards their spiritual life they find themselves

adrift in mid-ocean without chart or compass.

Though they may refuse to see or acknowledge it,

in a very real sense they are lost. That highest,

innermost power of their nature—the spiritual

faculty—is submerged. In the vastness of the world

they enter all that is spiritually-definite, tangible,

personal fades away. In their relations with God,

all point and reality cease : He becomes to them

at best the great impersonal "over-soul" of the

universe. Or if in some vague way they retain a

belief in His attribute of Personality, they cannot

approach Him. They do not pray ; crushed by

a sense of infinity, overwhelmed by the magnitude

of all around them, they hardly dare to conceive a

thought or frame a prayer in that innermost

shrine of their nature, for it seems not only futile

but presumptuous and superstitious for a mere

atom in this great universe to dream that it can

have the slightest effect in so vast and ordered a

scheme. It is only Christ who reveals the place

and power of personality, and enables it to stand

unshaken amid such splendours. Apart from

Him we cannot gaze on the unveiled vision of the

infinity of God's nature or works, and survive.

Of those who endeavour to do so, the majority see
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nothing but vanity and emptiness, losing them-

selves in abstractions, which doubtless in their

self-conceit they deem to be higher knowledge.

The few who do get passing glimpses of the

absolute and illimitable are dazzled and blinded

by the sight ; their spirit is prostrated *' by the vision

of God, and in the figurative language of Scripture

they " fall at His feet as dead." Their experience

is what the insight of Browning described :

—

" Pure faith indeed—you know not what you ask,

Naked belief in God the Omnipotent,

Omniscient, Omnipresent, sears too much
The sense of conscious creatures to be borne.

It were a seeing Him, no flesh shall dare."

With the Rev. H. R. Haweis we may conclude

that " Christ is the acknowledgment on the part of

the Ruler of the World that direct adoration of an

unconditioned intelligence is not possible to men
whilst still in the flesh."

Not only in Science and Philosophy, but in the

sphere of religion itself we find the same strange

tendency for human souls to dispense with media-

tion in their excursions into that world of thought

and experience lying beyond the limit of personal

and individual existence. There are mystical reH-

gious experiences common to all religions, including

Christianity, in which the soul is felt to have come
into touch with the Universal Life. In this com-

munion all sense of bounds and limitations is lost,

and only a sense of eternity aad infinity remains.
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We even discover a subtle form of this tendency

to independence where we should least expect to

find it, namely, in the very heart of orthodox

Christianity itself. Professor Herrmann points

out that the early Christian and medieval saints,

and the saints of modern Roman Catholicism, set

before themselves as the goal of religion some

such experience as has been described above ; and

that while availing themselves of the mediation

of Christ in the process of reaching up to a

realisation of God, when they actually reach the

goal they lose sight of all distinctions in the God-

head; Christ drops out of their consciousness,

and with Him all sense of personal, individual

existence, and only a vague sense of a limitless,

universal infinite intangible something remains

—

a sense of God they call it. The visions and

ecstasies of saints as described by Professor James,

Dr. Inge, and others, all seem to be more or less

characterised by this sense of being merged and

lost in a fathomless abyss of Being, in which all

distinctions are obHterated, all consciousness of

individuality and self-hood ceases, and God, the

universe and the entranced soul are all one. This,

as Herrmann points out, closely approximates to

pantheism. Moreover, it is a one-sided and partial

experience, failing to take into account that per-

sonality and limitation also have their place in the

nature of God and that if we see Him all perfectly
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and completely (that is if we see Him through

Christ) we will see this personal element alongside

of the universal ; as Professor Herrmann puts it, we

shall not only find God through Christ but always

" find Christ in God." He has been there from

all eternity and will be to all eternity. Therefore,

the experience of communion with God that is

mediated by Jesus Christ is free from the enervat-

ing, unwholesome influences accompanying trances

and ecstasies in which He has little or no place
;

for He ever witnesses to the value of self-hood and

individuality. Only Christ—God incarnate—can

teach us how to mount up into a sense of Infinity

and Eternity without loss of the sense of Personality.

He is the ladder set up from earth to heaven. In

His nature with its earthly limitations we may safely

press on to that which is unlimited. In Him we

abide within those limitations which teach self-

realisation and effectiveness, until, through grow-

ing knowledge, we can transcend them, and safely

and naturally press on to larger, deeper, higher

conceptions of God's nature and His universe of

truth. Mrs. Browning's desire to " rush exultant

on the Infinite " is more natural than wise.

We cannot *^rush," but only mount up slowly

and gradually through Christ. If we " rush,"

independently of Him we but injure ourselves and

delay our arrival at the goal. With Christ as

Teacher and Guide, we, while reaching out to the

M
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vast and universal, are saved from the error of

despising the Hmited and individual, because He
reveals to us in His own person that not only the

infinitely great, but the infinitely small, forms part

of the Divine nature ; that it is limited as well as

unlimited, personal as well as impersonal; that

the transient as well as the abiding has its source

in Him. Hence we can realise His sympathy

with us and provision for our passing interests,

needs and woes. We can lift up our hearts to

Him as Father, and make our requests known to

Him. Thus Jesus leads us naturally and simply,

without shock or strain, or disaster, to '* the

bosom of the Father," where the Infinity we long

to explore gradually unfolds before us, without

blighting our personal, individual life and power.

This is the only way in which human nature can

come face to face with the illimitable and yet retain

its sense of effective self-hood. Jesus is the Way,

the Truth and the Life. The two-fold aspect of

His work is to keep us within the bounds by

which it is ordained that man shall learn to realise

and develop his personality, and on the other hand

to open up to us a safe, sure way into the Infinity

of God. Outside of Christ we not only fail to

reach this goal, but in the process we destroy our

personality in its highest form : we paralyse the

spirit and petrify the intellect. God has truly

said " No man can see My face and live "
: the
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glory of God reflected in the face of Jesus Christ

is the only form in which human nature may gaze

upon it. Can we ever be grateful enough for a

revelation of Deity in terms of humanity as with

Browning we realise that :

—

" The acknowledgment of God in Christ

Accepted by thy reason, solves for thee

All questions in the earth and out of it

And has so far advanced thee to be wise ?
"

" No man hath seen God at any time, the only

begotten Son which is in the bosom of the Father.

He hath revealed Him "—so profoundly has the

mediation of Jesus acted upon the world that His

revelations of God's nature and truth have pene-

trated into, and permeated all our conceptions of

these great facts. Unconscious of their great

indebtedness to Him, men sometimes imagine

that they are independently reaching up to a

realisation of the Absolute and the Eternal even

while all their ideas are founded on the teaching

of Jesus. Without knowing it they are resting on

His At-one-ment between the finite and the in-

finite, the individual and the universal, the

transitory and the eternal, and are making their

prayer, their demand upon life, in His name.

There is one more aspect of this subject to be

considered—namely, the mystical sense in which

Christ reinforces human praying. But as this

comes just as suitably under the chapter on

Intercessory Prayer it will be dealt with there.

M 2



CHAPTER V

INTERCESSORY OR VICARIOUS PRAYER

Intercession is based on the great universal

principle of vicariousness ; and that principle has

its roots in the still more fundamental truth that

humanity is one in itself and one with God. This

fact, unreal as it may seem at present to our

sense-bhnded sight, which only sees our separate-

ness from each other and from God, is, neverthe-

less, the great reality on which the whole structure

of Christian morality rests. No wonder that to

those who lose sight of this principle the idea of a

vicarious element in religion is repugnant. Save

for the fact that humanity as a whole is one single

organism with many parts (like its infinitely

smaller prototype, the human body) the idea of

vicariousness must perforce appear unjust and,

therefore, immoral. While on the other hand if it

be true that in some essential sense yet to be un-

folded, the race is really one and that all the

members of it are tied up together in the bundle

of life, rising and falling together, and so depend-

ing on each other that individuals are powerless

to reach their best and highest development apart
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from the evolution of the whole—there is a very
deep sense in which the law of vicariousness appeals

to self-interest in its loftiest form. If the back-
ward members of the race can hold back the

advancing ones—creating environments, associa-

tions, influences that retard and obstruct—then
surely for those who are ahead to make sacrifices

that shall benefit these, is but another way of pro-

moting self-advancement. However, it is not to

motives such as these that Christianity appeals,

but to the law of love which is written in every

human heart, and must be brought into operation.

This is the Divine purpose, and therefore, He has

ordained that if humanity is to be helped it must
be by humanity : it is one of the great principles

underlying human life. He Himself is in the

world working in it incessantly as a mighty im-
manent life ; He is also above it working upon it

as a transcendent force : but whatever He does for

man He does through man. This is the law by
which His beneficence is conditioned. He made
this law because only so could He draw forth

the unselfish love and service of human beings for

their kind. If independently of our co-operation

He did for our fellows all that they needed,
our love would never evolve, nor our sense of

oneness with the race ever awaken. The
development of love in human hearts is the goal

;

intercessory prayer in its two-fold aspect of
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supplication and action is one of the paths

leading to this goal. And the need of vicarious

energy is infinite. In this material realm this

need is more apparent than in the spiritual ; but

just as in this realm there are those who cannot

work for themselves or stand by themselves, but

require the support of richer and stronger members

of the race, so in the unseen sphere of character

there are the babes, the weak and infirm, the dis-

abled,—souls that cannot pray for themselves,

that are devoid of strong desires, high ideals, lofty

purposes, incapable of energy and will. These

are the feeble members of the race whose burdens

must be borne by the strong. On their account

strenuous souls must put forth aspiration and pur-

pose, embodying them in prayer and effort. They

must carry these weak ones on the wings of their

own faith and love ; they must see for them what

they cannot see for themselves; seek for them

what they cannot seek for themselves ; impart

to them what they have not in themselves. And

if humanity is,"as we believe, one, then it is quite

conceivable that any intense desire arising in a

single member of the great body for the happiness

and good of some other member, would operate

in the unseen realm of prayer as effectively as if

the object of the supplication were himself the

author of it. Prayer for others acts in the same

ways as the prayer we offer for ourselves. What
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these ways are is a question that has been already
referred to in previous chapters, and we have
had to confess that we know as yet but httle

of the science of prayer. Nevertheless we know
enough to be aware that the great personal force

of prayer alhes itself to, and uses the subtle forces,

material and spiritual, personal and impersonal,
with which the universe abounds; and we have
good reason to believe that these forces are so con-
stituted as to act in response to human prayer ;—
that they are capable of being liberated and set in

motion by the energy of human will and purpose.

What some of these laws are we are beginning to

discern. Telepathy—that impact of mind upon
mind, apart from ordinary means ofcommunication,
—gives us a glimpse into what might be possible if

it were intelligently made an instrument of inter-

cessory prayer. Strong thoughts regarding others,

strong desires and purposes for them, when con-

sciously directed God-ward in the form of earnest

supplication, and passing through Him, as it were,

ere they reach those for whom we pray, must surely

become a far greater force than they could have
been had such contact with the Divine mind
been lacking. Strengthened, reinforced, illumined

by this high communing,—winged on their way
by the Divine Energy itself, they must surely be

more effective than could have been possible had
they not been transmuted into prayer. Then
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there is that subtle power which one personaHty

has of imparting its spiritual nature to another,

which we call influence. In intercessory prayer

this influence transcends its earthly bounds and

reaches out to those with whom we cannot com-

municate by ordinary means. In communion with

God this power is intensified and developed ; oui

weak and half-hearted interest in our fellow-men

is greatly augmented by the streams of love and

compassion that flow into us from the Divine life
;

our ignorant hopes and wishes and purposes for

others are illumined by light from on high, and

become wise : we learn to command new and

greater resources wherewith to bless mankind. In

sending forth our mind and spirit-forces to operate

in the world of men we do well to send them by the

way of heaven, that gathering there its treasures,

they may go forth enriched and empowered.

Then there is that aspect of intercessory prayer

in which our own activity is suspended and we

cast ourselves, wholly on a power beyond and out-

side of ourselves, looking to the Almighty One to

do for our brethren that which we cannot do. And

He Who, in accordance with His law of human-

interdependence, waits for our intercession, re-

sponds to the awakened love and interest that

seeks another's good.

The union of the human race, deeper and more

mystical than even those who realise it most can
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comprehend, makes possible, in the relations of

the members with each other, much of what we
must with our limited knowledge deem miracu-

lous. We dare not, in the light of revelation and
experience, set bounds to the operation of that

principle of vicariousness which rests on this union.

We have yet to learn that in a deeper and ever

deepening sense, the interchange of good and ill,

the transference of penalties and rewards, the

impartation of light and life are natural and
inevitable. Intercessory prayer is but a single

aspect of the manifold energy of that law of

human life which constrains one individual to act

on behalf of another. And the scope and power
of this service of love is infinite.



CHAPTER VI

INDIVIDUALITY A FACTOR IN PRAYER

If we try to discover what it is that constitutes

the power of influential and effective men and

women, whether of past history or of our own day

and generation, we cannot fail to be struck by the

fact that in them all the same characteristics are

present. In varying forms and degrees, a certain

set of qualities—such as determination, intelli-

gence, perseverance, courage and self-sacrifice

—

are always to be found in those who have made

their mark in the world.

These qualities that we notice on the surface,

as it were, of great characters are not, however,

the actual source of greatness ; they are them-

selves caused by something more fundamental

still, of which they are but the manifestations.

We must come to a deeper substratum of character

to find the parent virtues of which these are the

offspring. There, emotion, thought and will

meet us and reveal themselves as the source of

those qualities that we have noticed. We
see how it is strong feeling that gives rise to

ardent desires and purposes, clear thinking that
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results in definite conceptions, powerful convic-

tions, sharply outlined schemes ; and how these

are embraced and effectually carried out by a

resolute will that presses through danger and

difficulty to its goal.

Nevertheless even this has not brought us to

the end of our quest. Experience proves to us

again and again that it is possible for a man to

have these faculties of emotion, thought and

will developed to a remarkable degree and yet to

come short of being an effective personality. We
realise that something further is needed to produce

greatness, and this something reveals itself to our

deeper investigation to be the need of unification

in the sphere of a man's inner life, resulting in the

harmonious action of his powers and abilities. It

is this unification that produces the concentration

to which we have already referred in previous

chapters, and without which natures endowed

with rare powers tend to disappoint us : they fail

to rise above a certain level of excellence; theii

energy is expended in internal strife or dissipated

in various channels, and accomplishes nothing

really great. The fact is,—and it can never be too

strongly emphasised,—that every life that seeks to

be effective must have at work within it the great

unifying principle which we shall presently try to

analyse and understand. This principle, when

yielded to, will make it possible for an over-
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mastering passion to possess us—some supreme

aim to govern us—which draws all the lesser desires

and purposes around itself, and organises them

into a bond of auxiliaries that co-operate with

and reinforce the sovereign idea.

When the whole being is thus focussed—con-

centration having conserved and generated power

— it reaches that point where it becomes a driving,

compelling, constraining force, carrying all before

it in the particular channel in which it flows. It

is thus that the effective personalities that appear

upon the stage of life are made. And whether

their sphere of action be large or small, whether it

be on the material, the intellectual or the spiritual

plane, these are the kings and rulers of men ; they

make the laws, establish the customs, control and

order the activities of their fellow-men. Each

social circle, each religious community is impelled

and commanded by some subtle personal force
;

even the little world of Home or School demon-

strates this fact ; the strong personality, whether

religious or irreligious, matter of fact or spiritual,

becomes the centre.

We have become accustomed to regard this

kind of personal force as so entirely a natural

endowment that it has not occurred to us to view

it at all hopefully in the light also of an achieve-

ment. Yet the very instinct for strength and

greatness in even weak and mediocre characters
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should have given us a hint that it may be acquired

as well as inherited.

But how to acquire it ? That is the practical

question for us all.—And this brings us to the

consideration of that Unifying Principle to which

we have referred.

Some men have sought to become powerful by

dealing with the symptoms of weakness, correcting

a fault here and a defect there as it becomes visible

in conduct. This is well, and has been recom-

mended in previous chapters of this book on the

ground that "acts re-act upon souls." But

another and more effective method is surely to go

to the root of the evil. This root we find to be

a certain want of Truth—" truth in the inward

parts." There is in every man, enshrined by God
in the very constitution of his nature, a directing

principle, a law which differs from the law of

every other life. It is this characteristic element

that constitutes him an individual, and that dis-

tinguishes one individual from another.

This treasure is a man's unique possession,

something all his own. While his other faculties

and gifts are held in common with others ; this

is peculiar to him alone, it constitutes his deepest,

truest self; it is his own secret and individual

share of the nature of God. By means of this

there is something he can be and do which none

other can ; and if he fails to perceive and use the
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peculiar inheritance, the universe will miss his

service. What value and dignity does this thought

give to even the weakest, humblest, human life ?

Emerson speaks of this inward truth of an indi-

vidual character as its natural ** bias." He insists

that all action that is in harmony with this bias

is strong, original, independent, effective and

beautiful; whereas the most remarkable powers

that ignore or violate it in their exercise, display

weakness, hesitancy, fear.

There is a widely prevalent error that following

one's bias consists in doing the work and living

the life that is most congenial to oneself. If this

were so, harmony with the innermost self would

be impossible to the greater part of humanity,

which, owing either to circumstances or to its own
mistakes, finds itself in paths that would not

naturally have been chosen.

The individual bias when consulted, as it should

be, undoubtedly does direct us in the selection of

work and environment ; but it is manifested not

so much in what we do as the way in which we do

it. We may do the very same thing in a way

that is natural to us or in a way that is unnatural.

Even in tasks and duties that are distasteful to

the temperament, this essentially individual spirit

can find scope and opportunity. It enters into

and shines through all the manifold activities of a

life that does not suppress or violate it. It is in
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fact that predisposition, or original bent given

from its beginning to each man's moral and

physical nature ; and in no two human beings is

exactly the same bent to be found.

This original spark of the Divine nature in a

man is always beautiful and wise and strong and

true ; and must not be confounded with those

weak, foolish or sinful impulses and tendencies

that have entered into and become naturalised in

the earthly temple of God. How and why this

wrong bent—so dramatically represented in the

story and doctrine of the fall of man—was per-

mitted to find its way into human life, we need

not now stop to inquire. The important fact for

us to recognise is that it is there, obscuring the

true nature, counteracting its desires and instincts,

substituting false and alien ones; and generally

obstructing and retarding the march of goodness,

truth and love in the universe. But, thank God, it

is an intruder, an usurper, destined to be overthrown.

It is not of the essence of human nature, and

therefore must eventually be cast out. Moreover,

it is good to remember that, even while it still con-

tinues to abide, this secondary bias is always

weaker than the primary and original one. That

deepest and most real self of ours far exceeds

in strength and power the later self that has

overlaid it.

If we could but reahse that this true self is the
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nature of the immanent God in us, a peculiar

aspect of the Divine life entrusted to us alone, we

would more definitely and resolutely resist the

temptation to be other than ourselves :—we would

refuse to become feeble copies of other personali-

ties, adopting the spirit, the views, the methods of

those who impress us and thus losing all originality

and spontaneity.

It is the accessibility to a man of the immanent

truth of his nature, this deeper self of his—that

constitutes the difference between an effective

personality and a weak one. Some men have the

advantage of being born with a larger degree of

intuitive perception with regard to it, and, con-

sequently, a greater measure of power to act in

harmony with it. They are certainly on vantage

ground. Those less privileged have often to dig

deep before they come upon the inner self. Then

they have to break down the imprisoning walls

that conventionaHty and tradition have built

around it ; to remove the accretions of heredity

and habit (that second nature to which we have

referred) which are encrusting and disguising it

;

till one by one the true features begin to appear.

This work of excavation and restoration has to

be accomplished partly by our own efforts and

partly by the aid of Divine inspirations and illumi-

nations that meet us on the way from time to

time. That which we are mainly responsible for
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on our part is tnith, not absolute truth, for

that is impossible, but relative truth. We can

aim at being loyal to this innermost-self as far as

we can discern it, rejecting every thought and
word and deed that is not a genuine expression of

that self. Adopting Shakespeare's maxim, "To
thine own self be true," we may and should chal-

lenge all unreality in ourselves, and strive after

sincerity and originality.

This course, if faithfully pursued, will lead us

to an ever-growing power of perception, enabling

us to detect more and more easily that which is

foreign to our personality. The extraneous thoughts,

emotions and ideals that have gradually become a

kind of second nature will come to be distinguish-

able from those which are essentially our own.
During this process of ehmination and adjust-

ment the habit of meditation will prove invaluable

to us ; not so much the protracted concentration

of thought, the solitary musings at set times, with

which that practice is associated, but the habit of

watching all through the busy day for this inward

individual truth to reveal itself. Fortunately for

us it still tends to make itself known if we only give

it a chance. As we cultivate a habit of recollected-

ness and accustom ourselves to listen for it, we will

hear the still small voice of our own personality,

saying at every step, ** This is the way ; walk in

it." It will admonish us each time we are guilty

N
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of a word or deed that is contrary to our nature

;

it will warn us when we are adopting views, ideas,

methods that are not our own, orwhen we are indulg-

ing in sentimentality—that is in feelings which are

not spontaneous. This will be done in various

ways. Sometimes we will become aware of

a vague feeling of unrest and discomfort,

and if we stop to seek the cause we will

doubtless find that in some step that has been

taken the true self has been ignored or defied.

A sense of inward discord and dislocation, of per-

plexity and confusion, is often its silent protest

against its wrongs. Then again, inward peace

and gladness, a feeling of harmony and strength

will flood the soul, bringing new insight and un-

wonted energy : this will be an indication that

what has been done or said or undertaken is in

accord with the true personality. And thus, by

marks of approval and disapproval—by reward

and punishment, will the true self we wait on lead

us to that originality and spontaneity which alone

is strong and effective. But we must be ever

watchful, constantly turning the searchlight in-

wards, noting every movement of this inward

monitor and promptly obeying.

We must be patient too, for the long-enfeebled

self has not only to be discovered and extricated,

but revived, nourished, established ; and this is a

matter of time. Self-sacrifice and heroism likewise
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are demanded. We must strike at the root

of what is artificial, pretentious and insincere.

Therefore a constant fight against untrueness in

every shape and form must ensue. Petty hypo-

cracies and self-deceptions, timid compliances,

weak concessions, feeble imitations must be re-

sisted. To dare to be oneself at all times is no

easy matter ; even to set this before us as an aim

is a great step towards gaining that inward self-

possession which is the secret of power.

Nor are we left to struggle alone. There come

to us from time to time wonderful uplifts and new
impulses.

Sometimes one of these divine inspirations will

carry us over a mountain of difficulty in a moment

:

a vivid illumination will suddenly put us in posses-

sion of some illusive secret of the inner life that

we seemed to seek in vain. In that most pathetic

poem of his, *' The Buried Life," Matthew Arnold

describes this experience thus :

—

" When our world deafen'd ear

Is by the tones of a loved voice caressed,

A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast

And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again :

The eye sinks inward, and the heart lies plain,

And what we mean we say, and what we would we know,

A man becomes aware of his life's flow

And hears its winding murmurs, and he sees

The meadows where it glides, the sun, the breeze.

N 2
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And an unwonted calm pervades his breast,

And he thinks he knows

The hills where his Hfe rose,

And the sea where it goes."

When some such help as this to fuller self-

realisation and self-possession is vouchsafed it

should be used to the uttermost and

" Tasks in hours of insight willed

May be through hours of gloom fulfilled."

We must never lose sight of what we have once

seen, but follow it up, availing ourselves of every

ray of light from without. The greatest impulse

in the direction of self-realisation that can ever

come to a soul comes to it in that supreme ex-

perience when Jesus Christ (Who is the great

champion of personality, the redeemer and lover

of the individual life) reveals Himself to that

soul—not to the intellect merely but to the heart.

In that moment of illumination the hidden life

starts into new health and vigour. And as con-

tact with the personality of Jesus increases, a

man begins to reahse or ** find " his own soul and

to save it.

Jesus came to show us how this was to be

done. He is the Captain of our salvation, and as

we yield to Him He marvellously guides and re-

inforces us in our fight against the hosts that

oppose our soul's life—against the evil bias, the

untrueness, the selfishness and darkness. It is
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through Him alone that we shall eventually be

brought into the fullest knowledge and possession

of ourselves—into that purified and quickened

consciousness of our essential being in which we

know even as we are known. Beyond the river of

death and on the further shore there await the

overcomer in earth's battle that perfected self-

knowledge and self-realisation regarding which the

mystic language of scripture says, " To him that

overcometh I will give a white stone, and upon

the stone a new name written which no one

knoweth but he that receiveth it." The full

secret of his hidden inner life will then reveal

itself purified from all that corrupted and

obscured it.

There is another powerful motive urging us to

the recovery of the true self which needs to be put

forth. It is found in the fact that the funda-

mental and essential part of our nature is that

which is in direct touch with the Divine life and

power.

Through this channel, if it be open, inspiration

and illumination flow in from the Fount of truth

beyond ourselves, and transfigure the life. Genius

(which is a higher and completer form of self-

possession) has its rise in the intuitions. It is

within that inner sanctuary of our being that God

speaks to us face to face. It is a holy place in

which we see the visions and ideals and gain the
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strength and power needed for a great and

glorious life. Doubtless this entire chapter will

be regarded by some as a digression from the sub-

ject, but it has a very real bearing on it. Ifpower in

prayer depends on personality, and if access to

this inner and most real self constitutes the differ-

ence between an effective personality and a weak

one, then any attempt to show where the weakness

lies and how it may be dealt with, is valuable as

an aid to the development of a successful prayer-

life.



CHAPTER VII

LOVE, THE SOVEREIGN MOTIVE IN PRAYER

In the last chapter we dwelt at some length on

Individuality as an important factor in the develop-

ment of personal power, showing how a clear and

definite consciousness of oneself, of one's distinc-

tive tendencies, aims, idiosyncrasies, abilities, goes

far towards producing strength and originality.

But another still more potent factor in the evolu-

tion of full-orbed and effective personality is a

recognition of relatedness. Those who have either

inherited or acquired a strong sense of individu-

ality may be divided into two classes, the one

possessing mainly a se//-consciousness, the other

having superadded to the self-consciousness, a

consciousness almost equally great of other selves,

a possession, by sympathy and insight, of other

souls. The terms Individuality and Personality

are so generally regarded as synonymous, and so

often used interchangeably that it may seem un-

warrantable to draw a distinction between them ;

nevertheless the two kinds of self-possession just

described are not at allunsuitably expressed by these

words respectively ;—individuality standing simply
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for consciousness of self, and personality for self-

realisation plus a keen perception and appreciation

of other individualities. In this larger conscious-

ness, self-realisation is neither weakened nor lost,

but balanced, being adjusted to a greater environ-

ment; thus personality is indeed as it has been

described, ''the sum of one's relations." Another

name for this sense of conscious and sympathetic

relation to other beings is Love. When all these

qualities which have been described as constituting

personality are crowned by love, the highest type

of powerful manhood is achieved. If for some

difficult undertaking a mighty, irresistible, driving

force is needed, it will be found in love. For

supplication as for action, it is the only sufficient

motive. St. Anthony says, "We pray as much as

we desire, and we desire as much as we love."

But the love here referred to as a powerfully-con-

straining principle in life is not ordinary common-
place affection, but a passion of love. The harder

the task, the greater the love that it demands. A
comparatively cold, intellectual regard cannot do

the work of an ardent, glowing heart-devotion.

Only when love burns within as a perpetual fire

does it generate the degree of force needed to

propel desires and purposes over a difficult road

to their goal. Nothing is absolutely irresistible

save love ; and nothing else can stand the strain

of a desperate and protracted contest. Lesser
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motives tend to give way if too severely tried, but

love is equal to all contingencies. Therefore the

cause that we espouse, the person we would save

and bless, or the purpose we would realise, must
be loved with a passionate love, must be to us as

our own soul, nay more. And when the cause

totters under the heavy blows of the enemy, so

that to bear it up becomes an almost intolerable

strain, Love will be found equal to the task.

When the weakness, the defects and unworthiness

of the persons or communities we pray and work
for, reveal themselves as far beyond our worst

fears. Love will not falter, but hopefully, patiently,

perseveringly continue its ministry. When delays

and disappointments obstruct and discouragement

threatens, love will pierce beyond the veil and see

the yet invisible success ; it will wax stronger and
stronger in faith till, by the very pressure of its

yearning intensity, vision passes on to prevision,

—becoming, as in Browning's " Saul," prophetic,

and wresting from the future gleams of light and
hope wherewith to cheer the difficult present.

Then also the resources of love are wonderful.

When perplexities arise it will find a solution :

when old theories and methods fail it will devise

new ways and means : should some crisis arise in

which only a great sacrifice will save or bless the

object of devotion, a great and passionate love

will not flinch, but gladly lay down life itself.
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'^ Love suffereth long . . . beareth all things,

believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth

all things; love never faileth." The love that

is an untiring superhuman energy is compara-

tively rare ; and yet it is the kind of love that

Jesus came to teach and give to His followers.

With Him love was an ardour, an enthusiasm,

an all-absorbing devotion, deep and strong and

permanent. It is difficult to conceive of a passion

so fervent and intense ; and any unusual warmth

of feeling is mistaken for this best treasure of the

human heart. Even to see this love as Jesus

sought to reveal it needs divine illumination.

But it is small comfort to know that there is a

dynamic in life, a mighty power that personality

may wield, if for any reason that force is inacces-

sible to us—in other words, if we are among those

whose love does not generally rise to the high

level of passion, but is comparatively cold, or if

not that, yet superficial, fickle, or selfish.

That God means this living flame of love to burn

in every heart was the message of Christ. Such

love can be ours in three ways. First by nature

:

that is, we may be born with this rich inheritance.

But so often, what has cost no trouble to acquire

is lightly valued ; and thus a warm heart, a great

capacity for loving, is neglected and misused till

it deteriorates into mere sentimentality or impul-

siveness, instead of being a motive force in deed and
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in prayer. Secondly we may by cultivation deepen

and increase the powers of the heart. In fore-

going chapters the need of strengthening desire

(which is only a feebler word for love) has been

emphasised. This process is a long and difficult

one and, at the best, never absolutely satisfactory

until it opens the door to inspiration and illumina-

tion from without. This it almost invariably

tends to do if it has been faithfully employed to

accomplish that which comes within its sphere;

then it ushers the soul into a phase of experience

where spontaneity replaces effort.

Thirdly, love may become ours by bestowal. As

a gift from God it can pour into our waiting souls,

lifting them suddenly and effectively on to a new

plane of affection. Many have known this unique

experience in which ** deep calleth unto deep,"

—

the deeps in God awakening a response from

the deeps in us. It is a miracle of grace. The

Bible describes it as **The love of God shed

abroad in your hearts by the Holy Ghost."

If we have by nature a rich endowment of love

it behoves us to mature and use it to the utmost.

If denied the inheritance of a strong and intense

affection, we are called to develop it by earnest

effort, and discipline ; and to seek it from God,

keeping ourselves in an attitude of waiting expecta-

tion, so that the beams of divine love may find a

ready entrance to our hearts.
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By prayerful endeavour we cannot fail to arrive

at a love which removes every hindrance to the

pursuance of high and holy purposes ; love that,

burning with steady flame, consumes all selfish-

ness and fear, and fires the heart with such

energy, enthusiasm, courage and resource, as carry

all before it in the realm of Prayer.



CHAPTER VIII

SUPPLICATION AND COMMUNION

It will have been observed that throughout this

volume there is hardly any attempt made to keep

distinct and separate the two forms of prayer,

which are supplication and action. Of this no

explanation is needed, for the simple reason that

in their highest development they are scarcely

distinguishable and tend to merge into each

other. The man who sets forth to work out his

designs trusting in the aid of the higher powers

usually finds, as the stress and strain of life in-

crease, that he turns with growing hope and

comfort to intercourse with the unseen personal

God : while he who makes this intercourse the

startmg point of his career, regarding it as the

supreme means of obtaining his desires, comes in

due course to realise that it must be reinforced by

action : thus his praying culminates in doing ; and

the more earnestly he supplicates the more is his

supplication accompanied by strenuous efforts to

bring about that for which he petitions heaven. And
thus, that only complete form of prayer, which is

a combination ofsupplication and action, is reached.
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This chapter is specially devoted to a considera-

tion of the supplicatory aspect of prayer, because

it presents grave difficulties to many minds, un-

consciously, undermining their trust in it. What
perplexes us is the rationale of prayer of this kind.

We are confronted by the how and wherefore of

it,—why asking should be a condition of receiving

when He Whom we ask is omniscient and good.

There are doubtless many of the reasons for this

divinely-instituted practice which we are not yet

capable of appreciating, but there are some at any

rate which are within the grasp of our compre-

hension. It will help us to recall them, consi-

dering them under five different heads.

I. As already stated in a previous chapter, an

observation of human life and experience affords

sufficient ground for the belief that Prayer in both

its forms was instituted for the purpose ofdevelop-

ing personality—of evolving in mankind the power

to create and command. How personality operates

in the world of action it is comparatively easy to

see, but what it effects in the sphere of supplication

is not so evident. Men find it easier to believe in

the exercise of personal power by means of deeds

than to believe that the same conquering force

can be exerted also through the medium of desires

and petitions directed to the unseen Ruler of the

universe ; and therefore they cannot understand

how such praying should be a factor in the
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evolution of human personality. And yet it

surely is ! In the silent out-pourings of fervent

desire to God, the soul's self-consciousness and

resource are just as surely evolved as by deeds

:

the very same qualities are demanded in the one

case as in the other, the only difference being that

intercourse with God develops them in higher

and subtler form because it brings the soul in

touch with spiritual realities, whereas action is

mainly concerned with the more material and

tangible things of life. Just as in the sphere of

action a man cannot gain what he desires until he

has become *' victory-organised "—an overcoming,

commanding personality,—so also in the spiritual

realm he must acquire the princely qualities before

he is entitled to success. And like Jacob of old

he must wrestle to win them, wrestle with God,

not because God is unwilling to give, but because

His love and wisdom have chosen to withhold until

the reward is earned.

2. There is another equally important reason

why God has made the obtaining of our desires to

depend on supplication, as much, or even more,

than on action.—The ultimate goal of human life

is communion with God. But at this elementary

stage of their spiritual development men are not

inclined to respond to this high calling ; their

earthliness makes it irksome and difficult. If they

could acquire what they wanted by the easier
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means of action they would not readily incur the

strain which sustained intercourse with God in-

volves. Therefore they must be allured and

attracted to that wherein consists their highest

good. Just as we, in educating children, urge

them on to difficult tasks by holding out some

alluring hope, a prize or a reward, so God has

chosen to secure our constant recourse to Himself,

and our conscious dependence upon Him, by

making the fulfilment of our desires contingent on

our asking. It is thus He brings us into, and

keeps us in touch with Himself. And He does so

not only because His Fatherly love demands such

intercourse, but also because it secures our highest

development. This brings us to the third reason

for the supplicatory form of prayer.

3. In a previous chapter we dwelt on the im-

portance of realising and bringing into play the

true self—that original bent God gave each indi-

vidual nature. There is nothing that so helps us

in finding our own soul as communion with God.

And this is the process :—as we obey the command

to ask for what we want and go on asking till

we are answered, we find ourselves getting into

closer and closer touch with God over the question

of our petition. Though He delays we still press

our plea. The quiet induced by this sustained

waiting upon Him makes it possible for us to

begin to hear, first faintly, then more plainly, His
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voice speaking in the depths of the heart. This

experience is a great and thrilHng reahty, only

conceivable to those who have in some measure

enjoyed it. Our petition becomes the ground of

His communion with us. He reasons with us

about it, sheds new light upon it,—revealing

motives and issues of which we were unaware,

and which make us glad to relinquish or modify

our request, or willing to wait for its fulfilment.

Perhaps, on the other hand, we may find ourselves

confirmed and strengthened in holding on to that

for which we plead; and wavering hope grows

into assured expectation and becomes that

prayer of faith which is demanded as a condition

of success. It is also as we wait on God that

visions come to us, visions of work to be done, of

power to do it, of ways and means. Inspiration

streams into the soul by the avenue of prayer,

bringing illumination, courage, resource and

strength. Many of the great schemes that are

regenerating the world have had their rise in

secret communing with God. Moreover in this

exercise of going over our desires and purposes

with God a process of purification goes on. Our

hearts are gradually weaned from those artificial

and corrupted desires which belong to that

secondary nature that has overlaid and obscured

the true and original self and given to human life

its evil bias. The more we turn to God, making

o
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our requests known to Him, the more are those

elements in them that are vitiated and perverted,

or discordant with our real God-given nature,

eliminated. Alongside of the negative work of

refining, a positive work of educating and elevating

is carried on. In contact with the heart and

mind of God we are brought to reaHse what are

actually the desires and aims and instincts of our

highest Self, and to find that these are invariably

in accordance with the Divine will. Thus we

arrive at fulfilling another condition laid down for

prevailing prayer, namely that it should be in

harmony with that holy will. Like Rabbi

Gamaliel we can then with boldness pray, " Lord

grant that I may do Thy will as if it were my
will, and that Thou mayest do my will as if it

were Thy will."

4. We have already referred to love as the

sovereign motive in prayer—love of truth and

righteousness, resulting in enthusiasm for some

cause or principle; love of persons, leading to self-

sacrificing devotion on behalf of individuals or

communities. But experience shows us that love,

strong enough to be a mighty impulse, is not pri-

marily acquired in a life of action. Intercourse

with our fellow men as often tends to repel and

crush it as to draw it forth. Only in frequent

communings with the Fount of Love can there

be born in us a love that many waters cannot
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quench nor death destroy. As our contact with

the heart and mind of God grows more constant

and intimate, there streams into us a heavenly

love to which all patience and forbearance and

gentleness are possible because it sees as God
does, the infinite pathos and weakness of human
life. Tenderness, sympathy, wisdom, devotion,

enthusiastic service flow from it to meet the needs

and wants of men.

5. And last and greatest of all ;—by the practice

of turning to God in supplication we are brought

to that plane of fellowship with Him which is the

goal of human life, in which we desire Him more

than His gifts, His help, or His guidance. Our
asking tends to resolve itself more and more into

an asking for the favour of being drawn closer to

His heart and mind. Nay, we may get beyond

asking altogether and reach that point where even

our highest desires are dissolved in satisfaction
;

and we are only conscious of loving Him and being

loved by Him—of a blessed interchange of love

and joy. This ecstatic gladness has a faint earthly

semblance in those rare moments when two human

souls that love stand revealed to one another in a

light " that never was on land and sea "—a light

not of earth but heaven—and minister to one

another that joy and beauty and sweetness which

belong to and foreshadow the Ideal. This thrill-

ing joy of union with God awaits every soul,

o 2
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sometime, somewhere. When we rise to this

high plane of fellowship with the Divine, there is

evolved that sovereign type of personality which

is destined to govern and control. Spiritual per-

sonality, towering majestically above every other

type, will usher in the kingdom of God upon earth,

and '' The Saints shall rule the world.'*



CHAPTER IX

FASTING AND PRAYER

The idea of Fasting is too closely allied with

that of prayer to be passed over in silence.

As ordinarily employed, the term fasting stands

for abstinence from food and from certain forms

of pleasure that appeal to the senses. By this

abstinence it is believed that the spirit grows

stronger and is furthered in its efforts to reach out

into the Unseen and the Invisible.

This view is true as far as it goes, but we look

instinctively for a deeper significance, and we find

that fasting is a symbol of tremendous import.

In its highest aspect it represents that inward act

of supreme self-abnegation by which, in view of

some stupendous undertaking which demands the

concentrated force of his entire nature, a man with-

draws, for a while, all his energies and interests

from the various spheres in which they are operat-

ing, and brings them to bear upon the single task

before him.

This is the fasting to which Jesus referred when
He said of certain forms of power, '' This kind

goeth not forth save by prayer and fasting." It
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is to be regretted that the Church has mainly con-

tented itself with emphasising the more superficial

aspects of fasting when the deeper and wider signi-

ficance has a far greater bearing on human life.

Nevertheless, earnest souls, led by a Divine

impulse, have adopted and exercised the principles

underlying this discipline far more than is gener-

ally recognised. They would not call it fasting,

but the renunciation of the beautiful in matters of

dress and surroundings, the repression of artistic

instincts, the refusal to indulge in intellectual

tastes or follow congenial pursuits, the shutting

off from life of what is bright and alluring, are all

forms of fasting ; and though not recognised as

such they do their work in saving the soul from

distraction and in concentrating it upon some given

point. It is to such self-discipline, even when it

takes crude and eccentric forms, that we owe the

excellent results manifest in many earnest and

useful lives. Those who follow this course of

renunciation under the illusion that what they

renounce is in itself evil and worldly would be

surprised to find that the real object is to secure

that concentration which develops strength.

We are much in need of a more serious and

intelligent treatment of the deeper side of this

question ; and before we can look for the power of

human personality to manifest itself in any re-

markable degree our minds must be arrested by
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the profound truth underlying the symbol of

fasting; and very clear and definite-teaching

regarding its wider application must come to us

from our pulpits and platforms.

As a means of generating force and of con-

serving and applying that force to a definite end,

the peculiar kind of self-discipline which fasting

typifies ranks very high, and man should be taught

to recognise its value in the great crises of life and

action. Many are the enterprises that fail because

prayer is not accompanied by ''fasting," because

strenuous effort is not secured against the leakage

whereby energy escapes and is dissipated that

should go towards pushing through difficulties. It

is a solemn fact, too little recognised, that again and

again we come to a point in our work, a moment
in our lives, when great issues tremble in the

balance, when the powers arrayed against us are

so mighty that nothing short of a stupendous,

almost superhuman effort on our part can carry us

through. To meet such an emergency there must

be a summoning of all life's forces, a gathering

together from all quarters of the hosts of battle.

The soul must, for awhile, resolutely withdraw

itself from all that tends to divert it from the

main object of pursuit : it must fast from things

legitimate and beautiful and even necessary, so

that the entire energy may go into the undertaking

that demands this concentrated power.
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At such times the whole nature—emotional,

intellectual, practical—must be held in check, the

mind, will, affections being guarded from distrac-

tion and focussed upon the point at issue. Those

who know anything at all about this deeper aspect

of fasting realise that there are occasions on which

they must deny themselves even the simplest form

of diversion ; that to give rein to an alien thought

or feeling, even in the painting of a picture, the

reading of a poem, the admission of a new interest,

some of the energy which should be accumulating

for the great task may find an opening through

which to ooze away and be lost. The more arduous

the enterprise or critical the situation, the greater

need is there that the glow and warmth of emotion,

the energy of thought, the stimulus of action should

be denied other outlets and channels, and be driven

into that wherein its whole force is needed.

To those who have no conception of this form

of self-discipline as an accompaniment to prayer,

all that has been said about it will appear un-

reasonable and untrue.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that only in this

way can we account for much of the pathetic

failure in human life. We see enterprises of

prayer or action brought to a certain point and

actually within sight of their goal, and then

they break down and fail. Many a purpose is

carried forward bravely until it reaches a difficult
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stage and then it falters. Undertakings go well

until they come to that place where they demand

a supreme self-sacrifice—a ** fast " such as we

have been endeavouring to describe,—and then

they fall to pieces. In each case fasting and

prayer would have saved the situation and

ensured ultimate victory.

While some lives consecrated to a special

endeavour are a perpetual ** fast," it must not be

supposed that all strenuous and purposeful living

is entirely made up of these severe strains on the

soul's resources. The occasions on which there is

a call to fast are comparatively few and far

between. Nor does every undertaking demand

the same measure of self-discipline : the sacrifice

required is in proportion to the greatness of the

task and the difficulties that confront it. Often it

is but a small degree of self-denial that is required to

generate sufficient force to carry through the work

or purpose we have in hand. What we need to

recognise is that sooner or later, in every life and

in every enterprise, be it small or great, there must

come a crisis which necessitates special self-

disciplined effort, and on the way in which we meet

this crisis will depend the issue.

If any situation arises which calls for a *' fast "

—

for strenuous energy accompanied by self-restraint

—and we refuse to respond, the cause is lost.

Energy without self-discipline will not do. Herein
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lies the secret of many a failure, the hidden reason

why innumerable promising lives and brilliant

purposes and designs have not come to fruition.

The need, then, is an urgent one that those who
engage in life's contests should be made aware

that in the deeper self-discipline typified by fasting

they have an ally of great power.



CHAPTER X

VICTORIOUS PERSONALITY

In history we see the fact to which we have

already referred clearly demonstrated,—namely

that personaHty is the dominating factor, the

driving force behind every enterprise, moral or

spiritual, and the constructive agency in every insti-

tution that has come into being. In nations,

communities, families, all that ever happens is

initiated and accomplished by some superior

personality. As Emerson puts it, " Every institu-

tion is the lengthened shadow of one man, as

Monarchism of the Hermit Anthony; the Refor-

mation of Luther, Quakerism of Fox ;
Methodism

of Wesley, Abolition of Clarkson. Scipio, Milton

called the might of Rome, and all history resolves

itself easily into the biography of a few stout and

earnest persons."

Whether the personality be great or small,

having an extended range of action or a limited

one, the same principle holds good, that wherever

there is vivid self-realisation and a large amount of

self-possession there, also, is to be found insight,

ability, pov/er ;—the degree of the self-conscious-
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ness being the measure of the power. Howsoever

a man prays, whether he supplicates or acts,

it is the quaHty and force of the personaUty

he puts into his undertaking that determines the

issue.

We may, therefore, lay it down as a general

principle that behind prevailing prayer there must

ever he victorious personality. So much disappoint-

ment and perplexity might be avoided if all who
pray and work could but grasp this principle and

know for certain that they can only expect to

have their desires and purposes gloriously realised,

their requests granted, their schemes successfully

executed if they acquire a certain kind of character.

This kind of character we purpose to designate by

the word Victorious,

To the word Victorious, as we shall use it in the

following pages in relation to personality, we
would attach a very special significance which

should be borne in mind throughout by the

reader. We further take the liberty of coining a

new word— Victoriousness—to express a quality, a

certain advanced and definite stage of develop-

ment in force of character for which there is no

exact term.

This quality of Victoriousness is not easy to

define, it can be better felt than understood. Still

as some kind of analysis seems necessary, we must

attempt it. To begin with, then, we may describe
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Victorioiisness as a composite quality, its primary

element, or rather, the foundation on which it is

built, being that realisation and possession of the

true and innermost self with which we dealt in

an earlier chapter. On this basis there must be a

superstructure of faith, obedience, determina-

tion ; of concentrated energy, perseverance, and

patience :—all those qualities in fact which have

already been emphasised as requisite conditions

to successful praying. Victoriousness is produced

by the combination in a personality of these

quahties raised on a foundation of truth and sin-

cerity. It is in fact a new quality—the outcome

of all these put together. One may have several

of these virtues and yet not be a victorious

personality; they must all be present in some

degree in order to produce Victoriousness : even

if one of them is lacking or defective, there is a

weak link in the chain of power.

And as a topstone, crowning this edifice of

character, there must be a consciousness of power.

Without this consciousness personal strength is not

fully equipped for effective operation in the world.

From this it will be evident how high an attain-

ment is demanded before prevailing prayer becomes

possible.

May it not be due to the fact that personalities

of this order are so rare that human desires and

hopes and schemes generally fall very far short of
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an ideal realisation,—that prevailing prayer in its

fullest sense is still a dream rather than an actual

experience?

But it is not meant to be a dream, a hopeless

ideal. If religious teachers, instead of trying to

apologise and account for the disappointing failure

of prayer, would adopt a new attitude, and fearlessly

demand victorious personality as the condition of

success—turning all their energies towards the

development of such personality— prayer would

become a living force. The promises of the Bible

and the intuitive expectations of men with regard

to the power of prayer are not vain and illusory;

—

they are meant to be fully realised when those

who have a right to claim fulfilment appear upon

the scene. The time has come when from pulpit

and platform the need of victorious personality

should be enforced with new emphasis and burn-

ing zeal. It is this quality of Victoriousness in

Christian character generally for which the world

is waiting before it can move forward with any ap-

preciable success. On it the millennium depends

:

that reign of triumphant, world-wide righteousness

can only come when religious men have become
*' Overcomers ;

" when Christian weakness no

longer masquerades in the garb of Christian meek-

ness; when piety has matured into strength,

—

strength of vision, which is faith ; strength of

purpose, which includes patience and perseverance

;
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strength of devotion which means self-sacrifice

and consecrated energy.

Exalted personality of this type must take by

force the kingdoms that it covets. The world is

an arena for the clanging strife of personalities,

many and diverse, all contending for the mastery

;

—personalities on the spiritual plane, the intellec-

tual plane, the material plane. In the struggle to

enforce opinions, exert influences, establish cus-

toms, carry out schemes, it is not so much the

excellence of the opinion or influence or custom

or scheme that tells, but the power of the

personality behind it. Often the best ideals

and projects fail to grip and hold men because

their champion has not sufficient personal force

to overcome resistance and win co-operation.

In this conflict (so tragic and pathetic yet

inspiring) the religious, or spiritual personality

which is eventually destined to supreme com-

mand is at present often over-borne by the

world-rulers of this darkness. But we look for

the time when spiritually-good men shall be strong

through and through, having all the equipment

of character necessary for carrying their enter-

prises of work and prayer through to fulfilment

:

men who do not break down by the way, or

modify and retrench, but holding fast their pur-

pose, retaining their ideal in its completeness,

fight through opposing hosts of difficulty, disaster,
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trial, and arrive at the destined goal. Hardi-

hood, heroism, absolute self-devotion, faith—
when these are yoked to a cause, when these are

behind a purpose or a prayer, it cannot but

prevail.

The next question for us to face is whether

Victoriousness always manifests itself in imme-

diate, visible, tangible, success—a quick and un-

mistakable realisation of desires and purposes ?

Human experience leads us to answer emphatically

in the negative.

As we have already noticed, Victoriousness is

first a quality or achievement of the inner life—

a

goal of character that has to be reached, in order

to initiate or create ; and though this quality must

eventually be externally demonstrated, yet it is

independent of all external evidence, and can still

exist when there is as yet no outward sign of its

presence. It is an inward condition of power and

confidence resulting from conscious victory over

all that obscures vision or mars a man's harmony

with the Divine Will, or saps his energy for

strenuous endeavour. When this point has been

reached and the inward triumph gained, the out-

ward is sure to follow. A man thus " Victory-

organised " can wait in happy faith and patience

though he knows that years, decades, perhaps

centuries must elapse before his desire is objectively

realised.
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The quickness and completeness of external

success in the prayer of a victorious personality

depends on its nature and scope. The more
limited a personality is, the more its designs tend

to come within a compass that makes their

present and visible realisation possible.

Browning expresses this in the " Grammarian's

Funeral

"

" That low man seeks a little thing to do

—

Sees it and does it

:

This high man with a great thing to pursue

—

Dies ere he knows it."

The grander and richer a personality, the larger

and more comprehensive will be its ideals. Its

far-reaching schemes and exalted spiritual visions

will need time for their fulfilment, and vast spheres

for their operations.

Jesus affords us a supreme example of a majestic

personality laying its plans far on into the cen-

turies, proposing a marvellous and universal trans-

formation of character and society. None realised

as He did how His entire scheme rested on His

personality. If He faltered or lost heart, if He let

His spiritual vision be obscured, His exalted ideal

be lowered, then His scheme for complete and

universal redemption must fall through. In His

own person the Victory had first to be won ere He
could successfully initiate the new movement. He
could not hand down to His followers unwavering
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confidence in the coming kingdom, or the unique

principles that were to govern it, unless within the

sphere of His own personality they had previously

come through the fiery furnace of test and trial.

All that He desired to establish upon the earth

must first have been established in His own

person. The sacred record of the earthly life of

Christ often lifts the veil of His inner experience

and lets us see the process of development by

which His spirit was prepared to bear the weight

of this stupendous scheme. We see Him beset

by disappointments and discouragements, yet His

faith in His great project continues to evolve : the

religious leaders of the day reject and scorn and

oppose His efforts to lay the foundations of His

kingdom : but resource rises with the occasion,

and, undaunted, He conceives and carries out the

plan of preparing a small band of humble disciples

in whom He will sow the immortal seeds of the

saving truth that shall in due time fertilise the

world. This chosen band likewise fails and dis-

appoints Him, but looking beyond the present, He
can confidently predict that on these very men He
will build His Church ** and the gates of hell shall

not prevail against it." Face to face with death,

yea within its very grips, faith grows keener and

completes the victory ; the indomitable will wins

its last and greatest triumph, and Jesus, dying on

the cross, knows His earthly work is " finished,"
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His great scheme of universal regeneration

launched. Though storm and stress, darkness

and danger lie between this moment of initiation

and the glorious consummation, He knows Him-

self capable of carrying through what He has

begun ; and so in calm strong confidence and

peace, He breathes, '* Father into Thy hands I

commend my spirit," and, leaving the world, enters

upon a new phase of His redemptive work. The
mission of Jesus on earth was a triumph of per-

sonality from beginning to end ! Even more than

the truths He taught and the light He shed

He was Himself the Way, the Truth, and the

Life.

The Bible from cover to cover is full of this

same grand truth of human might ;—indeed it is a

text book on the power of personality, and if

studied in this light comes home to the heart with

a new significance. Its heroes are examples of

personal force and energy, their education in

character is graphically portrayed. Indeed it is

remarkable how large a part strength of character

plays in both Old and New Testaments.

In Revelation, that book of mystic type and

symbol, the figures employed are parables of per-

sonal force—"the Strong Angel," "the Lion,"

** the pillar," ** the rod of iron," and many more ;

while words such as " prevail," " authority " and

** overcome " abound. The Bible more than any

P 2
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other book teaches us that it is not enough to see

visions, to conceive great ideals ; there must be

the character capable of carrying them through or

they will not be realised.

Not until personality is distinctly recognised as

the chief factor in success, and more seriously,

intelligently and widely cultivated, will the world

witness to any remarkable extent those miracles of

answered prayer—of realised ideals and fulfilled

petitions—that it so instinctively looks for. Per-

sonality must first evolve; and this evolution is

gloriously possible to the humblest human being.

Though steep and rough the pathway success is

assured, for God and His universe are in league

with those who seek Victorious Personality.



CHAPTER XI

PREVAILING PRAYER

Those who observe human character cannot
fail to notice that a great deal of its strength and
ability is never applied, or if applied, it proves less

effective than it promised to be. After making
due deductions for the weaknesses and defects
already noted as being partly responsible for this

failure we are driven to the conclusion that there
is yet another reason, and that some further link

in the chain of power needs to be supplied, or
at least strengthened, before prayer—be it that of
action or supplication—can become to any re-

markable extent victorious.

This brings us face to face with an important
fact in the study of effective personality—namely,
that the edifice of character described in the
previous chapter needs something further to
complete and crown it, without which it comes
short of the fullest force and efficiency that it

otherwise deserves.

This last link in the chain is Consciousness of
i)Ower. Acquisition of power must grow into con-
sciousness of power. We must not only be strong
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but know ourselves to be so. In many cases the

growth ofconsciousness does not keep pace with the

growth of power, and has to be cultivated. The

actual possession of might, intelligence, resource

and wisdom must blossom into the realisation that

we possess these qualities or else we shall not

greatly dare or do. Nor does this lead to egotism

and conceit ; it simply means that a strong man

thus awakened to a sense of his capabilities and

powers has become aware of actual facts; he

knows the truth about himself, and the knowledge

of truth cannot but be an advantage. In this

case it is an undoubted gain for it gives courage

to put forth faculties that had else lain dormant

and unused. Self-reliance and Self-confidence are

invaluable qualities born of a consciousness of

power. Many who might do great things fail

even to make the attempt for lack of them.

Emerson says of the commanding personality

that the world does not wait for evidences of his

power, but recognises him at once and hastens

to pay the homage due to greatness. Such a

being conveys his consciousness of his own power

to others ; he ** conquers where he stands "

;

before ever his deeds have evinced his worth he

overcomes opposition and wins allegiance and co-

operation. And as it is in the external world, so

also, we may conclude, it is in that inner world ot

"spirit where prayer operates. In that realm too,
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when the soul has reached that point at which

it becomes victorious, it commands rather than

pleads, becoming like Jacob to whom it was said,

** As a Prince thou hast power with God and with

men and hast prevailed " ; or like Elijah who
*' commanded " the fire to come down from

heaven ; or like Joshua to whose personal power is

attributed a day of which it is written '* there was

no day like unto it when the Lord hearkened unto

the voice of a man." Deem these allegory or fact

as we will, they tell the same tale of the con-

quering might of human personality having effect

in heaven and on earth.

Consciousness of power is an absolutely necessary

element in the constitution of victorious per-

sonality, and in the exercise of prevailing prayer.

So many having all else and lacking this, fail to

reach the summits of earthly achievement. They

stop mid-way, or just short of fullest success,

unable to carry their ideas and schemes through

to a triumphant issue.

This awakening to a realisation of power in

oneself comes tardily to some, even when it is

due. And it is remarkable that the most idealistic

natures often arrive at it the last and with the

greatest difficulty. The reason for this may be

found in the fact that the idealist, measuring

himself only by his ideal without reference to

the moral stature of others, under-estimates
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himselfand his self-confidence suffers; he enters the

contests of life lacking the sense of power that

those who are less worthy possess, and by means

of which they out-strip him in the race. There-

fore to see oneself truly as compared with others,

perceiving one's superiority, is as great an advan-

tage as to compare oneself with an ideal and

realise one's shortcomings. Some men of splendid

abilities (of whom Amiel is perhaps a type) do not

fulfil the promise and potency of their nature

because they see the ideal more clearly than the

actual. The paralysing diffidence of less gifted

beings than Amiel is also due to the same cause,

and must be met by trying to see things as they

are in the realm of actual achievement.

We have dwelt much on the acquisition of

power itself, but if an adequate consciousness of it

also is so important a factor in prayer, it behoves

us to look into the matter and discover how that

too may be rightly evolved.

First we need to inquire what it is that con-

stitutes this sense of power. And here we must

confine ourselves to dealing with it as it meets us

in its purest and highest form in a spiritual

personality. At first glance we see that one

important element in it is faith, — faith in

oneself as possessing the ability, the resource, the

wisdom, the means wherewith to carry through

the enterprise in view; faith in God who
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co-operates with and leads the trusting soul to

victory; faith in His laws and ordinances which

are constituted so as to support and re-enforce

worthy human endeavour; faith in the essential

goodness and helpfulness of persons and things,

and in the ultimate triumph of right over wrong.

Then there is also present another marked

feature—the conviction of a divine right to success,

based not only on the knowledge of ability for the

undertaking, but also on the certainty that it is a

good and just cause, and that God wills its success.

A third necessity in this consciousness of power

seems to be an assurance that what is undertaken,

however difficult it be, lies well within the scope

of present human possibilities. These possibilities

at their highest have been revealed to us in Jesus

Christ, the crown and representative of our race,

and therefore, whether we acknowledge it or not,

in recognising those Hmits as shown in His life,

we make our prayer in His " name." In passing

we may note that these three elements just noted

as constituting a sense of power, take into account

the three chief conditions laid down in scripture

as necessary to successful prayer—namely, faith,

harmony with God's will, prayer in the name of

Christ.

The consciousness of power operating as an

effective principle in the world takes so many
different forms. There are its counterfeits, its
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spurious growths, its partial and imperfect develop-

ments, its prophetic and inspirational aspects, and,

lastly, its birth as the fruit of an abiding reality ot

strength in the human soul.

The counterfeits arise from an innate sense in

mankind that consciousness of power is an effec-

tive weapon. Hence weak men simulate it,

endeavouring to convey by pretentiousness and

brag, a sense of power and resource that has no

real existence. They often succeed in overcoming

opposition by means of intimidation until the

disguise is detected. A spurious sense of power

—

that which exists on a basis not of truth but of

falsehood— is very common, and to a certain

degree effective. One of the forms in which we

know it best is self-confidence or conceit. Yet

this undue estimate of one's powers makes it

possible to attempt tasks that greater ability often

shrinks from, and to win recognition when it is

denied to superior worth.

A narrow outlook, an inability to perceive any

claims except one's own, also lends a degree of

intensity and force that accomplishes more than

the rest of the character deserves or warrants.

Then, too, there is the courage, born of ignorance,

that dashes forwards, blind to the forces arrayed

in opposition ; and, lastly, there is obstinacy, which

is an attempt to express strength when there is

only weakness.
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All these spurious forms of the great achieve-

ment of conscious power are effective up to a certain

point, but they cannot sustain any severe or

protracted struggle for victory.

Besides false forms of the sense of power there

is another which, though true, is only partially

and imperfectly evolved. This operates in a large

sphere of human Hfe, and finds its fitting demon-

stration in the imperfectly initiated and executed

schemes with which the world abounds—those

half victories made up of inadequate achievements,

humiliating concessions to superior force, pathetic

modifications, lowered ideals and weakened hopes

and aspirations. Its insufficiency is evidenced in

the tragic failure of promising lives to realise their

possibilities. This failure is as often due to the want

of a sense of power as to lack of the power itself.

The inspirational form in which a consciousness

of power often visits us is a revelation and a

prophecy of that later and more abiding sense of

power which is based on the actual presence of

strength in oneself. This inspired feeling of

strength is generally the outcome of deep and

constant meditation on the power of the Trans-

cendent God as capable of entering into and ener-

gising the human soul, and this expectation is

constantly fulfilled. A marvellous sense of power

often floods the heart whereby a personality,

otherwise weak and ineffective, mounts on the wings
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of inspiration and elation and speeds to some great

achievement. Then the inspired sense of power

gradually dies away, and the sense of weakness

re-asserts itself.

It is an experience too familiar to be contro-

verted that for special tasks and duties this inspira-

tion of conscious strength is often vouchsafed to

those who earnestly seek it, waiting upon God
and fulfilling the necessary conditions. An entire

school of religious thought, in its aspirations after

conscious power, has mainly this kind of con-

sciousness in view ; and many an earnest soul

giving itself to prayer in the face of some difficulty,

is actually seeking just this sense of a strength

outside itself, in which to go forth and meet the

ordeal : it is a putting on of the strength of the

Transcendent God for the emergencies of life.

But there is another and more permanent form

in which consciousness of power may come to us

of which the experience just referred to is an

earnest and a prophecy. In this later experience

the soul rises to its full stature as an expression of

the Immanent God. Its steadily-evolving great-

ness at last issues in a glorious realisation of that

greatness; and the fact that wisdom and might

have made their home within, culminates in an

abiding sense of their presence and of their avail-

ableness for every undertaking ; it is a gradual

unfolding to the soul of its own worth and dignity.
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This consciousness of power arises from within

and is an inahenable part of the personality itself,

becoming the last and most important element in

prevailing prayer. But it must be built upon a

sure foundation. First that victorious character

on which it rests must be acquired—the defects

and weaknesses, referred to in earlier chapters

being remedied by submission to the discipline of

the cross and by earnest effort directed and

re-inforced by Christ. Then the sense of individu-

ality, and the equally important sense of related-

ness or love, must be developed and that com-

munion with God cultivated whereby human

personality is spiritualised.

Then, on the foundation of actual strength

will come that consciousness of power which

has formed the subject of this chapter. Rising

from within, gradually, steadily, surely ;
gathering

intensity as the character on which it is based

grows stronger ; deepened and illumined by

communion with God ; strengthened by contests

in the material and the spiritual world ; confirmed

by conquests, great and small, all along the line

of the daily march :—this sense of power will

become more vivid and more true as life goes on.

Whatsoever in it was false will pass away because

the unstable foundation of conceit, narrowness,

ignorance on which the false sense of strength

rested, will be undermmed and destroyed by
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progress in truth. A sense of power commensu-

rate with the power itself will enter life as a force

that constrains to action—to prayer—that pushes

and presses against the confining bars of doubt

and diffidence until they break, and the liberated

soul goes forth to dare and to achieve. Some
there are who do not need so much to strive for

power as for the love that uses power. Possessing

conscious force of character yet lacking the supreme

motive that stirs to action, they are letting their

strength lie idle. To such comes a stirring call

to prayer—to aggressive, purposeful action in

which the full force of their personality goes forth

in prevailing energy. For to have and not to use,

to be and not to do, is moral suicide : and upon

all who do not pray, who, either from indolence,

fear or selfishness, do not act as a moving force

upon their environment, must fall, sooner or

later, the blight that ever attends neglect of

privilege. The very springs of hope and energy

dry up, ideals fade, ardent desires and noble

aspirations surrender more and more easily to

opposing forces : prayer is silenced and the very

power to pray is sapped. This is the solemn

inner tragedy of many lives that started out with

high hopes and purposes. Alas that it should be

so ! Those bright visions and achievement were

never meant to end thus : they were no idle

dreams, but glimpses of infinite possibihties.
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The message this book would bear to all its

readers is one of hope—hope based on the con-

viction that the power to pray is man's inalienable

heritage ; and that, if lost, it can be regained

;

if hitherto weak and ineffective, it may be trained

and strengthened. It is never too late to redeem the

lost years of discouraged inaction, nor to begin to

pray with life and lip. Defeat and disappoint-

ment are not final. Very often they but prove

to us that '* we fall to rise, are baffled to fight

better." Made wise by past experience we learn

to adjust ourselves anew to adverse circumstances;

to develop new resources wherewith to meet our

difficulties ; to acquire patience, perseverance,

courage, which will surmount obstacles that once

proved too great. Thus the soul awakened to

value its privilege of prayer may press on and

rise to heights of power and command that more

than realise its earlier aspirations.

Because the experience of a fully energised and

effective personality is so rare, we tend to regard

it as the privilege of the few. This is not the

Divine intention. Like those best gifts of the

material world—air, fire, water— it is free to all.

Every man has been ordained a King and Priest,

and, in his own sphere—be it small or great

—

he is fitted to fulfil this destiny. He may
become a force to be reckoned with if he will

— a conquering force — challenging adverse
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circumstances and changing the face of the world

in which he moves ; bringing to pass therein the

good he designs, destroying the evil he hates. By

the mighty force of that prayer which is both

action and supplication, he is called to overthrow

strongholds, to stem the current of sin and suffer-

ing, to engage in conflict with personalities and

powers—to fight and to prevail.

"A man must contend to the utmost for

his life's set prize." Next to love the highest

prize in every life is power—power to initiate,

command, control, execute
;

power to do the

appointed task which it alone can. This is

prevailing prayer, and the goal towards which

humanity is moving! The World waits for the

manifestation of the Sons of God. Personality

has yet to vindicate its sovereignty over the forces

that resist and oppose it. The time will come

when in ever-increasing numbers men will learn

how to press through to victory ; when embracing

the highest and holiest ideals, they will have

power to stretch forth unfaltering hands and

grasp the good they covet and draw it to them-

selves. God and His Universe are working to

this end and will not rest until prevaihng prayer

becomes the increasing energy of human life.

BRADBURY AGNEW, & CO. LD., PRINTERS, LONDON AND TONBRIDGB.
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art paper. Large crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

Among the Malagasy. An unconventional Record of Missionary
Experience. By J. A. Houlder. Large crown 8vo, 320
pages. IG Illustrations on art paper from original Drawings
and Photographs. Cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

What is the Bible ? A Modern Survey. By J. Warschauer,
M.A., D.Phil., Author of " Jesus : Sevon Questions," " Prob-
lems of Immanence," &c. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards,
3s. 6d. net.

The Wisdom of God and the Word of God. By W. Harvey-Jellie,
M.A., B.D. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.

Days of Old, and other Sermons. By S. A. Tipple, Author of
" Sunday Mornings at Norwood." Large crown 8vo, cloth

boards, 3s. 6d. net.

Christ or Chaos? By E. S. Watson ("Deas Cromarty"). Large
crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.

The TransSgiired Church. By J. H. Jowett, M.A., D.D., Author
of " The Passion for Souls," &g. Large crown 8vo, cloth

boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

The Art of Exposition. By H. Jeffs, Author of " The Art of Sermon
Illustration," " Practical Lay Preaching," &c. Large crown
8vo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

Heavenly Visions. Studies in the Book of Revelation. By Rev.

Charles Brown, Author of " Letters of Christ," &c. Large
crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

Westminster Sermons. Dean H. Hensley Henson, of S. Mar-

garet's, Westminster. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt

top, 38. 6d. net.
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3/e net

Religion and Miracle. By Gkotioe A. Gordon, D.D., Author of
" Through Man to God," " The Christ of To-day," &c. CrowTi
8vo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

A Working Woman's Life. The Autobiography of Marianne
Farningiiam. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. Cd. net.

Tlie Gospel of Grace. By J. D. Jones, M.A., B.D., Author of
" Christ's Patliway to the Cross," &c. Large crown 8vo,

cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

The Winning of Immortality. By Frederic Palmer, Author of
" Studies in Theologic Definition." Cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. net.

Christian Certitude : Its Intellectual Basis. By E. Digges La
ToucHE, Litt.D. Large crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. net.

Life in His Name. By David M. M'Intyre, Author of " The
Hidden Life of Prayer," &c. Handsomely bound in cloth

boards, gilt edges, with headband and marker, 3s. 6d. net.

Interludes in a Time of Change: Ethical, Social, Theological. By
James Morris Whiton, Ph.D. (Yale), Author of " Divine
Satisfaction," " Gloria Patri," &c. Cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. net.

Modern Theories of Sin. By W. E. Orchard, D.D. Thesis
approved for the Degree of Doctor of Divinity in the Univer-
sity of London. Demy Svo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. Gd. net.

Evangelical Heterodoxy. By J. Morgan Gibbon, Author of
" The Epistle to the Galatians." Large crown Svo, cloth

boards, gilt top, 3s. Gd. net.

The Christian of To-day. A Brief Doscripton of His Thought and
Life. By Robert Veitch, M.A., Author of " The First

Christians," &c. Large crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. Gd. net.

The Right Hon. H. H. Asquith, M.P. A Biography and Appre-
ciation. By Frank Elias. Large crown Svo, cloth boards,
gilt top, 3s. Gd. net

The Art of Sermon Illustration. By H. Jeffs, Editor of The
Christian World Pulpit. Large cro^vn Svo, cloth boards, gilt

top, 3s. Gd. net.

The First Things of Jesus. By John Reid, M.A., of Lwemoss,
Author of " Jesus and Nicodemus : a Study in Spiritual

Life." Large crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.
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3/6 net

Jesus : Seven Questions. By J. Warschauer, M.A., D.Phil.,
Author of " The Now Evangel," &c. Large crown 8vo, cloth
boards, gilt top, 3s. Gd. net.

The Evolution of Old Testameit Religion. By W. E. Orchard,
D.D. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3.s. 6d. net.

The Church and Modern Life. By Washington Gladden, D.D.,
Author of " Who Wrote the Bible ? " &c. Cloth boards, gilt

top, 3s. 6d. net.

My Belief. Answers to Certain Religious Difficulties. By R. F.
HoRTON, M.A., D.D., Author of " Cartoons of St. Mark," &c.
Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. Gd. net.

The Story of Congregationalism in Surrey. By E. E. Cleal. Demy
8vo, 464 pages, 46 Illustrations on art paper and Map, cloth
bevelled boards, 3s. 6d. net.

Jesus and His TeacMng. By Erich von Schrenok, Mag. Theol.
Translated by J. Warschauer, M.A., D.Phil. Crown 8vo,
cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.

The Atonement in Modern Thought. A Theological Symposium.
By Professor Auguste Sabatier, Professor Harnack,
Professor Godet, Dean Farrar, Dr. P. T. Forsyth, Dr.
Marcus Dods, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Dr. John Hunter,
Dr. Washington Gladden, Dean Fremantle, Dr. Cave,
Dr. R. F. Horton, Rev. R. J. Campbell, Principal Adeney,
Rev. C. Silvester Horne, Rev. Bernard J. Snell, and
Dr. T. T. MuNGER. Cheap Edition. Large crown 8vo,
cloth boards, 3s. Cd. net.

" This interesting work. . . . Among the writers are men of great
distinction. . . . Deserves careful attention."

—

I he Spectator.

A Voice from China. By Griffith John, D.D.Edin., Hanliow.
Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.

The Inv/ard Light. By Amory H. Bradford, D.D., Author of
" The Growth of the Soul," &c. Large cr.)wn 8vo, cloth
boards, 3s. 6d. net.

" A worlc of real spiritual and Intellectual power."

—

Dundee AdrertUer.

The Story of the English Baptists. By J. C. Carlile. Large
crown 8vo, 320 pages, 8 Illustrations on art paper, 3s. 6d. net.

The Courage of tlie Coward. By C. F. Aked, D.D., Author of
" Changing Creeds and Social Problems," Crown 8vo, cloth

boards, with Photogravure Portrait, 3s. 6d. net.

The First Christians ; or. Christian Life in New Testament Times.
By Robert Veitch, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. neb.
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3/G net

By J. BSIERLEY ("J. B.")

Religion and To-day. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. net.

The Life of the Soul. Large crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top,
3s. 6d. net.

" Vigorous in thought, rich in literary allusions, and inoisive in style. . .

Mr. Brierley is always convincing as well as ingenious."

—

Methodist Reorder.

The Secret of Living. Largo crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. net.
" This author has given several thoughtful volumes, but not one in

which the ideal and the practical are so well blended and so skilfully con-
trasted as in the present."

—

Liverpool Courier.

Life and the Ideal. Large crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top, 3s. 6d.
net.

"This book is a book to read, and each section is food for constant
reference and continued thought."

—

Manchester Courier.

Aspects of the Spiritual. Large crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top,

3s. 6d. net.
" These essays are equal to the best he has yet produced. They cover

an immense variety of subjects."

—

Daily News.

Sidelights on Religion. Large crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top,

33. 6d. not.
" Delightfully optimistic, a description which sums up as a whole this

very interesting and helpful volume. It deserves to be widespread."
Pall Mall Gazette.

3/6
By J. BRIERLEY, (J. B.")

Religion and Experience. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d.
" This book is quite worthy to be placed alongside of Mr. Erierley's best

work."

—

Daily News.

The Eternal Religion. Second Edition. Crown Svo, cloth boards,
3s. Gd.

" Well written and helpful."

—

The Times.

The Common Life. Second Edition. Crown Svo, cloth boards,
3s. Gd.

" A book v.-hich every minister ought to possess."

—

British Weekly.

Problems of Living. Third Edition. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d.

"These beautiful and charming essays."

—

Hibbert Journal.

Ourselves and the Universe ; Studies in Life and Religion. Sixth
Edition. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. Gd.

" We have not for a long time read a brighter, cheerier, or wiser book."
Daily New;.

Studies of the Soul. Eighth Edition. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. Gd.

Dr. Korton says :

—
" I prefer this book to the best-written books I have

lighted on for a year past."

Our City of God. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 3s. Gd.
" We say without hesitation that this is a most inspiring work."

Westmirister Gazette.
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3/6
A Gamble with Life. By Silas K. Hockin-q, Author of " To Pay the

Price." Large crown 8vo, bevelled boards, 3s. 6d.

One of the best stories written by this popular author.

The Pearl Divers of Roncador Reef, and Other Stories. By Louis
Becke, Author of " Tom Wallis," &c. Large crown 8vo,
cloth boards. Illustrated, 3s. 6d.

Gloria Patri : or, Our Talks About the Trinity. By J. M. Whiton.
Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Christ that is To Be : A Latter-Day Romance. By Sir J.

CoMPTON-RiCKETT, M.P. Ncw Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth,

3s. 6d.

Family Prayers for Morning Use, and Prayers for Special Occasions,
Compiled and Edited by J. M. G. Cloth, pott quarto, 33. 6d.

Preaching to the Times. By Dean H. Hensley Henson. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

" Sound sense and scholarly solidity."

—

Dundee Courier.

The Dutch in the Medvvay. By Charles Macfarlane. Author
of " The Camp of Refuge," &c. With a Foreword by S. R.
Crockett. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Quickening of Caliban. A Modern Story of Evolution. By Sir

J. CoMPTON-RiCKETT, M.P., Author of " Christianity in

Common Speech," &c. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. Cd.

Nineteen Hundred ? A Forecast and a Story. By Marianne
Farningham, Author of " The Clarence Family," &c. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 3s, Gd.

EMMA JANE WORBOISE'S NOVELS
Crown 8vo, uniformly bound in cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

Violet Vaughan. Robert Wreford's Daughter.
Singlehurst Manor. Sissie.

Overdale. Esther Wynne.
Mr. Montmorency's Money. His Next of Kin.

Chrystabel.
See page 21 for Popular Edition.

AMELIA E. BARR'S NOVELS
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

The Beads of Tasmer. A Border Shepherdess.

She Loved a Sailor. Paul and Christina.

The Last of the MacAllisters. The Squire of Sandal Side.

Woven of Love and Glory. Between Two Loves.

For other books by this Author see pages 6 and 22.
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3/G
THE MESSAGES OF THE BIBLE

Edited by Frank Knight Sanders, Ph.D., Woolsey Pro-
fessor of Biblical Literatvire in Yale University, and Charles
Foster Kent, Ph.D., Professor of Biblical Literature and
History in Brown University. Super royal 16mo, cloth, red
top, 3s. 6d. a vol. (To bo completed in 12 Volumes.)

I. The Messages of the Earlier Prophets. By Frank
Knight Sandors,;Ph.D., and Charles Foster Kent, Ph.D.

II. The Messages of the Later Prophets. By Frank
Knight Sanders, Ph.D., and Charles Foster Kent, Ph.D.

III. The Messages of Israel's Law Givers. By Charles
Foster Kent, Ph.D.

IV. The Messages of the PnoPHETioAL and Priestly
Historians. By John Edgar McFadyen,
M.A.(Glas.), B.A.(Oxon.)

V. The Messages of the Psalmists. By John Edgar
McFadyen, M.A.(Glas.), B.A.(Oxon).

VII. The Messages of the Poets. By Nathaniel
Schmidt, M.A.

VIII. The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers. By
Frank Chamberlin Porter, Ph.D., D.D.

IX. The Messages of Jesus according to the Synoptists.
By Thomas Cuming Hall, D.D.

X. The Messages of Jesus according to the Gospel
OF John. By James Stevenson Riggs, D.D.

XI. The Messages of Paul. By George Barker Stevens,
Ph.D., D.D.

XII. The Messages of the Apostles. By George Barker
Stevens, Ph.D., D.D.
Volume VI. will appear shortly.

" Such a work is of the utmost service to every student of the Scriptures."
Iha Dundee Advertiser.

3/- net

Church Questions of our Time. By J. B. Paton, M.A., D.D.,
Author of " The LTnemployable and Unemployed," &c. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 3s. net.

The Personality of Jesus. By Charles H. Barrows. Largo
crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. net.

Poems. By Madame Guyon. Translated from the French by the
late William Cowper, with a Prefatory Essay by D. Macfad-
YEN, M.A. F'cap 8vo, handsomely bound in leather, 3s. net.

Quiet Hints to Growing Preachers in My Study. By Charles
Edward Jefferson, Pastor of Broadway Tabernacle Church,
New York. Small crown Svo, cloth, 3s. net.
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3/-
The Rosebud Annual for 1914. The Ideal Book for the Nursery.

Four Coloured Plates and prmted in colour throughout.
Coloured paper boards, varnished, 3s. ; cloth boards, 4s.

" A rich fund of enjoyment for the nursery."

—

Aberdeen Free Press.

School Hymns, for Schools and Missions. With Music. Compiled
by E. H. Mayo Gunn. Harmonies Revised by Elliott
Button. Large Imp. I6mo, Ss.

2/6 net

Christian Union in Social Service. By J. C. Carlile, Author of
" The Story of the Enghsh Baptists," etc. Crown 8vo, cloth
boards, 2s. 6d. net.

*Self- Realisation. By C. H. Betts, LL.D., Author of " Fragments
of Thought," " The Education of a Soul," " Living Pleasures,"
etc. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Who was Jesus ? The Answer of the New Testament. By D. H.
MACOisrAOiiiB, B.A., B.D. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Translation of Faith. By H. Bulcock, B.A., B.D. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Studies in Christian Mysticism. By Rev. W. H. Dyson. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Astronomy Simplified. By Rev. Alex-. C. Henderson, B.D.,
F.R.A.S. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Phyliistrata, and other Poems. By E. Cecil Roberts. Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Spirit and Power. By Rev. D. M. M'Intyre, Author of " Life

in His Name," " The Hidden Life of Prayer," etc. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Led by a Child ; and other Sermons. By Rev. Alfred Holborn,
M.A. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Our Protestant Faith. By Rev. J. Stephens Roose, M.A. Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Living Pleasures; or, the Constituents of a Life of Pleasure. By
C. H. Betts, Author of " Fragments of Thought," " Educa-
tion of a Soul," " The Universal Over-Presence." Crowm Svo,

cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Story of the Twelve : A Dramatic Poem in eight books. By
Arthur Hay Storeow. Crown Svo, cloth boards, gilt top,

2s. 6d. net.

The Waiting Life : By the River of Waters. By Hubert Foston,
M.A., D.Lit. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Uplifting of Life. By Rev. John Reid, M.A., Author of
" The First Things of Jesus," etc. Crown Svo, cloth board.?,

2s. Cd. net.
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2/6 net

The Unveiled Glory ; or, Sidelights on the Higher Evolution. By Rev.
Luther Winther Cav/s, Author of " The Unrecognised
Stranger, " The Unfolding Dawn." Crown 8vo, cloth

boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Looking Inwards : Words Addressed to the Soul of the Church.
By Edward Shillito, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d.

net.

Eucken and Bergson. Their Significance for Christian Thought.
By E. Hermann. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Messages of Hope. By George Matheson, D.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E.
Author of " Thoughts for Life's Journey," &c. Handsomely
bound in cloth boards, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, 4s. net.

Problems and Perplexities. By W. E. Orchard, D.D., Author of
" Modern Theories of Sin," " Evolution of Old Testament
Religion," etc. 304 pages, printed on India paper, cloth

boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Main Points in Christian Belief. By Charles Reynolds
Brown. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. not.

The Imperishable Word. By W. Charter Pigqott. Crown Svo,
cloth boards, 2s. Cd. net.

Constr'ictive Christianity. By William Souper, M.A. Crown Svo,
cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Peter in the Firelight. By William Allen Knight, Author of
" Our Syrian Guest," " No Room in the Inn," etc. Illustrated

in Colours. Fancy Cover. Large crown Svo, 2s. 6d. net.

A Young Man*s Ideal. By William Watson, M.A., Author of
" Prayer," &c. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Modern Minor Prophets. Edited, with a Chapter on " Lay Preach-
ing and its By-Products," by H. Jeffs, Author of " The
Art of Sermon Illustration," " Practical Lay Preaching and
Speaking to Men." Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Fifty Years* Reminiscences of a Free Church Musician. By E.
MiNSHALL. Crown Svo, Photogravure Portrait, 23. 6d. net.

Problems of Immanence. Studies Critical and Constructive. By
J. Warschauer, M.A., D.Phil., Author of " The New Evangel,"
" Jesus : Seven Questions," &c. Crown Svo, cloth boards,
2s. 6d. net.

Sculptors of Life. A Book for Young Men and Young Women.
By Thomas Yates. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Education of a Soul. By Charles H. Betts, Author of
" Fragments of Thought." Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d.

net.
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2/6 net

An Impregnable Faith. A Modern Pilgrim's Progress from Scep-
ticism through Morahty and Religious Optimism to Jesus
Christ and the " Good Kingdom." By Rev. David Melville
Stewart. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

A Lifted Veil. A Novel. By J. G. Stevenson. Cheap Edition.
Crown 8vo, 4 Illustrations, cloth boards, 2s. Cd. net.

Augustinian Revolution in Theology. By Rev. Thomas Allin,
D.D., Author of " Race and Religion." Illustrated by
Comparison with the Teaching of the Antiochene Divines
of the Fourth and Fifth Centuries. Crown 8vo, cloth boards,
2s. 6d. net.

The Beatitudes and the Contrasts. By Hubert Foston, M.A.,
D. Litt. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

King George and Queen Mary. By Henry Warwick. Illustrated

by latest portraits on art paper. Crown Svo, cloth boards,
2s. 6d. net.

Letters to a Ministerial Son. By A Man of the World. Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Christian Life and Belief. By A. E. Garvie, M.A., D.D. Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Religion : The Quest of the Ideal. By J. M. Hodgson, M.A., D.Sc,
D.D. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Universal Over-Presence. By C. H. Betts, Author of " Frag-
ments of Thought " and " The Education of a Soul." Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Thoughts for Life's Journey. By George Matheson, D.D., LL.D.,
F.R.S.E., Author of " Leaves for Quiet Hours." Cheap
Edition. Cloth boards, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, 4s. net.

Life's Beginnings. Wisdom and Counsel for Daily Guidance.
Printed on India paper and handsomely bound in leather,

round corners and gilt edges, boxed, 28. 6d. net (imiform
with "The Pilot"). Also in silk grain cloth. Is. 6d. net.

Velvet calf, round corners, gilt edges, 3s. 6d. net.
" One can easily understand how a compendium of the thoughts of

master minds such as this may be a real stimulus in these days of stress.

The battle of the world will be entered upon with a cheerful heart after
a thoughtful perusal of the most noble passages allotted to each day by
these discriminating anthologists. Should be in constant demand. One
of the prettiest and most acceptable gift-books this busy season has seen."

Dundee Advertiser.

The True Christ, and other Studies in " Whatsoever things are true.**

By W. L. Walker, Author of " The Teaching of Christ,"

&c. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Christ in Everyday Life. By Edwabd Increase Bosworth, Dean
of Oberlin Theological Seminary. F'cap Svo, India paper,
cloth boards, round comers, 2s. 6d. net.
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2/6 net

Things Most Surely Believed. By J. D. Jones, M.A., B.D., Author
of " The Gospel of Grace," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth boards,

2s. 6d. net.

Lyrics of the Soul, A Book of Poems. By Marianne Farningham,
Author of " Harvest Gleanings," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth

boards, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. net.

Conquering Prayer : or, The Power of Personality. By L. Sweten-
HAM, Author of " Religious Genius." Crovra 8vo, cloth boards,

2s. 6d. net.

The Immanence of Christ In Modern Life. By Frederick R.
Swan. With Introduction by J. Brierley, B.A. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 2s. Gd. net.

The New Evangel : Studies in the ** New Theology." By Rev.
J. Warschauer, M.A., D.Phil. Second Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

" May be studied with advantage."

—

Spectator.

Health In the Home Life. By Honnor Morten, Author of " A
Complete Book of Nursing," " How to Treat Accidents and
Illnesses," &c. Crown 8vo, art leather cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

Ungilded Gold ; or, Nuggets from the King's Treasury. Selected

Passages from the Bible, arranged for Daily Devotional Read-
ing (uniform with "The Pilot"). 384 pages, leather boxed,
2s. 6d. net ; also silk grain cloth, gilt lettering, red edges,

Is. 6d. net.

Practical Lay-Preaching and Spealiing to Men. By H. Jeffs
Editor of The Christian World Pulpit. Crown 8vo, cloth

boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The Challenge, and Other Stories for Boys and Girls. By Rev. J. G.
Stevenson, Author of " The Christ of the Children." 4to,

cloth boards, 240 pp. Eight Illustrations. 2s. Gd. net.

Leaves for Quiet Hours. By George Matheson, F.R.S.E., D.D.,
LL.D., Author of " Words by the AVayside," &c. New and
cheap edition. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, with
chaste design in gold, and gilt edges, 2s. 6d. net. Leather,

4s. net.

The Pilot. A Book of Daily Guidance from Master Minds. Con-
tains nearly 2,000 of the choicest extracts systematically

arranged for every day of the year. Printed on India paper
and handsomely bound in leather, with round corners and gilt

edges, 2s. 6d. net ; velvet calf, 3s. 6d. net.

" A book of real daily value."

—

Sheffield Telegraph.

My Neighbour and God. A Reply to Robert Blatchford's " God
and My Neighbour." By W. T. Lee. Crown 8vo, cloth

boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Liberty and Religion. By P. Whitwell Wilson, Author of ** Why
W© Believe," &c. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 23. 6d. net.
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2/6 net
Why We Believe. Papers on Religion and Brotherhood. By

P. Whitwell Wilson. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

A Popular History of the Free Churches. By C. Silvester Horne,
M.A. Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 464 pp. and 8 full-page
Illustrations on art paper. Cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

The New Testament in Modern Spe&ch. With notes. An idiomatic
translation into everyday English from the text of "The
Resultant Greek Testament." By the late Richard Francis
Weymouth, M.A., D.Litt., Fellow of University College,

London, and formerly Head Master of Mill Hill School, Editor
of " The Resultant Greek Testament." Edited and partly
revised by Ernest Hampden-Cook, M.A., formerly Exhibitioner
and Prizeman of St. John's College, Cambridge. New and
revised Edition. Cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net. Leather 4s. net.

Thumb Indexed, cloth, 3s. 6d. net. Leather 5s. net. Also
on Oxford India paper, cloth boards, 3s. Gd . net. Leather,
5s. net. Persian morocco, yapp, leather lined and silk sewn,
round corners, red under gold, 8s. net. Turkey morocco,
limp, 8s. 6d. net.

A Young Man's Religion and his Father's Faith. By N. McGhee
Waters. Small crown 8vo, cloth boards, gilt top, 2s. 6d. net.

" It is an earnestly religious and well-written work."

—

The Scotsman.

The Resultant Greek Testament. Exhibiting the Text in M^hat
the majority of Modern Editors are agreed. By the late

Richard FrancisWe oiouth, D.Litt. Cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Harvest Gleanings. A Book of Poems. By Marianne Farnino-
HAM, Author of " Girlhood," &c. Crown Svo, cloth boards,
2s. 6d. net.

" A delightful sheaf of little poems. They are messages of love, of com-
fort, of sympathy, of hope, and of encouragement."

—

Northampton Herald.

2/B
The Good New Times. By I-I. Jeffs, Author of *' Practical Lay

Preaching and Speaking to Men." Crown Svo, cloth boards,
2s. 6d.

The Rise of Philip Barrett. By David Lyall, Author of " The
Land o' the Leal," &c. Cheap Edition. Crown Svo, clotl-

boards, 2s. 6d.

The Ton Commandments. By G. Campbell Morgan, D.D. Pott.
Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

A Popular Argument for the Unity of Isaiah. By John Kennedy,
D.D. Vv'ifh an Examination of the Opinions of Canons
Chejme and Driver, Dr. Delitzsch the Rev. G. A. Smith, and
others. CroM^n Svo, 2s. 6d.

The Epistle to ihQ Galatians. By J. Morgan Gibbon. The Ancient
Merchants' Lecture for January, 1895. F'cap Svo, cloth

elegant, ccilt top, 2s. 6d,
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2/6
The Earliest Christian Hymn. By Geoege S. Barrett, D.D.

Pott 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 2s. 6d.

Nonconformist Church Buildings. By James Cubitt. Cloth limp,

2s. 6d.

2/- net

The Inner Mission Pamphlets. By J. B. Baton, M.A., D.D. Volumes
I. and II., cloth boards, 2s. net.

The Church and the Next Generation. By Richard Roberts,
M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s, net.

The Story of Joseph the Dreamer, told by Himself, and Other Poems.
By Alfred Capes Tarbolton. Crown 8vo, cloth boards,
2s. net.

The Judges of Jesus : Judas, Annas, Peter, Caiaphas, Herod,
Pilate's Wife, Pontius Pilate. By Rev. J. G. Stevenson,
Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. net.

The Value of the Old Testament. By Bernard J. Snell, M.A.,
Author of " The Value of the Apocrypha," ** Gain or Loss ?

"

&c. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. net.

The Purpose of the Cross. By B. G. Collins. Crown Svo, cloth

boards, 2s. net.

Atonement and Progress. By JSTewton H. Marshall, M.A., Ph.D.,
Author of " Theology and Truth." Crown Svo, cloth boards,

2s. net.

Authority and the Light Within. By Edward Grubb, M.A. Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 2s. net.

Ideals for Girls. By the Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A., Author of
*' Music and Morals." New Edition, crown Svo, handsomely
bound in bevelled boards, gilt edges, 2s. net.

" A book that all parents should place in the hands of their daughters."

The Glorious Company of the Apostles. Being Studies in the
Characters of the Twelve. By the Rev. J. D. Jones, M.A.,

B.D. Cloth boards, gilt top, 2s. net.
" Many think that a readable sermon is a contradiction in terms. Let

them read these pages and discover their mistake."

—

Examiner.

The Model Prayer. A Series of Expositions on the Lord's Prayer.

By Rev. J. D. Jones, M.A., B.D. New Edition, cloth boards,

gilt top, 2s. net.
" Mr. Jones brings a cultured mind, a well-stored memory, and a gift

of spiritual insight to the illustration of the Lord's Prayer."
Sunday School Chronicle.

2/-
Simple Cookery. Comprising "Tasty Dishes" and "More Tasty

Dishes." Over 500 Tested Receipts. Crown Svo, cloth

boards, 2s.
" A book that should be in every household."
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2/.
The Children's Paul. A Life of St. Paul specially written for the

Young. By Rev. J. G. STEVENSO]^Q•, Author of " The Christ
of the Children." 4to, cloth boards, 8 Illustrations on art
paper, 2s.

The Christ of the Children. A Life of Jesus for Little People. By
Kev. J. G. Stevenson. Cheap Edition. 4to, cloth boards,
12 Illustrations, 2s.

" It is the very loveliest life of Jesus for children ever written by a long
way."—Rev. Kinqscotb Greexland in The Methodist Recorder.

Stories of Old. Bible Stories Retold. By C. D. Michael, Author
of " Noble Deeds," " Deeds of Daring," &c. Cheap Edition.
4to, 288 pp., cloth boards, 8 illustrations, 23.

Early Pupils of the Spirit, and What of Samuel ? By J. M. Whiton,
Ph.D. New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

The Religion of Jesus. By J. Allanson Picton, M.A, J.P. Crown
Svo, 2s.

CLARKE'S COPYRIGHT LIBRARY
Crown 8vo, tastefully bound in cloth boards, 23.

The Loves of Miss Anne. By S. R. Crockett.
Kit Kennedy. By S. R. Crockett.
Cinderella. By S. R. Crockett.
Flower-o'-the-Corn. By S. R. Crockett.
The Black Familiars. By L. B. Walfobd.
Kid McGhie. By S. R. Crockett.

POPULAR EDITION OF
EMMA JANE WORBOISES NOVELS

Crown Svo, cloth boards, 2s. ; bevelled boards, 2s. 6d.

Abbey Mill, The. Husbands and Wives.
Brudenells of Brude, The. Joan Carisbroke.
Canonbury Holt. Lady Clarissa.

Chrystabel. Margaret Torrlngton.
Emilia's Inheritance. Millicent Kendrick.
Esther Wynne. Mr. Montmorency's Money.
Father Fabian. Nobly Born.
Fortune's Favourite. Oliver Westwood.
Fortunes of Cyril Denham, Overdale.

The. St. Beetha's.
Grey and Gold. Singleliurst Manor.
Grey House at Endlestone, SIssie.

The. Story of Penelope, The.
Heirs of Errington, The. Thornycroft Hall.
His Next of Kin. Violet Vaughan.
House of Bondage. Warleigh's Trust.

A Woman's Patience.
For other books by this Author see page 13.
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2/-
NEW SERIES OF COPYRIGHT BOOKS

' Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s.

Woven of Love and Glory. By Amelia E. Barr.
The Last of the MacAilisters. By Amelia E. Barr.
The Beads of Tasmer. By Amelia E. Barr.

A Morning Mist. By Sarah Tytler.

A Sister to Esau. By Amelia E. Barr.

The Debt of the Damerals. By Bessie Marchant.
A Town Romance ; or, On London Stones. By C. C. Andrews.
The Pride of the Family. By Ethel F. Heddle.
Unknown to Herself. By Laurie Lansfeldt.

The Squire of Sandal Side. By Amelia E, Barr.

The Bow of Orange Ribbon. By Amelia E. Barr.

The Scourge of God. By J. Bloundelle-Burton.
The New Mrs. Lascelles. By. L. T. Meade.
Miss Devereux, Spinster. By Agnes Giberne.

Jan Vedder*s Wife. By Amelia E. Barr.

1/9 net

The New Testament in Modern Speech. By the late Richard
Francis Weymouth, M.A., D.Litt. Pocket Edition (with-

out notes), cloth boards, Is. 9d. net. Also on Oxford India
paper, cloth boards, round corners, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. net.

1/6 net

THE "FREEDOM OF FAITH" SERIES

F'cap 8vo, 128 pp., handsomely bound in Green Leather, with
chaste design in gold. Price Is. 6d. net.

The Simple Things of the Christian Life. By G. Campbell Morgan,
D.D.

The Letters of Christ. By Charles Brown.
Christ's Pathway to the Cross. By J. D. Jones, M.A., B.D.

The Crucible of Experience. By F. A. Russell.

The Passion for Souls. By J. H. Jowett, M.A.

The Value of the Apocrypha. By Bernard J. Snell, M.A.

Inspiration in Common Life. By W. L. Watkinson, M.A.

Prayer. By William Watson, M.A.

A Reasonable View of Life. By J. M. Blake, M.A.
" There are precious things in every volume, and the Series deserves

success."

—

Dundee Advertiser.
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1/6 net

Life's Little Lessons. Addresses to Children. By Vebnon
GiBBEBD. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, Is. Cd. net.

For Childhood and Youth. Ideals of the Modern Sunday School.

By Thiseltok Mauk, D.Lit., B.Sc, Author of "The Teacher
and the Child," etc. Crown 8vo, cloth boards. Is. 6d. net.

Facets of Faith. Aspects of Spiritual Life and Thought. By
A. W. Blue. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, Is. Gd, net.

Life's Beginnings. Wisdom and Counsel for Daily Guidance. Silk

grain cloth, Is. 6d. net. Also printed on India paper and
handsomely bound in leather, round comers and gilt edges,

boxed, 2s. 6d. net (uniform with " The Pilot"). Velvet calf,

round corners, gilt edges, 3s. 6d. net.
" An admirable compilation. The authors have read widely and their

selections from modern religious writers are made with taste and judgment.
A very attractive and helpful little book."

—

British Weekly.

The Wayfarer at the Cross Roads. By Arthur Pringle. Author
of " The Faith of a Wayfarer." Crovm 8vo, cloth boards.
Is. 6d. net.

Old Testament Stories in Modern Light. A Bible Guide for the
Young. By T. Rhondda Williams, Author of " The Christ

Within," &c. Crown Svo, cloth boards, Is. 6d. net.

J. H. Jowett, M.A., D.D. A Character Study. By Frank
MoRisoN. Illustrations on art paper. Fancy paper boards,
Is. 6d. net.

No Room in the Inn. By William Allen Knight, Author of " The
Song of our Syrian Guest." Fancy boards, gilt top, illus-

trated. Is. 6d. net.

The Way of Prayer. By John Edgar McFadyen, D.D., Author
of " The Divine Pursuit," " Prayers of the Bible." Fancy
boards, gilt top. Is. 6d. net.

Chats with Women on Everyday Subjects. By Edith C. Kenyon,
Author of " A Queen of Nine Days," &c. Crown Svo, cloth
boards. Is. 6d. net.

Faith and Form. An Attempt at a Plain Re-statement of Christian
Belief in the Light of To-day. By Henry Vaeley, B.A.
Crown Svo, cloth boards, Is. 6d. net.

The Invisible Companion and Other Stories for Children. By Edward
W. Lewis, M.A., B.D., Author of " The Unescapeable Christ,"

&c. Crown Svo, cloth boards. Is. 6d. net.

Sharing His Sufferings. By J. H. Jowett, M.A., D.D., Author
of " The Passion for Souls," &c. Small crown Svo, cloth

boards, Is. 6d. net ; leather 2s. 6d. net.

The Reasonableness of Jesus. By Frank Y. Leggatt, M.A.
Crown Svo, cloth boards, Is. 6d. net.
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1/G net

The Making of Heaven and Hell. By J. M. Blake, M.A., Author
of " A Reasonable View of Life," &c. Small 8vo, cloth boards,

Is. 6d. net.

Ideals in Sunday School Teaching. By Alfred H. Angus, B.Sc.

With Foreword by J. H. Jowett, M.A., D.D. Crown 8vo,

cloth boards, Is. 6d. net.

Notes on the Life and Teaching of Jesus. By Edward Grubb, M.A.,
Author of " Authority and the Light Within." Crown 8vo,

cloth boards. Is. 6d. net : limp cloth, Is. net.

The Faith of a Wayfarer. By Arthur Pringle. Crown Svo, cloth

boards. Is. 6d. net.

Jesus or Christ? By Rev. J. Warschauer, M.A., D.Phil., Author
of " The New Evangel," " Jesus: Seven Questions." Crown
Svo, cloth boards, Is. 6d. net.

Who Wrote the Bible ? By Washington Gladden, D.D., Author
of " The Growing Revelation," &c. New and cheap edition,

250 pages, cloth boards. Is. Cd. net.

Reasons Why for Congregationalists. By Rev. J. D. Jones, M.A.,
B.D. Crown Svo, cloth boards. Is. 6d. net.

Ungilded Gold ; or, Nuggets from the King's Treasury. Selected

Passages from the Bible, arranged for Daily Devotional Reading
(uniform with " The Pilot"). 384 pages, silk grain cloth, gilt

lettering, red edges, Is. 6d. net ; leather, boxed, 2s. 6d. net.

Women and their Work. By Marianne Farningham, Author
of " H arvest Gleanings," " Women and their Saviour'" Crown
Svo, cloth boards, Is. 6d. net.

The Inner Mission Leaflets. By J. B. Paton, M.A., D.D. Two
Series in one Volume, cloth, Is. 6d. net.

Sunny Memories of Australasia. By Rev. W. Cuff. Crown Svo,

cloth boards. Portraits and Illustrations. Is. 6d. net.

Britain's Hope, Concerning the Pressing Social Problems. By Julie
Sutter, Author of " Britain's Next Campaign," &c. Cloth
boards. Is. 6d. net.

Burning Questions. By Washington Gladden. Cheap Edition.

Crown Svo, cloth. Is. 6d. net.

Reform in Sunday School Teaching. By Professor A. S. Peake.
Crown Svo, cloth boards, Is. tid. net.

1/6
Storehouse for Preachers and Teachers. A Treasury of Outlme

Texts and Sermons. By J. Ellis, Author of " The Seed
Basket," &c., &c. Cloth boards. Is. 6d.

Words by the Wayside. By George Matheson, D.D., LL.D.,
F.R.S.E., Author of " Leaves for Quiet Hours," " Thoughts
for Life's Journey," &o. New Edition. Oblong, cloth boards,

gilt top. Is. 6d.
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1/6
Ancient Musical Instruments. A popular Account of their Develop

ment, as illustrated by Typical Examples in the Galpin Collec-

tion at Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex, by William Lynd. Linen
cover, Is. Gd. ; cloth, 2s.

The Church and the Kingdom. By Washington Gladden. Crown
8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

" The most interesting little book is heartily welcome."
Morning Leader,

The Children's Pace ; and other Addresses to Children. By Rev.
J. S. Maver, M.A., of Paisley. F'cap, 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

" Mr. Maver has produced one of the best books of the kind published
for some time."

—

Banffshire Journal.

SMALL. BOOKS ON GREAT SUBJECTS
Pott 8vo, bound in buckram cloth. Is. 6d. each.

The Christ Within, By Rev. T. Rhondda Williams.

Old Pictures in Modern Frames. By J. G. Greenhougk, M.A.

The Taste of Death and the Life of Grace. By P. T. Forsyth,
M.A., D.D.

The Conquered World. By R. F. Horton, M.A., D.D.

Social Worship an Everlasting Necessity. By John Clifford, D.D.

Types of Christian Life. By E. Griffith-Jones, D.D.

Faith the Beginning, Self-Surrender the Fulfilment of the Spiritual

Life. By James Martineau, D.D., D.C.L. Second Edition.

Sixth Thousand.

How to Become Like Christ. By Marcus Dods, D.D. Second
Edition.

The Kingdom of the Lord Jesus. By Alexander Mackennal, D.D.

The Way of Life. By H. Arnold Thomas, M.A.

The Christian Life. By W. M. Sinclair, D.D.

Character Through Inspiration. By T. T. Munger, D.D.

Infoldings and Unfoldings of the Divine Genius, in Nature and Man.
By John Pulsford, D.D. New Edition.

The Jealousy of God. By John Pulsford, D.D.

Martineau 's Study of Religion. By Richard A. Armstrong.

The Supreme Argument for Christianity. By W. Garrett Horder.

Reconsiderations and Reinforcements. By James Morris Whiton,
Ph.D. (Yale).
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1 /- net

*The Great Embassy. Studies in the Growth of Christianity. By
CuTHBERT McEvoY, M.A. Foolscap 8vo, cl oth boards, Is. net.

Everychild. By Hahold Begbie, Author of " Broken Earthenware."
Crown 8vo, Frontispiece and cover in colours. Is. net.

The Christian World Album of Sacred Songs. Containing 94 Sacred
Songs, in old notation and tonic-sol-fa, selected from the
choicest works of tha most eminent composers. Edited by
W. H. JuDE. 160 pages, paper cover, Is. net; cloth boards,
2s. net.

The Seed of the Kingdom. Devotional readings from the letters of
Isaac I'enington. Selected by Jennie Street {Editor of the

Sunday School Times). Fancy Boards, Is. net.

How to Cook; The Art of Cooking made easy, with a chapter on
the use of a gas oven; By J. S. Marshall. Crown 8vo, cloth
boards. Is. net.

Our Life Beyond. By J. D. Jones, M.A., B.D., Author of " Christ's

Pathway to the Cross," " The Gospel of Grace," etc., etc.

cloth boards, gilt lettering. Is. net.

Flowers from the Master' s Garden. By A. E. Winter. Cloth boards,
gilt lettering. Is. net.

Ecce Vir : Jesus and Modern Manhood. By D. Melville Stewart.
Author of " An Impregnable Faith." F'cap Svo, cloth boards,
Is. net.

Mors Janua Vitse. By A. Layman. Being Speculations on the
Destiny of the Human Race after Death, with all humility
and reverence ; to which are appended a Creed and some
Obiter Dicta. Crown Svo, fancy paper covers. Is. net.

The Life, Faith and Prayer of the Church. By J. B. Paton, M.A.,
D.D., Author of " Applied Christianity," &c. Cloth boards,

Is. net.

The Garrisoned Soul. Meditations on " Peace, Perfect Peace, " by
C. E. P. Antram. Fancy cloth. Is. net.

" It is just the sort of book, chaste and beautiful, contents and binding
alike, that would make a pretty present on a birthday or a Church festival.

Its size and its type make it suitable also to send to an invalid. Indeed,
its cheering chapters would to many such, we are sure, act like a tonic,

and be an eflOicient co-worker with the physician."

—

Sheffield Telegraph,

Women and their Saviour. Thoughts of a Minute for a Month.
By Marianne Farninqham, Author of " Harvest Gleanings,"
&c. Cloth, Is. net.

" These ' thoughts of a minute for a month of mornings,' are the

outpourings of an entirely unaffected piety."

—

Glasgow Herald.

Reasons Why for Free Churchmen. By Rev. J. D. Jones, M.A.,

B.D. Small Svo, cloth boards, Is. net.
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1 /- net

The Price of Priestcraft. By Howard Evans. Crown 8vo, paper
covers, Is. net ; cloth, Is. 6d. net.

" We wish for it a very large circulation. No one has served the cause
of religious freedom better than Mr. Howard Evans by his labours in the
Press and elsewhere."

—

British Weekly.

Sunday Afternoon Song Book, with Tunes. Compiled by H. A.
Kennedy and R. D. Metcalfe. Is. net. Words only,
12s. 6d. per hundred net.

" The airs have been selected and arranged under the editorship of Mr.
R. D. Metcalfe, and add so much to the value of the collection that this
edition will easily supersede all others and give the work a new popularity
with choral societies and others interested in church music."

The Scotsman.

\h
Oliver Cromwell. By R. F. Horton, D.D., Author of " John Howe,"

" The Teaching of Jesus," &c., &c. Sixth Edition. Nine-
teenth Thousand. Is.

" Worthy a place in the library of every Christian student."
Methodist Recorder.

Rome from the Inside ; or, The Priests* Revolt. Translated and
Compiled by "J. B." of The Christian World. Third Thou«
sand. F'cap. 8vo, Is.

This pamphlet may be described in brief as a record of the
new revolt in the French priesthood. Its contents are chiefly

letters and addresses from priests and ex-priests. These, it

will be recognized at once, are a testimony of the very first

order as to what modern Rome really stands for in relation

to spiritual life, to morality, and to intellectual progress.

The Bible Definition of Religion. By George Matheson, M.A.,
D.D. Printed on deckle-edged paper, with red border lines

and decorated wrapper, in envelope. Price Is.

The Awe of the New Century. By R. F. Horton, M.A., D.D. F'cap.
8vo, Is. Decorated parchment cover and decorated margins
to each page printed in colours. Gilt top. Each copy in

Envelope. Second Edition.
" A most impressive and delightful little book, displaying all the best

qualities of the popular pastor of Hampstead."

—

The Western Mercury.

The Sceptre Without a Sword. By Dr. George Matheson, In
envelope. Pott 8vo, Is.

" This is a very charming little book—both externally and internally."
Ardrossan and Saltcoats Herald,

Our Girls* Cookery. By the Author of " Tasty Dishes." Crown 8vo,
linen. Is.

*' A most artistic-looking little volume, filled with excellent recipes, that
are given so clearly and sensibly that the veriest tyro in the culinary art
will be able to follow them as easily as possible,"

—

The Lady,
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PICTURE BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG

Pictures by LOUIS WAIN. HARRY B. NEILSON. J. A. SHEPHERD,
ELSIE BLOMFIELD, etc.

Printed in colour, varnished boards, Is*

1/-

Animal Happ3'land.

Merry Times in Animal Land.

Animals in Fun-Land.

The Merry Animal Picture Book,

Holidays in Animal Land.

Animal Playtime.

Animal Gambols.

Fireside Fairy Tales. Fall of Appropriate Pictures.

Outline Text Lessons for Junior Classes. By Gladys Davidson,
Author of " Kindergarten Bible Stories," &c. F'cap 8vo,

cloth boards, Is.

" The book is simple and practical, and will be found suggestive and
helpful by teachers."

—

Sunday School Chronicle,

How to Read the Bible. Hints for Sunday School Teachers and other

Bible Students. By W. F. Adeney, M.A. New and Revised
Edition. Cloth boards, Is.

" A most admirable little work. We know of no book which deals with
this subject so clearly and adequately within so small a compass. It speaks
of itself modestly as " Hints for Sunday-school Teachers and other Bible

Students," but it is one of the very few manuals which are well worth the
study of the clergy."

—

The Guardian.

Short Talks to Boys and Girls. By J. C. Cablile, Author of " Talks
to Little Folks." Crown 8vo, cloth boards, Is.

A Religion that will Wear. A Layman's Confession of Faith.

Addressed to Agnostics, by a Scottish Presbyterian. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, Is.

The Divine Satisfaction. A Review of what should and what should

not be thought about the Atonement. By J. M. Whiton.
Crown Svo, paper, Is.
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1/-
Health a^.d Home Nursing. By Mrs. Lessels Mather, Health

Lecturer to the Northumberland County Council. F'cap. 8vo,

cloth, Is.

A book that should be in every household. Contains
chapters on The Care of the Invalid, Homely Local Applica-

tions, Feeding the Invalid, Infection and Disinfection, Care
of the Teeth, The Value of Foods, Influenza, its Causes and
Prevention, Consumption, its Causes and Prevention, Digestion

and Indigestion, Headaches, Home Nursing of Sick Children,

What to do till the Doctor Comes, Habit in Relation to Health,
The Health of the Town Dweller.

Helps to Health and Beauty. Two Hundred Practical Prescriptions

by a Pharmaceutical Chemist. Price Is.

" This little book contains two hundred practical prescriptions or formulfe,

for preparations for the hair, hands, nails, feet, skin, teeth, and bath, in

addition to perfumes, insecticides, and medicaments for various ailments.
As far as possible technical language is avoided, and the directions are clear

and concise."

—

Pharmaceutical Journal.

Morning, Noon and Night. By R. P. Horton, M.A., D.D. F'cap
8vo, parchment cover with gold lettering, Is.

" Deeply suggestive, and as earnest as its fancies are pleasing and quaint."
Dundee Advertiser.

Wayside Angels, and Other Sermons. By W. K. Burford. Pott 8vo,
cloth, Is.

Tasty Dishes. A Choice Selection of Tested Recipes, showing what
we can have for Breakfast, Dinner, Tea and Supper. It is

designed for people of moderate means who desire to have
pleasant and varied entertainment for themselves and their

friends. It is a book of genuine and tested information. New
Edition. Thoroughly revised and brought up to date. 130th
Thousand. Crown 8vo, Is.

" No home ought to be without this timely, useful, and practical family
friend."

—

Brighton Oazette.

More Tasty Dishes. A Book of Tasty, Economical and Tested
Recipes. Including a Section on Invalid Cookery. A Supple-
ment to " Tasty Dishes." New Edition. Price Is.

" Every recipe is so clearly stated that the most inexperienced cook could
follow them and make dainty dishes at a small cost."

—

Pearson Weekly.
" The recipes given have been carefully tried and not been found wanting."

The Star.

Talks to Little Folks. A Series of Short Addresses. By Rev. J. C.

Carlile. Crown 8vo, art vellum, Is.

" No one who reads this book can reasonably doubt that Mr. Carlile is

master of the difficult art of catching and sustaining the interest of young
people. He is wise enough to dispense with the preacher's framework, texts,

introductions, &c., and at once he arrests attention by a direct question
or a brief story."

—

Literary World.

Christianity in Common Speech : Suggestions for an Every-day
Belief. By Sir J. CoMrTON-RiCKETT, M.P. Demy 8vo, Is.
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1/-

RECITATION BOOKS
By MARY E. MANNERS

Crown 8vo, Linen Covers, Is. each.

A Tale of a Telephone, and Other Pieces.

" Narrative pieces, suitable for recitation."

—

Outlook.

Aunt Agatha Ann : and other Ballads. Illustrations by Ernold A.

Mason and Louis Wain'.
" Excellent pieces for recitation from a popular pen."

—

Lady's Pictorial

SMALL BOOKS ON GREAT SUBJECTS
(Cheap Edition).

Bound in red cloth, Is. each.

Social Worship an Everlast-

ing Necessity. By John
Clifford.

The Taste of Death and the

Life of Grace. By P. T.

Forsyth, M.A., D.D.
The Conquered World. By

R. F. HoRTON, M.A., D.D.
The Christian Life. By W. M.

Sinclair, D.D.

The Way of Life. By H. Arnold
Thomas, M.A.

Faith and Self-Surrender. By
James Martineau, D.D.,
D.C.L.

Martineau 's Study of Religion.

By Richard A. Armstrong
The Kingdom of the Lord Jesus.

By Alexander A. Mac-
KENNAL, D.D.

6d. net

The Birthday of Hope. By J. D. Jones, M.A., B.D. Illustrated.

Printed on art paper, with fancy cover and ribbon, 6d. net.

Padded white cloth, lettering in gold, boxed, Is. 6d. net.

The Ship's Engines. A Parable. By the late T. Campbell Fln-

LAYSON, D.D. In vellum cover, Cd. net.

Rev. J. H. JowETT says :

—
" I am so glad you are issuing the article in

the shape of the little booklet. I am sure it will be very helpful to many
people, and will bring light and leading to many bewildered souls."

6d.
England's Danger. By R. F. Horton, M.A., D.D. Price 6d.

Contents : Romanism and National Decay ; St. Peter
AND THE Rock ; Truth ; Protestantism ; Holy Scripture ;

Purgatory.
" Good fighting discourses. They contend that Roman Catholicism has
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Holy Christian Empire. By Rev. Principal Forsyth, M.A., D.D.,

of Hackney College, Hampstead. Crown 8vo, paper cover,

4d. net.
" Rich in noble thought, in high purpose, in faith and in courage. Every

sentence tells, and the whole argument moves onward to its great conclusion.

Dr Forsyth has put the argument for missions in a way that will nervo

and inspire the Church's workers at home and abroad for fresh sacrifice.

London Quarterly Review.

The Unique Class Chart and Register. By Rev. J. H. Riddettb.

Specially arranged and absolutely indispensable for keeping

a complete record of the scholars according to the require-

ments of the Meggitt Scheme of Sunday School Reform. Linen
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The Sunday Afternoon Song Book. Containing 137 Hymns. For

use at "Pleasant Sunday Afternoons," and Other Gatherings.
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Stepney Meeting House. Twentieth Thousand, 2d; music.
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" Contains 137 hymns, the catholic character of which, in the best sense

of the term, may be gathered from the names of the authors, which include
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Hughes J. H. Newsman, Longfellow, Bonar, and others. While the purely

dogmatic element is largely absent, the Christian life, m its forms of

aspiration, struggle against sin and love for the true and the good, is well

illustrated."

—

Literary World.
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